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 This dissertation attempts to understand pro-democratic activism in ways that do not 
solely revolve around public protest. In the case of anti-authoritarian mobilizations in the 
Philippines, the conversation is often dominated by the EDSA "People Power" protests of 1986. 
This project discusses the longer histories of protest that made such a remarkable mobilization 
possible. A focus on these often-sidelined histories allows a focus on unacknowledged labor 
within social movement building, the confrontation between transnational and local impulses in 
political organizing, and also the democratic dreams that some groups dared to pursue when it 
was most dangerous to do so. 
 Overall, this project is a history of the transnational opposition to the Marcos dictatorship 
in the Philippines. It specifically examines the interactions among Asian American, European 
solidarity, and Filipino grassroots activists. I argue that these collaborations, which had 
grassroots activists and political detainees at their center, produced a movement culture that 
guided how participating activists approached their engagements with international institutions. 
Anti-Marcos activists understood that their material realities necessitated an engagement with 
institutions more known to them for their colonial and Cold War legacies such as the press, 
education, human rights, international law, and religion. They were keenly aware that these 
engagements could assist in internationalizing the injustices of the Marcos government. However, 
even as they pursued change from within these institutions, they also worked to fiercely protect 
the centrality of grassroots voices. Ultimately, I argue that these mobilizations, which predated 
the more mainstream post-1983 opposition to the Marcos dictatorship laid the groundwork for 
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Carol Ojeda-Kimbrough was a student at the University of the Philippines in 1972 when 
Ferdinand Marcos declared martial law. After the declaration she, along with a number of 
classmates and friends, began to organize against Marcos, believing that they needed to do 
something in response to the "repression in the school and outside in the society."1 Carol joined 
the Philippine-based movement, even going underground to evade government suppression. 
Carol became pregnant in 1974, and with the Marcos regime continuing to arrest and torture 
dissidents, her family encouraged her to leave the Philippines. Fearing for her and her child's 
well-being, Carol and her young son moved to the United States, leaving behind her husband and 
the child's father, Rolando "Lando" Federis.2  
Despite their distance, Carol and Lando maintained their connection to each other as well 
as their shared political commitment to oppose the Marcos dictatorship. The couple exchanged 
letters when they could, with Ojeda-Kimbrough fondly recalling, “I sent him pictures of our 
daughter wearing overalls and a Mao cap.”3 While Lando continued working as an underground 
activist, Carol joined anti-martial law organizations such as the Los Angeles chapter of 
Katipunan ng Mga Demokratikong Pilipino (KDP, or the Union of Democratic Filipinos). As a 
former member of the Philippine-based youth organization, Kabataan Makabayan (KM or 
Patriotic Youth), she likely had heard of KDP's work in the United States and its connections 
with organizations in the Philippines.4 The anti-Marcos movement in the United States was quite 
different than her time underground in the Philippines. Carol could find some work to support 
                                                
1 Carol Ojeda-Kimbrough, “Philippines, Marcos Dictatorship: Guest Blogger Carol Ojeda-Kimbrough’s ‘Salvaged 
Love,’” Travels (and More) With Cecilia Brainard (blog), accessed April 30, 2015, 
http://cbrainard.blogspot.com/2014/08/philippines-marcos-dictatorship-guest.html. 
2 Carol explains that her mother was already in the United States and allowed Carol and her daughter to join her 





herself and her child. She no longer had to be underground, moving from location to location to 
evade arrest. Despite these differences, the US-based movement still allowed her to continue 
working for the social change that she and Lando envisioned. 
In October 1976, the Philippine military arrested and tortured Lando along with two 
fellow kasamas (comrades) in Quezon province. One of the three captured activists, Adora Faye 
De Vera, survived. Lando and Flora Coranacion, on the other hand, were never seen again. 
Lando likely became one of many dissidents killed by Philippine Armed Forces engaged in what 
were known as anti-Communist “salvaging” operations.5 Upon De Vera's release, the military 
forced her to sign papers where she promised "not to report anything that happened to me, as a 
matter of 'life and death.'"6 The military knew that human rights groups could cause problems for 
the Marcos regime and thus tried to prevent these groups from gathering information on political 
detainees. Knowing the importance of human rights documentation in the fight against the 
regime, De Vera did finally share her story with human rights activists. De Vera's account of the 
arrest and torture of Federis, Coranacion, and herself eventually circulated worldwide in 
Amnesty International's 1981 report on the Philippines.7 
In 2011, Carol received a $1,000 settlement from a lawsuit against the Marcos estate for 
its violations of Lando’s human rights in the case Ferdinand E. Marcos Human Rights Litigation 
MDL No. 840.8 That same year, Rolando E. Federis's name was added to the Wall of 
Remembrance at the Bantayog ng mga Bayani (Monument of Heroes), a museum that honors 
                                                
5 Salvaging was the term for the torture and execution of subversives under the Marcos regime. Daniel B. Schirmer 
and Steven Rosskamm Shalom, eds., The Philippines Reader: A History of Colonialism, Neocolonialism, 
Dictatorship, and Resistance (Boston: South End Press, 1987), 319. 
6 De Vera also confirmed that soon after their capture, the human rights group Task Force Detainees Philippines had 
reported the three activists as missing. Amnesty International, “Report of an Amnesty International Mission to the 
Republic of the Philippines, 11-28 November 1981” (London, 1982), 108. 
7 Amnesty International, 106–10. 
8 Ojeda-Kimbrough, “Philippines, Marcos Dictatorship: Guest Blogger Carol Ojeda-Kimbrough’s ‘Salvaged Love.’” 
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heroes and martyrs in the fight against the Marcos dictatorship.9 Like many disappearances or 
occurrences of "salvaging," the investigation of Federis's case was often left to his family and to 
human rights groups, with little, if any, help to be expected from the state.10 De Vera's testimony 
had helped establish Federis as one of the almost 10,000 claimants in the aforementioned 1986 
case against the Marcos estate.11 Although Carol received some satisfaction from the 
acknowledgment of the crimes committed by the Marcoses, she also drew attention to the paltry 
sum and the ways that claims made for human rights violations represented but small measures 
for obtaining justice.12  
Activists, like Carol and Lando, who joined the anti-Marcos cause undertook challenging 
and dangerous political work. To overthrow the Marcos regime, activists fought the dictatorship 
in local contexts while also building an expansive and well-connected transnational movement. 
The following pages bring together the stories of anti-Marcos activists in the Philippines and 
abroad as well as the stories of human rights activists and the opposition movement they 
participated within and defended. In so doing, I hope this project contributes to the story of how 
grassroots activists built a transnational movement and how that movement amplified the 
opposition of the Filipino people to an authoritarian rule. 
This project examines international opposition to Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos 
(1965-1986) and his turn towards authoritarianism in 1972. I focus on various groups that were 
                                                
9 “Federis, Rolando M.,” Bantayog Ng Mga Bayani (blog), October 5, 2015, http://www.bantayog.org/federis-
rolando-m/. 
10 Olea, “Bittersweet Homecoming.” The Philippine military has kept little public records of martial law violences. 
Even today, victims of state torture often bear the responsibility of gathering and providing evidence of their claims. 
Human rights organizations such as Karapatan and Task Force Detainee Philippines regularly assist claimants with 
inquiries, going through newsletter documentation for written evidence of military arrests and political detention that 
might be used as evidence in human rights claims. 
11 Ibid. In 1986, the human rights organization SELDA filed suit against the Marcos estate based upon Marcos 
family assets in the United States. Although these assets were estimated at $78 million, the plaintiff's legal 
representation settled for $10 million. After legal fees, and the reduction of claimants from almost 10,000 to around 
7,000 (the lawyer for the claimants argued that over 2,000 claimants did not meet the requirements to make a claim), 
each claimant or their next of kin received a check for $1,000. 
12 Carol Ojeda-Kimbrough, No Alibis, Radio Interview, October 22, 2014. 
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instrumental in creating awareness of the Marcos regime: 1) Protestant and Catholic church 
groups, 2) human rights lawyers, 3) transnational NGOs, 4) Filipino immigrant and US-born 
student activists, and 5) political prisoners and their families. During a time of political 
repression and censorship, opposition groups worked to create an international awareness of the 
abuses of the Marcos dictatorship. They drew upon and re-shaped prevailing notions of human 
rights and directly challenged U.S government support for the regime.  
By placing Philippine based and internationally based anti-Marcos activism into 
conversation, we can more fully capture the dynamics of transnational activism, the institutions 
that it challenges, and also the understandings of rights that it upholds. In focusing on the making 
of transnational solidarity making during the Marcos period, this dissertation makes the 
following arguments: First, the 1986 EDSA revolution, commonly referred to as People Power 
was not a spontaneous mobilization. I say this not to diminish from the importance of this 
seminal moment but rather to point out that its underpinnings were laid much earlier. We often 
do not see these foundations because the pre-1980s opposition to Marcos is largely dismissed as 
nothing more than a Communist or subversive fragment. This leads into the second argument I 
make, which is that indeed, the anti-Marcos opposition was a Communist led movement but it 
was also much more. During the martial law period, and particularly in the 1970s, politically 
diverse activists on the ground in the Philippines and abroad worked together to lay the 
foundation of the eventual Marcos overthrow. Third, the foundation for the eventual Marcos 
overthrow was laid through activist engagements with institutions and networks that are often 
dismissed as "Western" such as the press, education, as well as legal and religious networks. In 
the case of the anti-Marcos dissent, we see an instance of institutional opposition being made 
through a substantive and meticulously considered engagement between "West" and "non-West." 
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This was an engagement that was mindful of power dynamics and imperial histories but also 
very much aware of the navigations required within material realities.  
 Finally, I argue that these careful and considered institutional engagements produced a 
movement culture in which, although primarily rooted in the anti-Marcos movement, also 
produced subsidiary results that have become lasting remnants of this historical moment. It is a 
movement culture that activists collaboratively built, one that would incorporate much needed 
outside voices and influence, but keep voices on the ground the primary focus. It is a movement 
culture that relied on a shared line of thinking and a relatively broad realm of political debate. 
Activists created and circulated this culture through literary work, writing, and music but also 
through human rights meetings, conferences, newsletters, and public trials. The culture that this 
movement created was one that propelled an international consciousness of the illegitimacy of 
Philippine authoritarianism. The consequences that would become a lasting testament to this 
movement include the continued growth of the Filipino and Filipino American press, the 
intellectual and political viability of Philippine studies in the United States, the mobilization of 
the post-Vatican II Catholic church in the Philippines as an active political force, the increase of 
nongovernmental engagements with human rights and international law, and the continued and 
contentious debate of what a left alternative in the Philippines might look like. These outcomes, 
both positive and negative, continue to reverberate within the Philippines and its diasporas.   
Marcos and Martial Law in Brief 
 Ferdinand Edralin Marcos (1917-1989) was a popular political figure. From his youth, he 
was anointed as a future leader of the Philippine nation. In fact, a murder conviction against him, 
he had been convicted of killing a political opponent of his father, was thrown out by the 
Philippine Supreme Court under the argument that the young Philippine nation would be harmed 
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more than helped by having such a brilliant mind imprisoned.13 Marcos's political popularity 
relied on his regional stronghold, which is often called the "Solid North." His Ilokano heritage 
and popularity is visible through the continued (as of 2018) prominence of his family members 
in Ilocos Norte politics.14 Elected into the presidency in 1965 against the incumbent President, 
Diosdado Macapagal, Marcos at first represented very little divergence from his presidential 
predecessors. He pursued a close alliance with the United States, provided support for the US 
war in Vietnam, and introduced a number of projects for development in the Philippines.15 
However, his re-election campaign in 1969 betrayed the lengths Marcos to which he would go to 
hold on to power. Political scientists called the election one of the most expensive and corrupt to 
date in the Philippine republic.16 In response to Marcos's continued grasp on power as well as in 
protest to student tuition hikes, worsening labor conditions, and increasing anti-US sentiment, 
student activists in the Philippines began to mobilize. Organizations such as Samahan ng mga 
Demokratikong Kabataan (SDK or Association of Democratic Youth) and Kabataan Makabayan 
(KM or Patriotic Youth) formed and would soon see many of its members join the reformulated 
Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP). In their activism, these student groups decried what 
they called the US-Marcos dictatorship. 
 Martial law, broadly speaking, is the declaration of military rule and the suspension of 
civil liberties. In different spaces, a president or head of government/military may have 
constitutional power to temporarily declare martial law if they can make the argument that there 
is some sort of emergency situation. In the Philippines, in September 1972, President Ferdinand 
                                                
13 Raymond Bonner, Waltzing with a Dictator (New York: Vintage, 1988), 13. 
14 His daughter Imee is currently Governor of Ilocos Norte. His son Bongbong narrowly missed out on the Vice 
Presidency in 2016. Imelda Marcos is currently serving in the Philippines House of Representatives. 
15 James Hamilton-Paterson, America’s Boy: A Century of United States Colonialism in the Philippines (New York: 
Henry Holt and Co., 1999), 201–27; Nick Cullather, The Hungry World: America’s Cold War Battle against Poverty 
in Asia (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2010). 
16 David Wurfel, Filipino Politics: Development and Decay (Quezon City: Ateneo de Manila University Press, 
1988), 154. 
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Marcos made such an argument. He had been president already for seven years. He was coming 
up on the end of his two-term limit, and he was looking for ways to stay in power. In declaring 
martial law, Marcos argued that the Philippines was in an emergency state as a result of a 
burgeoning Communist insurgency, and that he should remain in power.17 Events such as the 
Plaza Miranda bombings, which critically injured several prominent Filipino politicians, became 
examples of the unrest that martial law restrictions promised to quell.18 Marcos kept the 
Philippines under martial law for nine years, nominally lifting the status in 1981 in the face of 
international pressure.19  
 Just before his declaration of martial law, Marcos suspended the writ of habeas corpus,20 
which allowed anyone to be arrested and detained without specific charges and/or evidence.21 
Under martial law, Marcos quickly imposed a curfew, empowered the Philippine military, and 
re-established the Philippine Constabulary. As Alfred McCoy writes, the Constabulary under 
Fidel Ramos, in particular the 5th Constabulary Security Unit (CSU) and the Metrocom 
Intelligence and Security Group (MISG) became known as "elite torture units."22 Activists and 
dissidents were quickly arrested or driven underground after the martial law declaration, as 
disappearances and various forms of torture became prominent military strategies in the 
elimination of Marcos's opposition.23 
                                                
17 Ferdinand E. Marcos, Notes on the New Society of the Philippines (Manila: NMPC Books, 1973), 36. 
18 Jones and Jovito Salonga, one of the victims of the bombing believe that it was a plot of CPP leader Jose Maria 
Sison. Gregg R. Jones, Red Revolution: Inside the Philippine Guerilla Movement (Boulder: Westview Press, 1989). 
19 Bill Christeson, “Martial Law Is No More but Marcos Retains Powers,” FFP Bulletin, February 1981. 
20 Latin for "that you have the body." This is a provision in which a prisoner can be brought before the court to 
determine if their detention is lawful. “Writ of Habeas Corpus,” Cornell Law School Legal Information Institute 
(blog), accessed March 16, 2018, https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/habeas_corpus. 
21 Marcos, Notes on the New Society of the Philippines, 17. 
22 Alfred W. McCoy, “Dark Legacy: Human Rights under the Marcos Regime” (Legacies of the Marcos 
Dictatorship, Ateneo de Manila University, 1999), http://www.hartford-hwp.com/archives/54a/062.html. 
23 For reports of torture and disappearance in the early martial law period, see for example “Report of an Amnesty 
International Mission to The Republic of the Philippines,” December 22, 1975. 
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 The declaration of martial law immediately resulted in the mass arrests or escapes of 
known Marcos opponents in the press and government. The Communist Party was driven 
underground. The regime took over the press and consolidated its hold on major Philippine 
industries. To do this, it confiscated the holdings of oligarchical families such as the Lopezes (a 
Vice President of Marcos) and redistributed to his allies, who would come to be known as his 
cronies.24 Steeped in the conviction that Marcos best represented American interests in Southeast 
Asia, the United States firmly supported the authoritarian turn of "America's Boy."25  
 Competing perceptions of the Philippines during this time period demonstrate the 
complicated ways that authoritarian power plays out in civil society. For many middle class and 
well-to-do individuals, martial law represented a much-welcomed pacification of rebellious 
elements in the Philippines.26 Such distinctions also occurred within the Philippine diaspora, 
particularly in the United States. Debates on the necessity of martial law versus the violence of 
the regime fractured Filipino communities and groups along pro and anti-Marcos lines as well as 
divisions between those who had an active political concern with the Philippines and those who 
did not.27 Proponents of Marcos pointed to the fact that infrastructure development did occur, as 
even though Marcos and his cronies were stealing vast amounts from the Philippine economy, 
loans from the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, along with US aid meant that there 
was plenty of money available for infrastructure projects. Meanwhile opponents decried these 
                                                
24 Ronald U. Mendoza, Yla Gloria Marie P. Paras, and Donald Jay Bertulfo, “The Bataan Nuclear Power Plant in the 
Philippines: Lessons from a White Elephant Project,” Ateneo School of Government Working Paper Series, 
September 2016. 
25 Hamilton-Paterson, America’s Boy; Bonner, Waltzing with a Dictator, 113. 
26 The class divisions during martial law are well-described in Bautista's novel. Lualhati Bautista, Dekada ’70 
(Manila: Carmelo & Bauermann Printing Corporation, 1988). 
27 Jose V. Fuentecilla, Fighting from a Distance: How Filipino Exiles Helped Topple a Dictator (Champaign: 
University of Illinois Press, 2013), 21–25. 
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projects as mere spectacles and pointed to press controls, political detention, and overall 
restricted freedoms for Filipinos.28  
 For the poor, working class, and elements that could be considered as subversive, the 
reality of the Marcos Philippines was much more stark. Political scientist David Wurfel showed 
that Filipino income adjusted for inflation had decreased in the two decades preceding 1972.29 
For landless laborers, average annual income in 1974 was a mere $125.30 In addition to the 
working class, political opponents of Marcos faced repressive measures. Many fled the 
Philippines for fear of arrest or worse. Laborers who protested for increased wages and rights 
were brutally attacked.31 Activists, both Communist and not, were at constant risk of arrest and 
disappearance.32 So common was the practice of arrest and torture at military safehouses that the 
world used for this torture, "salvage" or "salvaging," became common verbiage in the daily 
language of Filipinos.33  
 In response to press restrictions as well as the suspension of habeas corpus, efforts to 
organize against Marcos moved underground within the Philippines and abroad to Filipinos in 
the diaspora and international solidarity workers. Activists connected with the underground 
movement as well as exiled politicians began solidarity organizations in the United States. In 
Western Europe, clergy that had worked in the Philippines and former volunteers moved to begin 
solidarity groups of their own. Human rights organizations, religious groups, and solidarity 
activists worked with grassroots Filipinos to broadcast Marcos's crimes to the rest of the world. 
                                                
28 On Marcosian architecture projects and their spectacle see Gerard Lico, Edifice Complex: Power, Myth, and 
Marcos State Architecture (Quezon City: Ateneo de Manila University Press, 2003). 
29 Wurfel, Filipino Politics, 64. 
30 Wurfel, 175. 
31 Luis Jalandoni, Interview with author, August 12, 2016. 
32 Joel Rocamora, “Crummy Crame: Mirror on Society,” in Tibak Rising: Activism in the Days of Martial Law, ed. 
Ferdinand C. Llanes (Mandaluyong City: Anvil Publishing, 2012), 50–55. 
33 Nathan Ela, “On Salvaging,” Task Force Detainees of the Philippines (blog), 2006, 
http://main.tfdp.net/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=35&Itemid=30#_ftn7. 
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However, Marcos decried accusations of injustice as Western misconceptions of the benevolent 
authoritarianism of Third World, Southeast Asian regimes.34 Relying on a transparently elite anti-
colonialism, the Marcos regime worked to brush aside accusations of human rights violations. 
Yet, as international and local activists knew, the Marcoses desperately craved validation from 
the so-called international community, particularly because of his regime's reliance upon foreign 
institutional aid.35 
 During martial law, the human rights organization Task Force Detainees Philippines 
(TFDP) estimates that over 70,000 individuals were arrested and over 2,200 extrajudicial killings 
from 1973-1985.36 The Philippine Commission on Good Governance (PCGG) estimates that as 
much as $5-10 Billion USD was stolen from the Philippine economy.37 All this occurred while 
per capita GDP declined by almost 20 percent from 1983 to 1985 and the foreign debt of the 
Philippines rose from $4.9 billion USD in 1975 to $24.8 billion in 1983.38 Close Marcos 
associates like Herminio Disini (National Power Corporation), Eduardo Cojuangco (PLDT), 
Benjamin Romualdez (Manila Electric Company) took over major Philippine industries, aided by 
government-assumed loans in the hundreds of millions of USD.39 Marcos himself established 
close ties to successive U.S presidential administrations from Lyndon B. Johnson until Ronald 
                                                
34 Ferdinand E. Marcos, In Search of Alternatives: The Third World in an Age of Crisis (Manila: NMPC Books, 
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36 Sr. Marie Teresita Bravo, Mariani: A Woman of a Kind (Quezon City: Task Force Detainees Philippines, 2001), 
93-94. 
37 “Traces of Marcos Ill-Gotten Wealth Abroad,” Philippine Commission on Good Government, accessed September 
6, 2017, http://pcgg.gov.ph/traces-of-marcos-ill-gotten-wealth-abroad/. 
38 Mark R. Thompson, The Anti-Marcos Struggle: Personalistic Rule and Democratic Transition in the Philippines 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995), 118; JC Punongbayan and Kevin Mandrilla, “Marcos Years Marked 
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Reagan, bartering permissions for US bases and a nuclear reactor on Philippine soil in exchange 
for both tacit support of his dictatorship as well as support in the form of foreign aid.40 
 Marcos eventually caved to mounting pressure and nominally lifted martial law in 1981. 
Yet, authoritarian legal structures such as the continued suspension of habeas corpus remained 
and human rights violations continued.41 The 1980s would bring succession crises, rumors of ill-
health, and an overall weakening hold on power for Marcos.42 In 1983, Marcos's main opponent 
Benigno Aquino, Jr. saw the dictator's weakening hold on power and decided to return to the 
archipelago from exile in Boston in hopes of hastening the end of Marcos's rule. On August 21, 
1983, the world was shocked at the news that Aquino had been brutally assassinated on the 
airport tarmac in Manila.43 
 Though Marcos would retain power until 1986, the Aquino assassination in many ways 
signaled the end of his grasp on power. The tight hold that he had once had on the press no 
longer was enough to prevent opposition in the mainstream.44 The above ground opposition soon 
seized the opportunity to form a fractured alliance in electoral opposition to Marcos.45 Even the 
dictator's beloved military began to organize RAM (Reform the Armed Forces Movement), to 
reorganize the previously Marcos allied armed forces and to secretly exploring possibilities of a 
coup.46 On David Brinkley's weekly show in late 1985, Marcos announced that he would soon 
hold snap elections in 1986.47 The opposition eventually agreed that his opponent would be 
                                                
40 On Marcos plunder and the relationship between his government and the United States government, see Belinda 
Aquino, Politics of Plunder: The Philippines Under Marcos (Quezon City: U.P. College of Public Administration, 
1987); Bonner, Waltzing with a Dictator; Hamilton-Paterson, America’s Boy; Wurfel, Filipino Politics. 
41 Christeson, “Martial Law Is No More but Marcos Retains Powers.” 
42 Wurfel, Filipino Politics, 241–74. 
43 Bonner, Waltzing with a Dictator, 342. 
44 Taliatha Espiritu, Passionate Revolutions: The Media and the Rise and Fall of the Marcos Regime (Athens: Ohio 
University Press, 2017), 144–69. 
45 Bonner, Waltzing with a Dictator, 399–454. 
46 Hamilton-Paterson, America’s Boy, 379–85. 
47 Bonner, Waltzing with a Dictator, 421. 
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Corazon Aquino, the wife of the assassinated Senator. Aquino, herself a member of the powerful 
Cojuangco clan, successfully presented herself as the figure that would unify the opposition.48 
Though Marcos claimed electoral victory in early 1986, rather solidifying his hold on power the 
snap elections instead demonstrated that his hold on power was nearly gone. The Aquino-led 
opposition, the Catholic Church, and the military refused to validate the electoral results. The 
mobilization of hundreds of thousands of Filipinos in the streets of Epifanio de los Santos 
Avenue (EDSA) in defiance of Marcos was the public spectacle that signaled the end of the 
dictatorship. Even Marcos's great ally Ronald Reagan withdrew US support for the regime 
through Senator Paul Laxalt's recommendation to Marcos to "cut and cut cleanly." The Marcoses' 
fled into exile in Hawaii, where Ferdinand Marcos remained until his death in 1989.49 
 Such is how the story of this time period in the Philippines is often told. Tellingly, the 
underground subversives, who had spent much of the 1970s at the forefront of Marcos 
opposition, were on the sidelines of the Marcos overthrow. In a much debated, until this day, 
decision, the CPP had decided to boycott the elections in the late 1970s up to 1986.50 Further, 
party leadership had instructed members not to join EDSA mobilizations and, although many 
still attended the People Power protest, the CPP did not have an official presence in the 
overthrow.51 As many others have outlined, the CPP would undergo its own traumas throughout 
                                                
48 Claudio argues that Aquino utilized Marian tropes to articulate herself in distinction to Marcos. Lisandro Claudio, 
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the late 1980s and 1990s, making it difficult to speak and write about the Communist Party of the 
Philippines in general, let alone its history during the martial law period.52 
 I hone in on the mobilizations of the 1970s not because I am interested in a glorification 
of Philippine Communist mobilizations. Nor am I necessarily interested in a condemnation of the 
Party's failures. My argument in this project is that the work undertaken by anti-Marcos activists 
in the 1970s was crucial to the success of the more aboveground protests in the aftermath of the 
Aquino assassination and eventually the EDSA revolution. We cannot write the history of 
Marcos, his dictatorship and its demise, without a focus on the work of these underground 
activists and the networks they created. There are valuable lessons to be gleaned in their work to 
build an international solidarity movement. A recovery of the importance of local activists in the 
making of international solidarity might also allow a complication of populist invocations of 
anti-Western discourses. And yet, crucially, the lessons of these mobilizations would also 
encourage wariness against an overreliance upon foreign intervention. Ultimately, I hope to offer 
an examination of how anti-dictatorship activists made the best use of institutions available to 
them to overthrow a dictatorship and how, in the process of doing so, they pressed for changes 
within the institutions in which they worked. 
Writing the Transnational Origins of the EDSA Revolution 
Historiographically, this project partially arises out of a frustration with the ongoing 
disconnection between Philippine studies and Filipino American studies. The complaints by 
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some scholars of Philippine studies that scholars of Filipino American studies focus 
disproportionately on issues of diaspora, transnationalism, empire,53 and overlook the Philippines 
as a geographic site54 have taught me the importance of attending to the specificities of 
Philippine contexts and the questions of diaspora, transnationalism, and empire.55 My study of 
the international movement to oppose Ferdinand Marcos places Filipino American studies and 
Philippine studies into conversation. The intersections of Philippine studies and Filipino 
American studies allow insight into collaborations between activists espousing different anti-
Marcos political visions from Communists, religious activists, politicians, and pro-democratic 
organizers. The wide variety of groups working in the Philippines, in addition to the circulation 
and connections across borders that anti-Marcos work utilized, make the Philippines a crucial 
site of study for pro-democracy coalition building. I work to bridge the disconnect between area 
studies and ethnic studies scholarships to promote a dialogue which would make possible 
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interrogations of the ways that empire undergirds nation and diaspora and still remain attentive to 
how local specificities reshape and confront imperial ambitions.56  
This project synthesizes two fields of martial law history. Within the Philippines, there 
has been a recent upsurge of political autobiography, memoirs, and edited collections focusing 
on martial law memory.57 Such projects of historical memory build upon a broad historiography 
on Marcos, martial law, and its aftereffects.58 Similarly, from the field of Asian American studies, 
scholars have powerfully written on the importance of US based anti-martial law activism59 and 
there have been similar autobiographical efforts to record the work of individuals in these 
organizations.60 My project focuses on the ways that activists in the Philippines and abroad co-
produced a discourse on Marcos and martial law, paying particular attention to how political 
experiences were recorded and disseminated from the Philippines. By reading Philippine sources 
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of knowledge for US and European based activists, my work contributes to the growing literature 
on the international influences of social movements.61    
My suggestion that the EDSA revolution had its origins in longer histories of dissent 
draws inspiration from the work of Asef Bayat on citizen engagements that preceded the Arab 
Spring. Bayat terms these engagements the “quiet encroachment of the ordinary,” which 
cumulatively, though sometimes disconnectedly, gain new victories that promote reforms and 
even democratic upheaval.62 For the case of the Philippines, Bayat is helpful for thinking through 
the gradual, and sometimes less visible, victories of the anti-Marcos opposition. Victories of the 
movement in the United States, though seemingly insignificant in nature, - a short lived anti-
Marcos newspaper and a project in Philippine studies, for example - were gradual encroachments 
upon Marcos’s rule, even as they were located thousands of miles away. These US-based 
mobilizations served as audience and conduit for Philippines-based groups working to build a 
rights movement against a dictator. Having an international audience aided the continued 
existence of a Philippine-based opposition for a number of reasons. First, the resultant solidarity 
movement aided in the day-to-day material needs of building human rights and legal 
organizations in the Philippines. Second, voices outside of the Philippines, who echoed and 
amplified the protests of those in the Philippines, drew international attention to the anti-Marcos 
cause and their attention defended some activists against reprisal. The gains of Philippine-based 
religious and legal activists, in turn, helped make political detention in the Philippines into an 
international human rights concern, which provided detainees a platform through which they 
could articulate their grievances against the regime. 
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Power, connection, and tension mediate each of these aforementioned navigations. The 
relationship of US-based activists to the Philippine-based underground movement, the 
relationship of human rights and legal activists to their foreign funders, and the relationship of 
detainees to everyone outside of the prison each function as what Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing has 
termed “zones of awkward engagement.”63 As Tsing’s work so helpfully demonstrates, global 
history must be attentive to the transcendent possibilities in studies of global connection, yet 
these studies also must attend to the “practical necessity” that faced subjects of study.64 In this 
project, people and ideas moved internationally and in remarkable fashions. However, these 
mobile people and ideas also confronted structures of power. Most notably, they confronted the 
power of Marcos himself through the risk of reprisal, but geography, funding relationships, and 
the nature of imprisonment also presented obstacles that required careful navigation.   
Anti-Marcos activists produced a movement culture that helped guide their navigations of 
these zones of awkward engagement. The centrality of those who were most vulnerable to the 
Marcos dictatorship operated as the core tenet of this culture. With this focus, activists could 
reconcile practical realities with their political aspirations for the Philippines. This focus on 
navigating material realities also helped forge unexpected alliances between groups with 
different political visions. From US-based activists seeking out ways to connect Filipino 
American immigration politics with the martial law struggle, to underground Communists in the 
Philippines looking to create a Maoist archipelago, to religious activists seeking out ways to live 
out their commitment to the poor, to European solidarity activists disgusted at the repressive 
measures undertaken by the Marcos regime, to former politicians committed to defending the 
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law of the land- activists of differing political commitments could all agree that the most 
immediate targets of the dictator’s violent rule needed their full support and collaboration. 
In seeking redress for political detainees, activists challenged Marcos on what Rebecca 
Karl has identified as the “global stage.”65 Activists mobilized solidarity among people with 
similar commitments by staging their dissent in ways readily digestible to outside audiences. 
They printed newspapers, gave speeches, and publicized social injustices in such a way that 
people with little knowledge of the Philippines might find connection with the struggles of the 
Filipino people. Again, such a staging required the mobility of both ideas and people. Benedict 
Anderson’s seminal work on nationalism draws attention to both the circulation of print media as 
well as the mobility of creole bureaucrats in the making of modern nationalism.66 These 
contributions can also help us understand the ways that the transnationalism of anti-Marcos 
people and texts helped create a shared international understanding of the Marcos dictatorship. 
The mobility of activists and political luminaries throughout North America, Western Europe, 
and Asia fundamentally expanded the geography of anti-Marcos understandings to a 
transnational scale. As such, by the time of the remarkable “People Power” protests in 1986, 
global audiences were already predisposed to supporting the overthrow of the Philippine dictator. 
Structure: 
Chapter 1, “Alternative and Underground: The Transnational Anti-Dictatorship Media,” 
charts the spatial and demographic makeup of anti-Marcos activism in the United States and the 
Philippines through an examination of alternative and underground press structures. Focusing on 
the work of the Philippines Information Bulletin, this chapter lays the groundwork for 
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understanding the forms of connectivity between activists in the Philippines and those based 
internationally. Using "scissors and paste journalism," activists in the United States and Europe 
were able to relay grassroots concerns about political detainees to internationally-based 
constituents. Further, the production of this journal relied upon the collaboration of Filipino 
American activists in KDP as well as anti-Vietnam War activists in FFP. 
Chapter 2, "The Philippines Project: The Goddard-Cambridge School and Philippine 
Studies during the Marcos Era" extends the previous chapter's discussion of the coordination 
between two of the major US-based anti-martial law groups. The chapter retraces the history of 
the first program in the United States to offer a Master's degree in Philippine Studies. Born out of 
the alternative school model seen in Civil Rights and anti-War protests, the Goddard-Cambridge 
Program in Social Change offered feminists and anti-imperialists a space to obtain institutional 
credentials from spaces of higher learning. Started by anti-Marcos activists, the Philippines 
Project brought together different US-based anti-Marcos groups in the hopes of training future 
university educators. The ultimate aim for participants and organizers was the furthered 
politicization of Filipino American youth. Drawing upon connections with Philippine-based 
activists, participants found themselves becoming more directly engaged in anti-Marcos 
organizing and using lessons from Goddard-Cambridge to continue to build on their community 
organizing back at home.  
 Chapter 3, “Human Rights and the Task Force Detainees of the Philippines” moves more 
explicitly towards the Philippines to examine the sources of information that activists in the 
United States and Western Europe relied upon and disseminated. In so doing, this chapter delves 
into the role of Filipino clergy and radical religious groups in framing the international human 
rights discourse regarding political prisoners in the Philippines. This chapter argues that anti-
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Marcos activists contributed towards burgeoning international and local understandings of the 
notion of human rights, particularly with regard to political detention. Anti-martial law 
organizations in the United States relied on reports from religious organizations to both 
understand the political situation in the Philippines and gauge the efficacy of their work from the 
United States. In addition, clergy and nuns travelled throughout Europe and the United States to 
draw attention to Marcos government abuses. I focus on the work of Sr. Mariani Dimaranan of 
the Task Force Detainees of the Philippines.67 Together with activist clergy and laypeople, Sr. 
Mariani organized the most vibrant human rights organization in the Philippines, working 
tirelessly in defense of political detainees under Marcos. Through this chapter, I offer an outline 
of the ways in which religious organizations like TFDP articulated their political positions, 
through newsletters as well as the circulation of Sr. Mariani herself. In so doing, I draw attention 
to the transnational religious circuits involved in human rights activism. 
 Chapter 4, "Martial Law on Trial: Legal Opposition to the Marcos Dictatorship," 
continues the discussion of grassroots and international activist connectivity by moving towards 
a discussion of activist negotiations of institutional notions international law. The chapter 
outlines how activists organized around purported universalisms: Christianity and international 
law. Much like how Sr. Mariani found Christianity and human rights opened up pathways for 
achieving her political aims, so too did organizations come to understand that the need for 
international law to pay attention to the case of the Philippines could be articulated by drawing 
upon the purported universality of Christian ideas, even in non-religious settings. I pay special 
attention to the work of Jose W. Diokno and the Free Legal Assistance Group, which created a 
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grassroots system of paralegal documentation, the "barefoot lawyers," and legally represented 
political detainees of all ideological persuasions.  
 The chapter is bookmarked by two international events: The Permanent People's Tribunal 
in Antwerp, Belgium in 1980 and the 1983 International Ecumenical Conference on the 
Philippines in Stony Point, New York. I argue that these events helped internationalize the issue 
of authoritarianism in the Philippines and functioned to introduce opponents of the Marcos 
regime to a global audience. However, in making these arguments about the immorality of the 
Marcos regime, activists also uncovered the underlying bonds among notions of Christian 
morality, international law, and national self-determination. Seeing the interconnectedness of 
these ideas allowed activists recourse to the powerful language of international law but also 
required individuals like Diokno to be wary about its power to also grant authoritarian legitimacy 
or even reinforce unequal international hierarchies.  
Finally, Chapter 5, “Listen to What the Detainees Tell You: Political Detainee Cultural 
Productions Under Marcos,” turns explicitly to the individuals that were central to the activism 
of groups like TFDP and FLAG, political detainees. The artistic productions of political 
detainees under Marcos reveal both their political complexity and commitment to their ideals. 
While these productions often adhered to the basic tenets of social realism, they also offer 
intimate insights into the daily realities of detainee life. Following the arguments of diaspora 
studies scholar Cynthia Young, I suggest that detainees in the Philippines utilized such forms of 
production to connect to those beyond their spatial and temporal confines.68 In particular, this 
chapter attends to the material conditions of artistic production in detainee contexts. The chapter 
discusses efforts to circulate crafts, poetry, and performance beyond the prison walls.  
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Here, drawing upon the work of former head of the National Historical Commission of 
the Philippines, Maris Diokno, I argue that political detainees worked to develop new forms of 
sociality.69 Within the prisons, they attempted to contest class, and sometimes political divisions, 
by developing new economies. Yet, they also forcefully refused to be confined to the prison, 
imagining elsewheres in their artistic productions as well as in their political commitments. In 
their opposition to Marcos, they continued in the formulation of a protest art, which continues to 
be implemented in Philippine activism today. 
Finally, the Coda, “Institutions and Social Movements in the time of Duterte” focuses on 
the contours of Marcos historical memory in the age of Duterte. I suggest that Duterte keenly 
understands the importance of the institutions that anti-Marcos activists had used to contest his 
predecessor. (Education, the Press, the Judiciary, Human Rights, Communists). This is made 
most clear in his explicit attempts to undermine the possibility of groups mobilizing around these 
institutions. In light of attacks on the public's ability to mobilize, a continued examination of the 
work of anti-Marcos activists may help us draw upon strategies old and new.  
Conclusion: 
Offering a multivalent history of transnational activism, this project examines the flows 
of ideas, bodies, and texts throughout the international opposition to Marcos. By focusing on the 
solidarities and tensions among disparate groups as well as the importance of the information 
they produced, I place grassroots activism in a transnational context. Anti-Marcos activists from 
different spaces collaborated in producing a movement culture that emphasized the voices of 
those most susceptible to Marcos government abuses. This emphasis guided the circulation of 
anti-Marcos political thought and laid the groundwork for the staging of People Power.
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Part 1: The New Anti-Imperial Movement in Boston 
 
 Daniel Boone Schirmer's book, Republic or Empire, traced the history of the Boston 
based anti-imperial movement of the early 1900s. Schirmer, a New Left scholar and ardent 
opponent of the Vietnam War, grew alarmed at Ferdinand Marcos's turn towards 
authoritarianism in 1972 as well as the US government's support of that dictatorship. For 
Schirmer, the US government's role in injustice in the Philippines echoed US imperial pursuits at 
the beginning of the century as well as the war in Vietnam. In response to the declaration of 
martial law, Schirmer helped begin Friends of the Filipino People (FFP), a coalition of anti-war 
activists, religious clergy, and academics. They linked up with other opposition groups, including 
a group of predominantly Filipino and Filipino American Activists, Katipunan ng Mga 
Demokratikong Pilipino (KDP or the Union of Democratic Filipinos).  
 During the 1970s, KDP members traveled to Boston to earn advanced degrees in 
Philippine Studies under Schirmer and also to participate in disseminating news about the 
Philippines to the United States. Many were involved in the Philippines Information Bulletin, 
where anti-Marcos activists drew upon lessons from the ethnic press in the United States as well 
as from the underground press in the Philippines to begin a publication focused on the 
archipelago. Journalists and editors of the paper used these lessons, corresponded with the 
Philippines based movement, engaged in scissors-and-paste journalism, and circulated Filipino 
perspectives to an American audience. In joining the Goddard-Cambridge Philippines Project, 
these same activists cultivated approaches to scholar activism that were informed by the ethnic 
studies strikes in the United States as well as student activism in the pre-martial law period 
Philippines. These influences pushed students of the Philippines Project to think about 
connections between different political struggles and to connect their anti-martial law cause to 
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other causes within the Filipino American community and beyond. While both the Philippines 
Project and the Philippines Information Bulletin were primarily organized to oppose the Marcos 
government, those who were involved in these initiatives discovered approaches to political and 
intellectual work that informed the transnational Philippine press as well as scholar activism 
within the burgeoning field of Philippine Studies in the United States. 
 As the next two chapters show, the US-based anti-martial law movement contributed to 
the anti-Marcos movement culture through their engagements with the media, academia, and 
grassroots activists in the Philippines. KDP and FFP members kept alive the commitment to the 
press and the university as sites from which authoritarianism could be opposed. This 
commitment helped grassroots organizations in the Philippines to maintain the underground 
press and education of the masses as central tenets of their opposition to Marcos, institutions that 
would later play a prominent role in the People Power overthrow of the regime.
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Chapter 1: Alternative and Underground: The Transnational Anti-Dictatorship Media 
 
 The church basement of 11 Garden Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts, was an ideal place 
for a group of activists to work on their newsletter. The basement housed the offices of the 
University Christian Movement (UCM), the daytime employer of Barbara Cort, who was one of 
the newsletter's editors. The lighting and table space in the office were perfect for working on 
layout design. Also, Barbara had an office typewriter available for putting finishing touches on 
stories. Other progressive organizations also had offices in the space, so it was not unusual to be 
able to hangout with and learn from local activists.1 Members of the editorial staff also often had 
their own day jobs, making the late night access to UCM offices necessary for preparing the 
Philippines Information Bulletin. 
 For most anti-Marcos publications, activists gathered regularly (bi-weekly, monthly, or 
quarterly) to undertake the task of compiling and distributing the paper. 2 They would collate and 
fold newsletters, stuff and seal envelopes, and write/print out addresses and affix them to the 
postage.3 If they were fortunate, they might be able to make use of the bulk mail system for not 
for profit groups.4 When they were less fortunate, they would have to pay for the full postage to 
get their 16 or 32 page journal/newsletter out to its US readers. In some cases, distribution would 
entail waiting outside of churches on Sundays to sell copies of their newspaper.5 Despite what 
must have been a most repetitive ordeal, organizations like Friends of the Filipino People (FFP) 
and Katipunan ng mga Demokratikong Pilipino (KDP or Union of Democratic Filipinos) 
                                                
1 Barbara Gaerlan, Interview with author, October 20, 2015. 
2 Given FFP's membership of about 700 in 1981, one could expect perhaps 500-1,000 copies of each bulletin. For 
the KDP newspaper, Ang Katipunan, Rene Ciria Cruz indicates that each printing consisted of about 2,000-3000 
monthly copies after 1980, Rene Ciria Cruz, “Email Correspondence with Author,” January 18, 2018. 
3 Tim McGloin and Rosalinda McGloin, Interview with author, September 16, 2014. 
4 Kris Melroe discusses in their essay in the KDP collective memoir, Rene Ciria Cruz, Cindy Domingo, and Bruce 
Occena, eds., A Time to Rise: Collective Memoirs of the Union of Democratic Filipinos (KDP) (Seattle: University 
of Washington Press, 2017), 215. 
5 Estella Habal, San Francisco’s International Hotel: Mobilizing the Filipino American Community in the Anti-
Eviction Movement (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2007), 120. 
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continued circulating newsletters in such a fashion all throughout the martial law period and even 
beyond.6 
 This chapter is the story of how such newspapers and circulars functioned during the 
martial law period. It focuses on the efforts of some US-based activists to circulate a short-lived 
publication called The Philippines Information Bulletin. The story is important because of the 
ways that different segments of the martial law opposition in the United States intersected 
throughout its pages and its production.   
 However, this is also a transnational story because for it not to be so would be to neglect 
some of the most important political issues that the newspaper navigated. Further, it is only 
through a transnational lens that we can see the other layers of work that made those late night 
work meetings possible in the first place. To understand how these publications came together is 
to begin to grasp the international dynamics of martial law opposition. An attention to the 
Philippine labors that showed up in American print allows an appreciation of the work that went 
into producing a culture of anti-martial law solidarity. A culture that worked to center, 
sometimes falteringly, the voices of grassroots Filipino activists as well as some of those most 
affected by the violence of the Marcos regime.  
 The Philippines Information Bulletin started publishing very soon after martial law was 
declared in the Philippines. Though the paper targeted primarily an American audience, the idea 
for the paper actually came from two Filipinos based near New York. E. San Juan, a Philippine 
studies scholar at University of Connecticut who was finishing his own PhD at the time, and 
Nelson Navarro, a journalist who had formerly worked on the University of the Philippines paper 
the Philippine Collegian, created the paper as an effort to oppose martial law in the United 
                                                
6 FFP would continue periodically publishing its Bulletin until the rejection of the U.S. bases treaty by the Philippine 
Senate in 1992. Ang Bayan would continue in some fashion, after breaking away from direct affiliation with KDP, 
until 1988. 
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States.7 According to former anti-martial law activist Barbara Gaerlan,8 they even created a 
fictitious group, American Friends of the Filipino People, to present the publication as a US 
based analysis of the Marcos dictatorship. Navarro and San Juan only worked on the publication 
for the first one or two issues before handing it off to a collective that would eventually keep part 
of the invented organization name and call themselves Friends of the Filipino People. 
 This collective of anti-war activists took on the task of publishing the Bulletin in order to 
help circulate information about the Marcos dictatorship from the belly of the imperial beast in 
the United States.9 The Bulletin, although a relatively short-lived publication (it appears to have 
published only from 1973-1976), participated in creating a transnational press on Philippine 
issues. Although its most prominent arguments dealt with ending US support for the Marcos 
regime in the Philippines, the Bulletin engaged in broader discussions pertaining to issues faced 
by Filipinos both within and outside of the Philippines. Further, the Bulletin, while mostly edited 
by white American activists working in solidarity with Filipinos, was both initially a project 
created by Filipinos and also became a space for Filipino and Filipino American activists to 
construct their own place in the transnational opposition to the Marcos dictatorship. 
 In 1974, during the second year of the Bulletin's operations Dean Alegado, Tony Edayan, 
Vic Gaerlan, and John Silva were a group of West-coast based students and activists who had 
just made their way to Boston to partake in the Philippine studies program in the fledgling 
Goddard-Cambridge Program in Social Change. As will be discussed in the following chapter, 
they were to be the first cohort of the Philippine studies program and, if all went well, among the 
first holders of a Philippine Studies Master's degree in the United States. As students of the 
Goddard-Cambridge program, they worked to support local initiatives such as the Bulletin, 
                                                
7 Gaerlan, Interview with author. 
8 At the time of martial law she used the name Barbara Cort. 
9 Stephen Shalom, Interview with author, September 15, 2015. 
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spreading the word about the situation in the Philippines to audiences in the United States. Each 
of the young men in this cohort helped to edit the Bulletin during their time in Boston. Alegado 
and Silva even wrote featured pieces for the Bulletin. Each of their pieces engaged concerns 
germane to the movement in the Philippines demonstrating the transnational connections as well 
as the widespread intellectual debates of the anti-martial law movement.10  
 The Bulletin, of course, was not the only news outlet in the United States to engage the 
political issue of martial law in the Philippines. Within the United States during the 1970s, 
Philippine News run by Alex Esclamado was the central news outlet for Filipinos in the West 
Coast. For the East Coast, Ningas Cogon, though short-lived, provided much of the homeland 
information for Filipinos based there.11 Navarro, the journalist who had been part of the founding 
of the Bulletin, also contributed to Ningas Cogon for seven years during martial law.12 Filipino 
American newspapers often relied upon local and Philippine-based patronage for their continued 
publication. Navarro, for example, indicated that local Filipino Americans Reggie and Loida 
Lewis supported the publication of Ningas Cogon until the Philippine consulate drove away 
advertising revenue for the paper.13 In participating in the transnational press from the United 
States, Filipino first and second-generation immigrants engaged Philippine political issues, 
sometimes in ways that upset the Philippine government.  
                                                
10 As I discuss in a later chapter, the Philippine Studies Project at Goddard-Cambridge was one of a number of 
educational projects that arose in the 1970s related to what Gary Okihiro has called Third World Studies. This 
project had its roots in alternative education models throughout U.S. history, including anti-Vietnam War teach-ins 
as well as Black Panther Party educational models. Gary Okihiro, Third World Studies: Theorizing Liberation 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2016). 
11 Benito M. Vergara, Jr., Pinoy Capital: The Filipino Nation in Daly City (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 
2009), 91. 
12 Navarro had also been part of the UP publication, Philippine Collegian, in the early 1970s, meaning that he had 
experience publishing against Marcos in both the Philippines and the United States. Nelson A. Navarro, The Half-
Remembered Past: A Memoir (Quezon City: Alphan Publishers, 2013), 58, 160. 
13 Navarro, 160. 
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 As Benito Vergara has shown in his work on Daly City, the Filipino press in the United 
States was a deeply contested space. Despite both holding anti-Marcos political leanings, the 
Philippine News and the KDP news organ Ang Katipunan often targeted each other within its 
pages. While Alex Esclamado's Philippine News indeed opposed Marcos and martial law, they 
were equally antagonistic to the specter of Communism in the Philippines.14 Accusing 
Esclamado of red-baiting, Ang Katipunan felt that Philippine News wrongfully presented itself as 
the spearhead of all the political work being done by the Filipino community in the United 
States.15 Building upon Vergara's work, I aim to consider the ways that the left-leaning press in 
the United States built transnational connections with the underground press in the Philippines 
and participated in laying the groundwork for the mosquito journalism that would eventually 
oppose the Marcos dictatorship out in the open.16 
  The underground press in the Philippines experienced different kinds of challenges and 
tensions than those that US press outlets faced. For the Communist Party of the Philippines 
(CPP) organ Balita ng Malayang Pilipinas (News of the Free Philippines - BMP) and other 
underground publications, the mere printing of a paper could be an arduous task. V-Type 
mimeographs were sometimes hidden in sympathetic homes or churches, and even everyday 
matters such as locating and disposing of printing materials had to be planned out in order to 
avoid arousing suspicion. Despite these different contexts, the US and Philippine outlets were 
deeply intertwined in terms of the scripts that they followed and the international solidarity 
movement that they hoped to build. 
                                                
14 Esclamado was the founder and long-time publisher of the San Francisco based Philippine News. 
15 Vergara, Jr., Pinoy Capital: The Filipino Nation in Daly City, 84. 
16 On the power of print culture to promote a sense of shared experience, see Benedict Anderson, Imagined 
Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: Verso Press, 2006); Ramnath extends 
Anderson's print arguments to activist mobilizations in Maia Ramnath, Haj to Utopia: How the Ghadar Movement 
Charted Global Radicalism and Attempted to Overthrow the British Empire (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2011). 
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 The history of the Bulletin shows insight into the formation of transnational solidarity 
connections for first and second generation Filipino Americans. Certainly, their participation in 
this press outlet helped broaden and forge an understanding of the opposition movement in the 
archipelago. Within the pages of the Bulletin, they wrote of issues such as leftist political lines, 
political detention in the Philippines, and US military aid to the Philippines. Further, as editors of 
the newsletter, most of them would have surely also participated in discussions of what counted 
as pertinent Philippine-related information and cultural production. And from what ended up 
being published, it appears that the editorial staff understood that what happened to Filipinos in 
the United States was as pertinent as what was happening in the Philippines. What is striking 
about this seemingly simple conclusion is that the question of where Filipino American political 
work should focus would soon result in a split between KDP and its counterparts in the 
Philippines. In the brief time of this publication, editors of the Bulletin seemed to have firmly 
believed and pursued the thinking that it was absolutely necessary to deal concretely with the 
experience of Filipinos in the United States and that this, far from being in contradistinction to 
focusing on issues in the Philippines, was part and parcel of building an activist movement.  
The Dissident Press in the Philippines 
 The passing of the Sedition Law of 1901 exemplified the concern that American colonial 
authorities had about the writing or printing of materials critical of colonial rule.17 Just a few 
years later, Dean C. Worcester effectively shut down the newspaper El Renacimiento as a result 
of his libel suit against the paper for publishing Fidel A. Reyes's editorial "Aves de Rapina" 
(Birds of Prey), which was a thinly veiled critique of American colonialism and Worcester 
                                                
17 As McCoy and Roces show, criticism of colonial rule continued despite the attempted prohibition and in creative 
forms. Alfred W. McCoy and Alfredo Roces, Philippine Cartoons: Political Caricature of the American Era, 1900-
1941 (Quezon City: Vera-Reyes, Inc., 1985), 8. 
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himself.18 During the American colonial period, the Philippine press navigated a fine line 
between facing colonial regulation and presenting critiques of existing social conditions.  
 One of the spaces where the tradition of fair and fearless journalism continued was the 
Philippine Collegian. As the main publication for the flagship school in the University of the 
Philippines system, Collegian journalists took pride in participating in the writing and editorial 
staffs of the paper. In publication since 1922, the Collegian's impressive list of staff members 
include nationalist historian Renato Constantino, the journalist and UP Dean of Students at the 
outbreak of the First Quarter Storm Armando Malay, and former Senator and multiple time 
presidential hopeful Miriam Defensor-Santiago.19 Nelson Navarro, who was involved in the early 
anti-Marcos press was also formerly a part of the Collegian's staff in the late 1960s.20 
 After Marcos' election to a second term in 1969, the University of the Philippines, 
Diliman solidified its perceived sense of itself as the home to mga iskolar ng bayn (scholars of 
the nation) through its role as a center of dissident thought. During the late 1960s, future head of 
the Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP), Jose Maria Sison, as well as future head of the 
Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF), Nur Misuari, taught classes on the campus. On the UP 
campus and throughout the Manila university belt, activist organizations such as the KM 
(Kabataan Makabayan) and SDK (Samahan ng mga Demokratikong Kabataan) worked to rally 
students and youth to the anti-imperialist and, eventually, anti-Marcos cause. 
 Before the outbreak of martial law, the Collegian functioned as the outlet through which 
student protestors would make their demands of the UP administration as well as the Marcos 
                                                
18 This issue was covered widely in the Philippine press with reprintings/translations such as “Birds of Prey,” The 
Manila Times, November 5, 1908; For a history of the El Renacimiento paper, Gloria Cano, “Filipino Press between 
Two Empires: El Renacimiento, a Newspaper with Too Much Alma Filipina,” Southeast Asian Studies 49, no. 3 
(December 2011): 426–27. 
19 Luis V. Teodoro, The Collegian Tradition: Philippine Collegian Winning and Prized Editorials (1932-1995) 
(Diliman: University of the Philippines Press, 1996). 
20 Teodoro. 
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government.21 Throughout 1969 the Collegian pages closely covered student protests of the 
national elections. The coverage included rally poems by activist leaders such as Lorena Barros 
and Carlos "Nilo" Tayag.22 In support of the burgeoning student movement, the Collegian even 
published a supplemental insert on "Nationalism and Revolution that articulated the newspaper's 
support for the Second Propaganda Movement of the nationalist struggle."23 Throughout early 
anti-Marcos protest actions such as the First Quarter Storm and the student-led Diliman 
Commune, the Collegian not only covered the protests but also functioned as a venue that 
covered and facilitated negotiations between protestors and the President of the University of the 
Philippines, Salvador P. Lopez.24 
 At the outbreak of martial law the Collegian would find itself one of the targets of 
Marcos press controls. According to Elmer Ordonez, the Collegian was shut down for the first 
four months of martial law from September 1972 until January 1973.25 When it resurfaced in 
1973, the Marcos government forced press outlets such as the Collegian to walk a fine line. As 
such, editors of the paper, much like many other press outlets, were careful not to arouse Marcos 
ire. 
 By the 1980s, despite press controls, the dissident press made its way back into the 
mainstream. Marcos's weakening grasp on power- as a result of his rumored illness and 
circulating succession controversies- emboldened journalists and press outlets to more explicitly 
                                                
21 Lisandro Claudio, Liberalism and the Postcolony: Thinking the State in 20th Century Philippines (Quezon City: 
Ateneo de Manila University Press, 2017), 121. 
22 Lorena Barros and Carlos Tayag, “Rally Poems,” The Philippine Collegian, July 31, 1969. Barros was the founder 
of the militant women's organization MAKIBAKA, who was later killed in in an ambush in 1976. Tayag was one of 
the founders of Kabataan Makabayan, who was arrested in 1970. Much of the early anti-Marcos coverage on 
political detention covered his arrest.  
23 “Nationalism and Revolution,” The Philippine Collegian, January 8, 1970, A. 
24 See for example “SP Lopez Student Activism in the University of the Philippines,” The Philippine Collegian, 
December 11, 1969, 6. 
25 Teodoro, The Collegian Tradition: Philippine Collegian Winning and Prized Editorials (1932-1995), 13. 
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criticize the regime.26 Further, as media scholar Taliatha Espiritu notes, the assassination of 
Benigno Aquino, Jr., the most well-known Marcos opponent, helped bring the opposition press 
back into the mainstream.27 Dubbed the mosquito press, newspapers such as We Forum, Mr. and 
Ms., National Midweek, and others courageously took on the crimes of the Marcos regime. In 
1981, for example, Letty Magsanoc openly criticized Marcos's New Society and questioned his 
recent election victory in Panorama,28 a publication owned by Marcos ally and head of the 
Philippine Council for Print Media, Hans Menzi.29 Others, such as Jose Burgos, Jr. undertook 
research projects that ultimately disproved the myths that Marcos had created regarding his 
military service and supposed war medals.30 These findings were later printed in US news outlets 
such as the New York Times.31 Journalists and press outlets in the Philippines were so 
emboldened in the aftermath of the Aquino assassination that they encouraged the public to 
boycott government controlled press outlets.32 
 Certainly, in the aftermath of Marcos's nominal repeal of martial law in 1981 and the 
Aquino assassination in 1983, there was an increase of criticism of Marcos coming from the 
mosquito press. What often goes missing from the narrative of press courage during martial law 
                                                
26 Bonner notes that the president was suffering from effects of lupus in the 1980s. Raymond Bonner, Waltzing with 
a Dictator (New York: Vintage, 1988), 340. 
27 Taliatha Espiritu, Passionate Revolutions: The Media and the Rise and Fall of the Marcos Regime (Athens: Ohio 
University Press, 2017), 1. 
28 Rosalinda P. Ofreneo, “The Press Under Martial Law,” in Philippine Mass Media: Selected Readings, ed. 
Clodualdo Del Mundo, Jr. (Metro Manila: Communication Foundation for Asia, 1986), 13; Antonio Ma. Nieva, 
“The Media Under Marcos,” in The Filipino Press and Media, Democracy and Development, ed. Luis V. Teodoro 
and Melinda Q. De Jesus (Quezon City: University of the Philippines Press, 2001), 120. 
29 Menzi had previously been behind the shut down of AMRSP and TFDP news outlets. Robert L. Youngblood, 
Marcos Against the Church: Economic Development and Political Repression in the Philippines (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1990), 119. 
30 For these efforts, Burgos's paper We Forum was raided in December 1982 and 13 staffers were detained. We 
Forum would eventually be shut down and, like many opposition papers, would return in different form, as Malaya. 
Ma. Nieva, “The Media Under Marcos,” 120. 
31 Jeff Gerth, “Marcos’s Wartime Role Discredited in U.S. Files,” The New York Times, January 23, 1986. Historian 
of the Philippines, Alfred W. McCoy also contributed to this research. 
32 Rosalinda Pineda-Ofreneo, “The Press Under Martial Law,” in The Filipino Press and Media, Democracy and 
Development, ed. Luis V. Teodoro and Melinda Q. De Jesus (Quezon City: University of the Philippines Press, 
2001), 26. 
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is what happened during the period ranging from the declaration of martial law in September 
1972 until Marcos's weakening hold on power made it possible for mainstream opposition press 
outlets to resurface in the early 1980s. The simple answer is that the opposition press went 
underground and abroad.33 By abroad, I do not necessarily refer to those Filipinos that were 
forced from the Philippines as a result of the martial law declaration. Rather, I mean that 
oppositional publishing activities, which within the Philippines became the pursuit of 
underground and religious activists, also gathered international participation through activist and 
human rights networks. While there was a gap in mainstream opposition outlets, this gap also 
allowed the underground movement to enlist international solidarity activists in continuing the 
anti-Marcos press on different terms.  
 Writing after the fall of the Marcos regime, Elmer Ordoñez, a UP professor who had been 
a part of the Canada-based anti-martial law group IAFP (International Association of Filipino 
Patriots), underscored the vibrant network of underground writing in the Philippines during 
martial law. Ordoñez described the medium as follows, "Underground writing is definitely part 
of the movement's effort to create a 'counter-hegemony,' to break the ideological bond between 
the ruling class and the various sectors of the general population."34 For him, the underground 
press played a critical role in counter-propaganda, working to oppose not only the Marcos 
regime but also the news that the regime presented to the Philippine population. Despite the 
conditions that many underground activists lived in, groups were nonetheless able to publish a 
wide range of materials during martial law. This was enabled by a utilization of mimeograph and 
                                                
33 There were, of course, instances of more explicit rebellion by journalists against the Marcos regime. In 1977, for 
example, the Philippine Council for Print Media released the "White Paper on a Sick Press," which outlined the 
concerns of some journalists with the "prostitution of the profession." Ofreneo, “The Press Under Martial Law,” 
130. 
34 Elmer Ordoñez, “Emergent Writing in the Underground Press,” Diliman Review 34, no. 4 (1986): 12. 
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silkscreen technology.35 For both of these technologies, copies were created from stencil. If 
underground journalists were fortunate, they were able to make use of a V-type machine to make 
copies of their publications. In other situations, they may have had to create more rudimentary 
printing presses from the materials at hand. These difficulties did not prevent the underground 
movement from circulating news as well as literary work. In his article, Ordoñez provides a brief 
description of a selection of these publications, summarized in the table below. 
Table 1: Selection of Underground Publications36 
 
Name Dates Description Other Notes 





publication of ND 
movement 
English and Philippine 
language versions, published 
every other week. 
Balita ng Malayang 
Pilipino (BMP) 




news weekly published by Satur Ocampo 
Taliba ng Bayan 











one of few non-mimeographed 
publications 
Ulos (Thrust/Plunge) started in 
1972 
cultural magazine circulation of about 2,000 
Kamao (Fist) 1970-
1986 
cultural magazine specifically for Manila-Rizal 
region 
Dare to Struggle, 
Dare to Win 
1972-3 letters from the 
underground struggle 
circulation of about 1,000. 
Targeted middle forces. 
Hulagpos (Breaking 
Free) 
1980 novel focuses on underground 
struggle from 1974-1975 
Mga Tula ng 
Rebolusyong Pilipino 
(Poems of the 
Filipino Revolution) 
1982 poetry compilation contains a collection of about 
106 poems 
Magsasaka Ang 
Bayaning Di Kilala 
(Farmer, the 
Unknown Hero) 
1984 cultural work 
compilation 
literature and art collected 
from Manila-Rizal region 
 
                                                
35 Ordoñez, 12. 
36 Elmer Ordoñez, "Emergent Writing in the Underground Press," Diliman Review, 34 no. 4, (1986): 1, 12-15.  
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 What Ordoñez' list makes clear is that well before the development of the mosquito press, 
international solidarity publications, and even before the church publications of the Association 
of Major Religious Superiors of the Philippines (AMRSP) or TFDP, the National Democratic 
movement had already laid a groundwork of what an opposition press might look like. 
According to the diaries of former Philippine Navy ensign turned opposition activist, Danilo 
Vinzamos, by 1973 there were already several underground papers and a network that would 
ensure that Marcos allies would be unable to ever completely shut down the effort. In a diary 
entry from March 1974, Vizmanos explains: 
"Received unverified info that Liberation printing equipment was seized by Ver's 
intelligence agents. Whether true or not, printing and dissemination of Liberation 
still continues, although in a slightly different format. The last two issues of 
Liberation is in tabloid form similar to Taliba ng Bayan. It used to be in loose-leaf 
mimeo form. If the seizure report is true then it is very probable that Liberation is 
now temporarily using the facilities of Taliba ng Bayan. One thing we can be sure 
of is that the UG press will never disappear despite the unparalleled fascist terror 
in the country. This is because the UG press does not consist of only one or two 
newspapers. There must be at least 20 "subversive" papers today, each of which 
has managed to publish at least one issue per month. Printing equipment and 
facilities may be seized but others will replace them in no time at all. 
Correspondents, staff writers, cartoonists, editors, and machine operators may be 
arrested, detained or even liquidated but for every one that falls there are always 
others who are willing and able to take over. The UG movement is much more 
resourceful and capable than Marcos and his minions could ever imagine."37     
 
At this time, the underground movement took its conception of itself as the "Second Propaganda 
Movement" quite seriously. Its distribution of countless subversive papers, each published in 
secretive locations, was meant to ensure that it would survive government reprisals. One 
additional way to ensure that papers would continue to be published would be to outsource the 
effort to locations beyond the Philippines. It is telling that Vizmanos ended his March entry the 
following way, "Freedom is like the wind. The more you obstruct it, the more it whistles and 
shrieks. It has the power to agitate, enlighten, activate and mobilize tens and hundreds of 
                                                
37 Danilo Vizmanos, Martial Law Diary and Other Papers (Quezon City: Ken Incorporated, 2003), 211–12. 
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thousands and even millions of people against injustice and the forces of darkness."38 For 
Vizmanos, freedom was tied with the truth telling of underground publications and the way to 
materialize that freedom was to spread the truths of Marcos rule.  
 While there were professional journalists such as Satur Ocampo and Antonio Zumel that 
participated in the underground press, many in the anti-Marcos press, particularly those outside 
of the Philippines, were only then making their first entries into newspaper writing.39 
Commenting on the initial issues of Dutch solidarity newsletters, solidarity activist Evert de Boer 
laments what he saw as a mismatch between language and audience. Dutch solidarity workers, in 
what for many of them would be their first forays into journalism, often adhered closely to the 
Marxist-Leninist-Maoist jargon of their Philippine counterparts.40 While this may have had a 
particular utility with individuals familiar with the Philippine context and leftist politics, de Boer 
notes that it was likely much less helpful in gathering support from everyday Europeans that 
knew very little about Marcos, martial law, and armed struggle.  
 Such was also the case with their American counterparts. For many of them in the early 
years of martial law, they were having their first experiences with publishing. In fact, many of 
those involved in the Philippines Information Bulletin, were simultaneously at work getting their 
first formal training in the field of Philippine studies. There were certainly growing pains in the 
making of a transnational press network. For many, it would take some time to disentangle when 
it was appropriate to simply reprint the news they received from their Philippine-based 
compatriots and when it was appropriate to make specifications or editorials for the American 
audiences who would be the primary readers of their newsletter. As such, there are two 
                                                
38 Vizmanos, 212. 
39 Antonio Zumel, Radical Prose: Selected Writings (Manila: Friends of Antonio Zumel and the First Quarter Storm 
Movement, 2004). 
40 Evert De Boer, Interview with author, August 3, 2016. 
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components to the story, the first is the attempts to build a culture of solidarity that addressed 
needs in the Philippines and specifics in the United States. The second are the remarkable 
connections and political mobilizations such a transnational relationship was able to achieve. 
Friends of the Filipino People, Katipunan ng mga Demokratikong Pilipino, and Philippines 
Information Bulletin 
 The first issue of the Bulletin made no secret of its political aims. In its first editorial the 
staff warned: 
"Indeed, Marcos is trying hard at following the classic bread-and-circus formula 
at Roman despotism. But since a neo-colony like the Philippines cannot afford to 
bloat millions of empty stomachs with cheap carbohydrates, the regime will 
redouble its repertoire of terror. In which case, it will not be very long for the 
Filipino people to realize that as spectators they are the real victims of this 
farce."41 
 
If the Philippines was to be understood as lacking in the wealth for the spectacles promised by 
Marcos, who then was providing the support for such a bread-and-circus formula? And why 
were such accusations being circulated outside of the Philippines in the United States? The 
remainder of the issue outlines how the so-called American Friends of the Filipino People, the 
producers of the Bulletin understood the problem of Marcos to be a transnational one that 
demanded similarly transnational redress. Offering articles from Filipino activist luminaries such 
as Satur Ocampo as well as former Senator Jose W. Diokno, the Bulletin reprinted articles that 
outlined the history of US intervention in the Philippines. Ocampo, a well-known business 
journalist in the Philippines, offered a detailed assessment of the rapid growth of US investments 
in the Philippines, which were mainly involved in manufacturing.42 On the other hand, Diokno, 
the famed nationalist lawyer who created the Free Legal Assistance Group (FLAG), explained 
                                                
41 Staff, “Editorial,” Philippines Information Bulletin 1, no. 1 (January 1973): 32. 
42 Satur Ocampo, “The Truth About U.S. Investments,” Philippines Information Bulletin 1, no. 1 (January 1973): 9. 
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that the only way that Marcos could remain in power was to do it illegally.43 Combined with 
these articles, intellectuals located in the United States - some writing under pseudonyms - 
offered their own assessments of the United States's imperial past and present.  
 After Navarro and San Juan moved on from the paper, the regular editors of the 
publication included Marjorie Bakken, Steven Shalom, Barbara Cort, and Daniel Boone 
Schirmer. Bakken and Cort, who were both formerly affiliated with the Peace Corps in the 
Philippines, had grown increasingly aware of the role of United States intervention in Asia.44 
Shalom was an anti-imperialist scholar working on completing a dissertation in the Boston area. 
Schirmer, a known activist who had been involved in anti-Vietnam War activism, had recently 
completed Republic or Empire, an examination of the early 20th century anti-imperialist 
movement in Boston. Together, this loose association of Friends of the Filipino People 
coordinated the reprinting of Filipino and Filipino American news throughout the pages of the 
Bulletin. They similarly contributed analysis of the US military and economic connections with 
the Marcos regime and covered issues such as political detention and political oppression in the 
Southern Philippines.  
 One of the contributors to the first issue of the Bulletin, Felix Razon offered insight from 
a Filipino perspective. The name Felix Razon seems to have been a pseudonym, a tactic chosen 
by many activists at the time. The notes from the editorial staff provide some hints at Razon's 
identity. "Felix Razon is a prominent Filipino intellectual who is now finishing a doctorate in one 
of the Ivy League universities of the East Coast."45 Razon offered regular insights to the Bulletin, 
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writing on the US bases, Islam in the Philippines, and even suggesting stories for publication.46 
Razon's presence in the Bulletin underscores the contributions of Filipino intellectuals to the 
publication and also underscores how much of the intellectual labor of this time took place in 
secret.  
 The act of writing under a pseudonym is further significant not only because it provides 
protection for the anonymous intellectual but because it makes possible a more collective 
intellectuality.47 Razon writing as Razon is no longer a sole public intellect but rather a part of a 
broader movement. By rejecting attribution, Razon could be anyone, and this in many ways 
empowers both the individual behind Razon as well as the movement that Razon represents. By 
refusing acknowledgement Razon rejects participation in a privileging of singular intellectual 
virtuosity.48 Many others would use pseudonyms in their martial law writings, both in the 
Philippines and outside of it. Finally, using a pseudonym could also serve to magnify the 
positions presented. Rather than being viewed as the position of a single individual, 
pseudonymous writing allowed one to invoke the specter of a mass movement behind an idea or 
position.49  
 Soon after the start of the Bulletin, the three major anti-martial law groups in the United 
States would have their founding conventions. Katipunan ng mga Demokratikong Pilipino 
(KDP) (July 1973), Friends of the Filipino People (FFP) (October 1973), and Movement for a 
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Free Philippines (MFP) (September 1973)50 would each form to represent different political 
interests in the struggle. Though there were indeed political divisions and tensions between the 
groups, there were individuals that were present at each of the founding conventions.51 Schirmer 
was one of the founding members of FFP and as such, the Bulletin proudly announced the 
organization's formation stating, "On Saturday, October 20, eighty-five people met at Tabernacle 
Church in Philadelphia to set up a national organization seeking to end United States aid to the 
martial law regime of Philippine President Ferdinand E. Marcos."52 Friends of the Filipino people 
became the space for American academics, religious leaders, and other anti-war activists to 
organize against Marcos. FFP promoted an "anti-intervention" stance. They opposed US support 
of the Marcos government as well as the US bases in the Philippines.53 For the remainder of its 
publication life, the Bulletin and FFP would be deeply entangled since the Bulletin's editorial 
staff either were directly part of the beginnings of FFP or as Americans looking to be in 
solidarity with the anti-martial law struggle, found that FFP most directly aligned with their 
political positionality. 
 At its formation, KDP was more directly aligned with the National Democratic 
movement in the Philippines and, as such, generally more left-leaning in its ideology.54 Barbara 
Gaerlan writes, "First to be formed, in July 1973, in Santa Cruz, California, was the Katipunan 
ng mga Demokratikong Pilipino (KDP - Union of Democratic Filipinos). KDP represented the 
merger of the three pre-existing National Democratic groups in the US, the Kalayaan 
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International, the SCDP, and SAMAPI."55 As they were linked to the National Democratic 
movement in the Philippines, KDP was organized as a democratic centralist movement. KDP 
was highly organized and demanded a great deal of control over the lives and political actions of 
its membership.56 Augusto Espiritu notes that, "The KDP was founded on the “dual line” of 
supporting the struggle for socialism in the United States and national democracy in the 
Philippines."57 This "dual line" was a source of tension with the Philippine-based struggle 
because of the political differences between socialism and Philippine notions of national 
democracy, which was more Maoist in its leanings. In addition, the Philippine underground 
movement questioned whether KDP could adequately devote time to the Philippine struggle 
when it was devoting so much of its energy to political issues in the United States as well. As 
Espiritu argues, this orientation debate, which was contested in the Philippines as well as within 
the US movement, brought together questions of where the loyalties of Filipino American 
activists should lie as well as what its role in the democratic revolution in the Philippines should 
be.58 Despite their political differences, those that worked on the Bulletin represented both KDP 
and FFP perspectives as during the time both organizations worked closely together. 
Boston Anti-Imperialism and the Opposition to Marcos 
 The alternative press in the United States has its own distinct history. From the first 
African American paper Freedom's Journal in 1827 to the immigrant press, which reached an 
early peak in the late 19th century until 1930, alternative press institutions were regularly formed 
to represent communities, large and small, that felt that their voices were not adequately 
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represented in the mainstream.59 For Filipino Americans this was no different. Pensionados in 
Berkeley began publishing Filipino Students Magazine in 1905 and by 1934, there were enough 
Filipino American press outlets that sociologist Emory Bogardus published a study on their 
characteristics.60 Boston itself in the early twentieth century had been home to the Anti-
Imperialist League, which published a great deal of materials in opposition to US foreign policy. 
As cultural studies scholar Nerissa Balce has pointed out in her study of the anti-imperialism of 
the black press, cities like Boston and Chicago were crucial spaces in the formation of anti-
imperial solidarity during the Philippine-American War.61 In the history of the Boston-based 
Bulletin these genealogies of the alternative press and the anti-imperial movement in the United 
States come together in the anti-Marcos movement. 
 As a well-connected activist based in the Boston area, Schirmer was tapped to be a core 
faculty at an alternative education initiative in Boston in 1974. Schirmer's ties to the Boston area 
underscore the importance of place in this story. His work on the Boston-based anti-imperial 
movement provided examples for the activism that he espoused during the 1960s and 1970s. 
Following the lead of his own historical subjects, Schirmer spoke eloquently in local venues 
warning of the possibility that the Philippines could be a dangerous repeat of the Vietnam War 
and reminding audiences that in the earlier part of the century the Philippine-American War was 
actually a precursor to the contemporary warfare in Southeast Asia.62 Boston also made sense for 
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an education program in Philippine studies since, through Schirmer's connections, students were 
able to access the library and archival holdings of local universities such as Harvard as well as 
the collections of texts on the Philippines that could be found in local used bookshops as a result 
of the anti-imperial movements in the area.63 Given its rich history of anti-imperialism, the idea 
of sending activists to Boston to further their intellectual formation surely made sense to KDP 
leaders hoping to encourage anti-imperial activism in universities along the West Coast. 
 Schirmer was also in charge of the new Philippine Studies program at Goddard-
Cambridge. Schirmer had linked up with KDP to make this program viable. The first class of the 
Philippine studies was a group of activists from the San Francisco Bay Area. John Silva, Dean 
Alegado, Antonio Edayan, and Vic Gaerlan were all either KDP members or had ties with the 
organization. While in Boston they worked closely with Schirmer taking a weekly seminar on 
Philippine history at the Schirmer home. In addition, they worked to contributed to anti-martial 
law activism in the Boston area, and each of the students participated in editing the Bulletin 
during their year in Boston.64  
 On a few occasions, they even penned feature articles for the Bulletin. In their first 
appearance as featured writers, Dean Alegado and John Silva immediately jumped into one of 
the most prominent debates in the Philippine left at the time. The previous issues of the Bulletin 
had already brought up the rift between the old party, Partido Komunista ng Pilipinas (PKP) and 
the relatively newly formed Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP). In a book review of PKP 
leader William Pomeroy's An American Made Tragedy: Neo-Colonialism and Dictatorship in the 
Philippines, the Bulletin staff wrote, "The effect of Pomeroy's disparagement of the non-PKP 
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opposition is to make the martial law regime almost a tolerable alternative."65 Pomeroy caught 
wind of the review and responded via a letter to the staff in the subsequent issue. In the response 
Pomeroy wrote, "This tendency to deny that anything positive can occur in Philippine affairs 
while Marcos is in power, to insist that all steps taken by Marcos must be condemned in order to 
bring him down, and to term any positive interpretation of an event as 'pro-Soviet' is, I feel, a 
most irrational outlook, unrelated to reality."66 
 By this time, the Bulletin staff had learned of PKP's tactical alliance with the Marcos 
government.67 This issue of the Bulletin makes it clear that the PKP-CPP divide was a major 
point of discussion for Bulletin staff and by extension the Goddard-Cambridge students. Prior to 
word of the agreement the Bulletin staff viewed Pomeroy and PKP as a "potential if not actual 
ally in opposing martial law."68 However, after PKP's agreement with the Marcos government, 
the group was fully converted to an anti-PKP stance.  
 It was within the pages of this very same issue that Alegado and Silva's article made its 
appearance. Weighing in on ongoing debates, they provocatively titled their piece "PKP: A 
Political Obituary." In the article, the authors gave a historiographical overview of PKP to 
explain their capitulation to the Marcos government.69 The piece argued that the PKP's history 
was one of "right conciliations," with the surrender to the Marcos government being only the last 
straw in the old party's demise.70 
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 What is significant in this article is that Alegado and Silva basically are in charge of 
presenting an assessment of a central issue in Philippine leftist politics during that moment. In 
working at the Bulletin and with Daniel Boone Schirmer, it is clear that they were looped into 
both sides of the matter. They responded directly to criticisms directed towards the Bulletin by 
William Pomeroy from London. Further, their response draws explicitly from the CPP's central 
text, Jose Maria Sison's Philippine Society and Revolution, which outlined the reasons for the 
split with PKP. Sison had accused PKP leaders, the Lava brothers and Luis Taruc of espousing a 
"counter-revolutionary" line which "was seriously afflicted by bourgeois subjectivism in 
ideology, opportunism in politics and violations of democratic centralism in its organizational 
life..."71 Alegado and Silva echoed these criticisms arguing, "A loose recruitment policy and a 
highly centralized leadership...were elements for its disintegration. And their ideology, for all 
their pronouncements, never went beyond a National Capitalist conception."72 In the editorial 
spaces of the Bulletin, US based activists like Alegado and Silva were able to closely engage 
debates on the first rectification of the left in the Philippines while also working towards their 
own political and journalistic development.  
 This close proximity to intellectual debates in the Philippines relied upon multiple kinds 
of networks. First, the KDP at the time had very close ties to the underground movement. 
Organizational leaders such as Cynthia Maglaya and Melinda Paras had been able to forge 
connections in the Philippines as a result of time they had spent with the underground movement 
there.73 Further, recently arrived activists from the Philippines such as Rodel Rodis, and to some 
extent John Silva himself, had had close ties to the anti-Marcos opposition before moving to the 
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United States.74 Finally, Schirmer and the FFP network itself had close connections with activists 
in the Philippines and Filipino scholar activists in the United States. What also needs to be 
emphasized is that at this time, the lines of connection between the underground movement in 
the Philippines, KDP, and FFP were mostly open and the relationship among the groups seems to 
have been fairly collaborative. This would change with the rift between KDP and FFPs over 
organizational control in 1978 and the break between CPP and KDP at around the same time. 
However, during the time of Silva and Alegado's writing it seemed possible to have an open 
debate about the future of the Philippine activism, which incorporated perspectives from the PKP, 
the CPP, and activists in the United States as well. 
 In the very next issue of the Bulletin, Alegado wrote again, this time on the issue of 
political detention in the Philippines. Though Alegado was writing from Boston, his descriptions 
are printed in the very same issue as the personal reflections of detained activist priest Fr. Edicio 
de la Torre. This is something that the Bulletin regularly did with its articles. Assessments and 
outlines of what to do in the United States were placed alongside firsthand information from the 
Philippines.  
 Alegado's article again coheres with the National Democratic Front program during 
martial law. Alegado explains, "Patriotic Filipinos are fully aware that the struggle in the 
Philippines assumes its broadest significance when correctly related to the movement of national 
liberation to the world."75 As the author of this piece situated in the United States, Alegado 
clearly sees the need to spread awareness regarding the plight of political prisoners elsewhere. 
For Alegado, the movement for liberation in the Philippines has to do with combating the 
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Marcos dictatorship, but it also entails breaking the "chain of global exploitation of US 
imperialism" as well.76 
 For this first cohort of students at the Goddard-Cambridge program, working with Boone 
and the Bulletin was a formative experience. In a moving remembrance of his teacher and friend, 
John Silva wrote of his first days in Boston: 
"We were happy to have had our class the year when the Vietnam War ended.  
Along with the lectures, Boone made sure we were part of many demonstrations 
and solidarity nights with the Vietnamese people.  Dean would pull out a guitar 
and we all would sing Ang Bayan Ko (My Country) a song about seeing our 
country free one day. We’d sing it to our Vietnamese student friends on those 
nights and we’d all get choked up."77 
 
Silva notes connections made with Vietnamese students near the end of the Vietnam War. The 
looming presence of the war in Vietnam weighed heavily on anti-imperial activists in Boston. 
For Schirmer, working on the Philippines was deeply connected to the parallels that he saw 
between US intervention in the two Southeast Asian nations. For Silva, the emotional connection 
between Filipino and Vietnamese students was unmistakable as they shared in the singing of 
"Bayan Ko," which during martial law had become something of an anthem for the nationalist 
opposition to Marcos. Further, in the pages of the Bulletin and in Schirmer's own speeches, the 
historical connection between the Philippine American War and Vietnam was often made.78 For 
this story then, it is not only the place (Boston) where it takes place, but also the time as well. 
The shadow of the Vietnam War both weighed heavily on activists that hoped to avoid its 
repetition and prompted particular forms of solidarity across difference as well.  
 Certainly, Vietnam was a major part of this but it extended to other causes as well. After 
their time together many of his students wrote to Boone of the lessons that the year had imparted 
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on them as well as the foundations that their conversations laid. Alegado, for example, wrote to 
Boone of his travels in the aftermath of the program: 
"We spent a day and a half with our Native American brothers and sisters and we 
saw for ourselves the terrible conditions in which they exist. It really is 
overwhelming. It exposed us to the grossest kind of contradiction that I have ever 
witnessed in this land of "milk and honey.""79 
 
Alegado points to the incongruity of supposed "milk and honey" concurrent with the 
dispossession of Native lands and economic wealth. Alegado's descriptions and Silva's 
recounting of solidarity with Vietnamese students in the area points to the ways that participants 
in the project were developing solidarity with other groups within the United States while 
working on Philippine issues. Such attempts are significant particularly as Robyn Rodriguez 
notes in her invocation of Lisa Cacho, racialized groups within a neoliberal system are often 
compelled to participate in racializing other groups.80 As Rodriguez further notes in her own 
search for alternatives to a neoliberal ordering as a scholar activist, "Even as immigrants draw 
divisions between themselves, they also make connections with one another."81 Though these are 
small moments, they articulate attempts to connect across struggles.82  
 Augusto Espiritu explains that by 1982 the CPP broke ties with KDP after failing to 
convince KDP that the primary focus of its organizing should be on the Philippine homeland.83 
What is interesting to note here is that Silva and Alegado's experiences underscore that the 
solidarities that they built were deeply connected with their efforts to organize against martial 
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law in the Philippines. Indeed, it seems difficult to disentangle their work on the Philippines, 
particularly as it relied so crucially on solidarities built throughout the United States.  
 One contradiction that arises with CPP's criticisms of KDP is that these attacks were 
happening at the same time as the National Democratic Front's (NDF's) own promulgation of 
international solidarity building.84 The late 1970s and early 1980s was a time when the NDF had 
devoted significant energies towards building solidarity with movements that could provide 
material assistance to the Philippine struggle but also working to support movements as well. 
The primary point of contention seems to have been the involvement of KDP members in leftist 
US political organizations that conflicted with the political lines of the National Democratic 
movement in the Philippines. From the KDP side of things, leadership seems to have diverged 
with the ND movement over perceived dogmatism and sectarianism.85 I mention this 
contradiction as it is important to note that well before these debates took place, activists in the 
United States were advocating and enacting a broadly understood anti-imperialist struggle, 
working with activist educators in Boston, opposing the war in Vietnam, attempting to 
understand other struggles in the United States, and opposing the dictatorship in the Philippines. 
These connections across struggles were significant in the early years of the US-based movement 
as it connected US-based anti-martial law activists to a broad group of individuals that they 
could organize with.  
Knowledge Circuits Between the United States and the Philippines 
 While much of this story discusses the ways that anti-Marcos materials were produced in 
the United States, it would be a mistake to neglect the ways that the grassroots movement in the 
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Philippines informed the circulation and production of these materials. Philippine-based groups 
circulated information to be reprinted in American newsletters, a practice referred to as scissors 
and paste journalism.86 For example, the materials on political detainees were almost always 
compiled by a Philippine-based human rights group, the Task Force Detainees of the Philippines 
(TFDP). In the Philippines, the very printing of newsletters could be an arduous task. For church 
publications, the printing of a newsletter could take place in religious offices. TFDP and its 
parent organization Association of Major Religious Superiors in the Philippines (AMRSP), for 
example, shared offices for many years and could utilize church facilities Quezon City for their 
newsletter work.87 However, this task was more fraught for those that were underground. For 
groups putting together and printing copies of well-known underground papers such as Ang 
Bayan and Balita ng Malyang Pilipinas, particular care had to be taken not to arouse suspicion 
regarding the location of underground activists.  
 Underground newsletters were so infamous during the martial law period that the bulk 
purchase of mimeograph paper and ink was often a giveaway of one's affiliations with the 
underground.88 One interviewee detailed the steps that they would take to avoid arousing 
attention when gathering supplies for printing. Shopping in busy districts within Manila, they 
would make certain to visit a different shop each time, and a separate shop for paper and for ink. 
Even the disposal of ink cartridges had to be creatively done. For this same individual, this 
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would often entail packing empty cartridges in a backpack and taking to a local cinema. While 
enjoying a new film release, this individual would inconspicuously leave the cartridges on the 
floor beside their seat. This step made certain that meddlesome neighbors or police patrols would 
not be able to use trash disposals to locate where printing occurred.89  
 To understand precisely how transnational "scissors and paste journalism" often operated 
during this period, we can follow the coverage of a specific case of political detention. In this 
example, Fr. Edicio de la Torre and Fr. Manuel Lahoz, two prominent priest activists in the 
opposition to Marcos were arrested on the afternoon of December 13th.90 News of this arrest 
would have likely spread very soon after through informal activist networks. Within the first few 
days, sometimes even hours of the arrest, representatives from human rights groups such as Task 
Force Detainees or the civil liberties organization Free Legal Assistance Group (FLAG) would 
make their way to whatever prison, Camp Crame in this case, to gather information regarding the 
timeline of events, the treatment of the detainees, and demand knowledge of the charges levied 
against the detainees. The response time here was crucial not only for the international 
circulation of this intelligence but also because a quick response could help detainees avoid 
torture or disappearance.  
 By December 27th, the details of TFDP's findings were reported in the pages of Various 
Reports, which was published bi-weekly. Various Reports was officially a journalistic outlet 
coming from AMRSP, but much of the information would have come from TFDP, which shared 
its offices with AMRSP. This report would circulate throughout the Philippines, protected by the 
authority of the church and its leaders, particularly as the report was branded a church 
publication.  
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 During the martial law period, solidarity activists could still travel to and from the 
Philippines with relative freedom. These travels presented a great opportunity for grassroots 
activists to get their information out to the rest of the world. As Mennonite solidarity activist 
Dorothy Friesen shares, the TFDP offices would often be one of her stops in the Philippines and 
TFDP leader Sr. Mariani Dimaranan would furnish her with copies of their newsletters to 
circulate in the United States.91 In the case of the Lahoz and de la Torre arrests, the reports made 
their way to the United States within a month or two. In other cases, telegrams could quickly 
relay reports of arrest as well. This newsletter circulated quickly enough that by the March 
publication date of the Bulletin the editorial staff was equipped to publish an entire issue devoted 
to the issue of political detention.  
 In the pages of this particular Bulletin, the timeline of the arrests of the two priests was 
reprinted verbatim from the original Various Reports issue of a few months earlier along with a 
articles on political detention in the Philippines by Fr. Bruno Hicks, a Franciscan who had earlier 
been jailed and deported from the Philippines for his criticism Marcos regime, and Dean 
Alegado. In a twist on John 8:32, Hicks reminded readers that "The truth about political 
prisoners will not of itself make them free. But our response to the truth will make them free."92 
Hicks suggested readers offer financial support to activists in the Philippines or organize 
something akin to Amnesty International's "adopt a prisoner" campaign to highlight the plights 
of particular detainees.93 Alegado followed Hicks reminder with a call to U.S. readers to "launch 
an unremitting campaign to demand the release of all Filipino political prisoners as well as a 
vigorous campaign to expose the fascist repression of democratic rights of the Filipino people by 
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the Marcos dictatorship."94 Together, Hicks and Alegado aimed to take the material that the 
Bulletin had received from the Philippines and turn it into a call to action for American readers. 
Philippine Issues Through Literary Productions 
 Through this transnational circuit, the Boston-based Bulletin was able to meld scholarly 
and journalistic assessments of the Philippine situation from both the Philippines and the United 
States. To further spread awareness of Philippine issues, the Bulletin sometimes leaned on 
literary production. The Bulletin printed short stories and poems from Filipino Americans such 
as Carlos Bulosan alongside those of poets in the Philippine national tradition such as Balagtas, 
Amado V. Hernandez, and Andres Bonifacio. The poetry of anti-Marcos activist Clarita Roja 
(pseudonym for Mila Aguilar) also offered socio-realist assessments of state violence. These 
choices placed chroniclers of Filipino America alongside authors within the Philippine national 
pantheon.  
 The short stories and poetry of Carlos Bulosan gave insight to the labor experiences of 
Filipino migrants in the United States, contextualizing the anti-Marcos activism originating from 
the heart of empire. Bulosan's heart-breaking The Story of a Letter relates one family's migration 
story during the 1930s. Bulosan touches on the difficulties faced by both migrants and the loved 
ones missed behind. Berto, the first brother in the family to migrate to the United States, writes a 
letter to his father who, unable to read English nor locate someone in his province who can 
translate the letter, lives the rest of his life without knowing the contents of the letter. The story 
ends with Berto's brother, the narrator, sharing the letter: "Dear Father (my brother wrote): 
America is great country. Tall buildings. Wide good land. The people walking. But I feel sad. I 
am writing you this hour of my sentimental. Your son --- Berto."95 The disappointment and 
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frustration felt by Berto's family at being unable to read and understand his letter turns out to 
mirror Berto's own melancholic isolation in the United States. The printing of such a letter, 
brought to the attention by contributor pseudonymous Felix Razon underscores the connectivities 
and affective dilemmas encountered by Filipino and Filipino American activists.   
 Clarita Roja (pseudonym for Mila Aguilar), one of the more prominent poets of the ND 
movement at the time utilized the pages of the Bulletin to underscore the ideological 
underpinnings of the movement against Marcos.96 Responding to a critical review of her poetry 
written by an American author, which was likely shared with her by the editorial staff of the 
Bulletin, Roja shared the following response: "...[Many progressive Americans and Europeans] 
are much concerned with heavy and complicated theoretical formulations. We are also much 
concerned with correct theory, but the exigencies of years of practical struggle have taught us to 
think more simply and in concrete terms."97 Roja here underscores a belief that theoretical 
formulation must come secondary to lived experience. She charges American and European 
theorists with offering judgment on things they know nothing about. She further explains the 
rationale behind her social-realist mode of poetry in a poem directed at her critical reviewer: 
To A Foreigner 
 
You accuse me of sloganeering 
And being unpoetic 
My writing lines like 
"Damn the US-Marcos dictatorship." 
 
Friend my reply is 
You do not understand 
The weight, the ocean depth 
Of our class hatred. 
 
Yesterday I heard 
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A comrade had been ambushed. 
One of five bullets 
Had smashed through his young heart. 
 
When my eyes caught 
The uttered syllables of his name 
The muscle of my jaws tightened 
To the hardness of a gun butt. 
 
My fingers curled up 
To a firm trigger-squeeze 
And the heat of anger exploded 
Like the bullets out of my eyes  
 
Have you not heard 
What the masses do to the traitors 
Who betray their precious ones? 
They cut them up 
 
Into pieces so small 
You could hardly tell 
They once had the force 
To murder a Red fighter. 
 
You are a foreigner indeed, 
Foreign to the rhythm of our struggle. 
In the face of class murder, 
How can we be lyrical?98 
 
Seen through the lens of the underground struggle, Roja charges that the call to be more lyrical is 
preposterous. Aside from its insensitivity to the experience of grassroots activists, it neglects the 
intimate subject matter expressed in her poetry, readily dismissing it as solely propagandistic or 
formulaic. Roja draws a line between those that had direct experience with the struggles against 
the Marcos regime and those that she saw to be external to the struggle.  
 Roja also refers to Marcos's rule as the "US-Marcos dictatorship" to underscore the 
importance of US imperial history in the Philippines as well as US military aid during martial 
law. Activists throughout the period used this label to point out the culpability of the US 
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government in the martial law subjection of Filipinos. These references also reminded activists 
that there were multiple fronts from which to fight against authoritarianism in the Philippines. 
While activists indeed opposed Marcos's rule, they also targeted the support the dictator received 
from the US government. 
 Although the target of Roja's missive is the critical reviewer of her work, Roja's words 
reveal a fundamental tension in solidarity work. In Roja's mind, those away from the struggle 
could not begin to understand the struggle. Interestingly, this raises the question of what to do 
with Filipinos located elsewhere, whether through migration or exile. This points to a sentiment 
shared by others in the movement, an insider/outsider thinking sometimes extended to Filipino 
activists located outside of the Philippines as well. Filipinos in the United States working against 
martial law were sometimes derided as "steak commandos" for the ways that they lived in 
relative privilege in the United States.99  
 However, just as in Bulosan's short story, such assessments relied on an incomplete, and 
perhaps untranslatable, understanding of the experiences of many Filipino migrants in the United 
States. For one, as the Bulletin pointed out with its reprinting of the Marcos blacklist, a number 
of activists in the United States found themselves as direct targets of Marcos's wrath.100 Further, 
as the Bulletin endeavored to point out, a great many Filipinos in the United States struggled 
within oppressive labor conditions. While discussing issues in the Philippines, the Bulletin also 
worked to raise awareness of Filipino migrant struggles within the United States. In one issue, it 
reprinted an article by labor activist Philip Vera Cruz, which linked up well with Bulosan's The 
Story of a Letter for its own discussion of depression, isolation, and racism faced by many in 
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migrant labor contexts.101 In discussing labor struggles in Delano, California, Vera Cruz targets 
those he sees as exploiting migrant workers, whether they be business owners or even Filipino 
community leaders, both of whom "are generating oppression and enslavement of farm 
workers."102 In such reprintings, the Bulletin worked to elicit transnational class solidarities, 
connecting the experiences of oppressed Filipinos back home with those in the United States. 
Though distance might separate them, Bulletin editors still hoped to underscore the ways that 
Filipino American and Filipino activists could make solidarity connections across difference.103 
The Logistics of Repression 
 Activists in the United States recognized that there were particular ways that their 
geographical location could help the movement to oppose Marcos. Perhaps the most politically 
significant issue of the Bulletin came in its July 1975 issue. To answer explicitly the question of 
what precisely the United States government was doing to prop up the Marcos regime, a team of 
researchers including KDP and FFP activists such as Walden Bello, Severina Rivera, and Gil 
Mangaoang researched and prepared a report on the military and economic assistance that the US 
government had provided to the Marcos government. The report, entitled "Logistics of 
Repression" had wide ranging influence.104 In his own expose on the abuses of the Marcos 
regime, former Marcos ally Primitivo Mijares reprinted the report almost entirely within his 
work, The Conjugal Dictatorship of Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos.105 Mijares agreed with the 
report's assessment that "Martial rule by Marcos in the Philippines continues, and can only 
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continue, because of the direct and indirect support that the United States government....extends 
to the Marcos-military dictatorship."106 Drawing upon US State department reports, House 
Appropriations Committee hearings, and other government documents, the authors of the report 
themselves concluded that the United States military as well as military aid had contributed to 
the development of Philippine police forces and "made a critical contribution to the efficiency 
with which Mr. Marcos imposed martial law."107 
 In such ways activists located in the United States undertook their opposition to the 
martial law regime in the manner they felt would best contribute to the struggle. They targeted 
the support that the United States government offered to the Marcos regime, arguing that without 
US support, the Philippine dictator would be unable to continue in power. The "Logistics of 
Repression" report became important enough that FFP republished the work as a separate 
volume in 1978 in which Schirmer suggested that "Its publication is a sign that the Filipino 
community in the US has begun to play an altogether new role in the political life of our country 
at the most decisive national level."108 Schirmer astutely connects Filipino American involvement 
in anti-Marcos activism with an involvement in US political lobbying. Bello himself would 
continue working to uncover and expose the connections between the Marcos regime and 
powerful institutional allies. Most famously, he and his collaborators would soon undertake the 
covert research that would result in Development Debacle, a work which outlined the ways that 
the IMF and the World Bank contributed to the continuation of Marcos's power.109 Such 
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examples underscore the various ways that Filipino and Filipino American activists in the United 
States worked to contribute to the anti-martial law struggle. 
 In his work on return migration, Eric Pido extends Benito Vergara's arguments regarding 
the complex and sometimes ambiguous dynamics of the balikbayan relationship to the state.110 In 
the case of Filipino activists within the pages of the Bulletin, they simultaneously and explicitly 
engage two states, the United States and the Philippines. That is, they draw directly on the 
promises of transnational connectivity, straddling the lines conjured in diasporic identity 
formation to demand redress from both Philippine state injustice and the United States 
complicity.  
The Last Bulletin 
 The final issue of the Bulletin came mid-year 1976. It is not entirely clear why the 
publication halted. Most of the editorial staff appears to have continued organizing with FFP. 
The FFP Bulletin seems to have also been underway at this time so perhaps the Bulletin and FFP 
decided to combine forces would allow a more efficient allocation of resources. The 
collaboration between FFP and KDP would also soon hit a major obstacle with the split of 1978 
when there were briefly two FFP organizations, one led by several KDP members who had 
integrated with FFP and one led by founding FFP members such as Schirmer.  
 The final issue was entitled "Let the People Speak." The editorial staff culled letters to 
individuals affiliated with the Bulletin from activists, students, farmers, teachers, and others that 
were in the Philippines. The editorial staff explained: 
From these letters reverberate the feeling of suffering, protest, and hatred against 
the evils of present-day Philippine society. The Marcos regime may engage in 
propaganda to whitewash its shortcomings and to cover up its weaknesses, but it 
cannot hide its crimes completely. The truth emerges from the suffering hearts of 
the Filipino masses-- hungry and thirsty for justice. 
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US readers must realize that the personal difficulties, the individual tragedies, the 
troubled lives that are reflected in these Philippine testimonies are not merely the 
social effects of the Marcos regime, but are indeed the end result of a policy that 
is made in the United States by US nationals and the Pentagon. The Philippine 
dictatorship -- with all its attendant suffering -- is maintained in power by virtue 
of US economic and military aid. In this respect, each document is a 
condemnation of US policy and a plea to the US public to get that policy changed. 
 
Let the people speak!"111 
The staff here articulates its position that one must know directly about what is happening in the 
Philippines and that one must subsequently respond within their direct context. To articulate the 
experience of grassroots activists and everyday people in the Philippines, they draw upon the 
title of activist priest Edicio de la Torre's famous poem regarding the activist struggle, To 
Hunger and Thirst for Justice.112 Targeting the US reader, the staff compels those living within 
the belly of the beast to amplify the voices of those Filipinos speaking against the regime. For the 
staff, US readers are responsible for working to effect change in the US relationship with the 
Marcos dictatorship.  
 The 1976 class of students working with Schirmer at Goddard-Cambridge worked on the 
editorial staff for the final issues of the Bulletin. This included KDP activists Remedios Galedo, 
Abraham Ignacio, Jr., and Joe Lalas. It is not clear to whom the published letters were addressed 
but it appears that they could have been written to any member of the editorial staff or perhaps 
even some outside of the staff that worked closely with them. Writers outlined their specific 
situations in the Philippines, discussing financial and other struggles. However, they also offered 
warnings to those in the United States. For example, an unnamed student warned the recipient of 
their letter, "Be careful there with your crowd. Without constant reminders of the plight of our 
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people here, and surrounded only by the affluent, you might forget!"113 Like those that utilized 
the term "steak commandos," the student expresses fears that the relative privileges of life in the 
United States will weaken the recipient's activist resolve.  
 Despite these trepidations about the US-based movement, it is remarkable to see a part of 
the interaction between activists located in different places. KDP activists that had been from the 
West Coast, Boston-based anti-imperialists, and individuals from all over the Philippines took 
part in a transnational information exchange on the pages of the Bulletin. Another unnamed 
writer most clearly demonstrated the capacities of this network in her own letter: 
"By the way, I talked with a KDP [Union of Democratic Pilipinos] member who 
was here last month. I don't know the real name but the person knows you. We 
talked about my sending you a letter through him/her. But I didn't get a chance to 
write sooner. Somebody from the Manila-Rizal Region wants to correspond with 
you. He/She will also address you as ___. Do expect his/her letter."114 
 
Here we see a guerilla activist mentioning an exposure tour undertaken by a KDP member who 
is familiar with the work of the letter's recipient in Boston. She further details another connection 
that is being fostered with an activist near Manila. This then is the underlying importance of the 
Bulletin's story. Moreso than the newsletter pages produced, the Bulletin fostered activist and 
intellectual connections that spanned the United States and the Philippines. The Bulletin was an 
expression of transnational solidarity making during the Marcos period. Its participants worked 
through ways of connecting the struggles of migrant labor in the United States to the struggles of 
farmers and teachers in the Philippines. They sought to debate in public the making of a 
Philippine radical politics. They worked to incorporate Filipino, Filipino American, and other 
anti-imperialist voices. They maintained an optimism that by spreading awareness of the 
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Philippine situation, they could potentially dismantle the US support upon which the Marcos 
regime relied. They sought ultimately, as stated in their final issue, to let the people speak. 
The Transnational Anti-Marcos Press 
 Speaking before an audience in Los Angeles in 1981, Ninoy Aquino addressed the 
following question, "For Filipinos in the US, what do you propose that they do to hasten the 
dismantling of the dictatorship in the Philippines?"115 Aquino replied: 
For one, there is really very little that you can do. However, I hope, because the 
press in our country is controlled, every time you write your people back home, 
include some clippings that are found in American newspapers about what is 
happening back home. Do you know that yesterday the Los Angeles Times had a 
story. 2,000 demonstrated in Manila. Nuns and priests were bombarded by water 
canons. I talked to Manila, only this morning. They told me not a single line of 
the story that appeared in Los Angeles Times has appeared in Philippine press.116  
 
Aquino here underestimates the power of protest coming from the United States. However, more 
important for our purposes here, he also outlines what the transnational anti-Marcos press could 
do. Solidarity from the United States presented an opportunity to undermine martial law press 
controls in the Philippines. Although Aquino was speaking at a time when prominent 
publications such as We Forum, Mr. and Ms., and National Midweek were already publishing 
material critical of the regime, perhaps he felt that reports from prominent American newspapers 
could also help corroborate the accusations levied against the regime from within the 
Philippines.117  
 What Aquino was advocating was a practice of scissors and paste journalism. As this 
chapter demonstrates, it was a practice that had been going on in the anti-Marcos press for many 
years already by this time. In fact, along with the Filipino American press, individuals in the 
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United States were already cutting and keeping articles on martial law to build personal and 
shared archives of Marcos press coverage.118 Likewise, newsletters in the Americas and Western 
Europe would often directly reprint materials from the Philippines to circulate a distilled and 
comprehensive examination of the situation in the Philippines to its readers.119 Underground and 
religious publications in the Philippines as well utilized the practice, often reprinting 
underground publications, international publications, and reports from other news outlets. 
Human rights organizations such as Amnesty International and the Church Commission for 
Human Rights in the Philippines (CCHRP) would circulate reports initiated by activist groups 
such as Task Force Detainees Philippines. Even the US embassy put together its reports on 
human rights with help from the sources provided by groups such as Task Force Detainees 
Philippines.120 Faced with a situation where the mainstream press was under the control of 
Marcos cronies, grassroots and solidarity activists developed a comprehensive alternative news 
network that would make sure that pro-Marcos narratives would not go unchallenged. 
 For these reasons, the formation of a transnational anti-Marcos press was significant. The 
example discussed here, Philippines Information Bulletin, demonstrated the kinds of 
collaboration necessary to put together such transnational initiatives. Throughout its pages, 
writers and editors located in the Philippines and in the United States participated in thinking 
through what an activist accompaniment between those working from different locales would 
look like. For those working on the Bulletin, a transnational opposition to Marcos assembled 
anti-dictatorship writing worldwide, amplified Filipino voices, and continuously rethought what 
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it meant to be an activist in different locations. The next chapter examines the Philippines Project 
portion of Boston-based anti-martial law organizing, a project in which many of the people 
involved in the Bulletin partook. As we will see, the struggle of anti-Marcos activists in the 
United States to claim the press and the university as sites of transnational anti-dictatorship 
struggle was important precisely because the Marcos government restricted those institutions. 
Participants in these critical institutional engagements laid the groundwork for a transnational 
movement culture that Marcos and his supporters could not constrain.
 66 
Chapter 2: The Philippines Project: The Goddard-Cambridge School and Philippine  
 
Studies during the Marcos Era 
 
 Just as the Philippines Information Bulletin drew upon the transnational circuits of the 
anti-Marcos movement, the Philippines Project at Goddard-Cambridge established a site for 
Filipino American students to immerse themselves in the intellectual conversations taking place 
within the Philippine-based opposition to Marcos. Many of the same characters involved in the 
Bulletin also worked to build the Philippines Project at Goddard-Cambridge. During the late 
1970s, KDP and FFP activists built the framework for a US based opposition by formulating 
both a medium for disseminating news about the Philippines and by training activists to take on 
roles in college campuses as instructors and organizers. In pursuing the latter aim, the anti-
Marcos movement in the United States helped develop frameworks for scholar activism that 
continue within Filipino American studies and ethnic studies today. 
 John Silva and his companions knew very little of what they were getting into when they 
embarked on their twelve day road trip to Cambridge, Massachusetts, other than that they were 
going to study with an expert in Philippine history who was also a committed anti-Marcos 
activist.1 In September 1974, the Philippines Project at the Goddard-Cambridge school had just 
begun its first year of operations. The project had just barely garnered enough students for the 
program to move forward. Silva, a Berkeley based teacher and activist who had recently moved 
from the Philippines, had seen in the project an interesting possibility to gain credentials 
necessary for him to continue teaching on college campuses. Excited at the prospect, Silva 
convinced a few KDP affiliated friends (some of them students in his courses) to join him for the 
first year of the Goddard-Cambridge program.  
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 The Philippines Project at Goddard-Cambridge, like the Philippines Information Bulletin, 
was a small and relatively short-lived educational experiment. However, the importance of this 
experiment lays in its participation in anti-martial law solidarity making and also in its 
foundation-laying for Filipino American studies as a field. First, the history of this program 
extends the history of the ethnic studies movement and the growth of Filipino and Filipino 
American Studies in the United States to the 1970s. Through the Philippines Project we see how 
alternative education movements shifted the ways that people looked at higher education. We 
also gain insight into a specific attempt to institutionalize these alternative modes of learning. 
From teachers and students of the Philippines Project, we encounter a concerted effort not only 
to train teachers of Philippine studies, but also to use their own classrooms as a prototype for 
how this learning would take place. Further, the project points to moments of cohesion within a 
relatively politically fractured US based solidarity movement. Indeed, as with the story of the 
Left within the Philippines, there is much about the story of US based organizing against Marcos 
that reveals tension and fragmentation. However, for progressive opponents to authoritarianism 
there were moments where they were able coalesce around a critique of US foreign policy and a 
vision of a democratic Philippines. These moments of historical possibility are also significant to 
recall along with the limitations of such movements as they provide a roadmap for coalitional 
work along diverse ideological and political lines. Overall, the archive of the Philippines Project 
is a connective tissue that links anti-Marcos groups in the United States and articulates the ways 
that they learned from the Philippine-based movement. 
Collaboration between FFP and KDP 
 In 1973, while still at an early point in their organizational histories, KDP and FFP 
helped launch the Philippines Project, a program offering a Master’s Degree in Philippine 
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Studies. Aside from the University of Chicago in the 1950s and City College in San Francisco in 
1970, this was one of the first offerings of Philippine Studies in the United States and was also 
perhaps the earliest opportunity for individuals to get an advanced degree in Philippine studies 
specifically.2 In addition to being one of the first of its kind, this degree program was a direct 
outgrowth of the US based opposition to the Marcos government, pointing to the ways that the 
political context of Marcos in the Philippines informed the making of Philippine studies in the 
United States.  
 The Goddard-Cambridge Program in Social Change was first funded in the early 1970s 
by Goddard and Cambridge Colleges in Plainfield, Vermont and Boston, Massachusetts 
respectively.3 The School of Social Change was made up of around 30 different projects that 
focused on Imperialism/Third World Studies, American Social and Cultural Issues, and 
Feminism.4 It was a program that brought together a variety of activists working on different 
topics and spaces. For example, the basement offices used by Philippines Project affiliates was 
often shared with activists working on the Middle Eastern studies project at the program.5 
 Most of the sections in the individual projects employed one or two faculty. The Program 
in Social Change as a whole employed a handful of core faculty who would assist in the 
administration of the program. Early core faculty and students purposefully organized the 
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program to operate non-hierarchically and democratically.6 Decisions on admissions, discipline, 
and funding were to be collectively resolved. The major attraction of the program was that 
projects were organized to have a deep entanglement with social justice issues of the day.  
 The study of the Philippines operated under the Imperialism/Third World Studies track. 
Third World courses dealt with histories of colonialism as well as the experience of "Third 
World peoples in America."7 The program was particularly interested in "people struggling for 
social change in Third World communities."8 As ethnic studies scholar Gary Okihiro notes, 
1960s protests for education that represented people of color did not have ethnic studies as a goal. 
Instead, they had a more encompassing vision of what was often referred to as Third World 
studies.9 For Okihiro, "Third World studies is about society and the human condition broadly; 
Third World studies is about the United States in its entirety and its place in the world."10 Okihiro 
is helpful in understanding why Philippine studies projects and other anti-imperial projects were 
grouped together under the banner of Third World studies. This grouping was an attempt to 
address both histories of empire as well as histories of communities of color in the United States 
in an interconnected manner. 
 In around 1973, Goddard-Cambridge administrators offered Friends of the Filipino 
People (FFP) the opportunity for one of its leaders, Daniel Boone Schirmer, known to many as 
Boone, a recent PhD in History at Boston University, and author of the anti-imperialist work, 
Republic or Empire to become one of the core faculty for this program. On the possibility of 
teaching at Goddard-Cambridge, Schirmer stated, “The US at this juncture, badly needs a 
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massive core of conscious and active anti-imperialists. Teaching a course on the Philippines at 
Goddard-Cambridge, I would hope, in a small way to develop that anti-imperialist contingent.”11 
Schirmer and FFP viewed education as primary to their organizing. In their view, only with an 
understanding of the historical and contemporary roles of US foreign policy in authoritarian 
governments abroad could changes in policy take place.  
 The crux of FFP's support for the Philippine struggle lay in its anti-interventionist posture. 
For FFP, the responsibility of solidarity workers in the United States was to prompt changes 
within US foreign policy in order that the Filipino people could have the freedom for self-
determination.12 Given their connected genealogies, KDP leadership was well aware of FFP and 
of Schirmer in particular. In fact, Schirmer sometimes wrote directly to KDP National Executive 
Board members Bruce Oceña and Melinda Paras regarding the student makeup of the Philippines 
Project course, encouraging their organization to send willing and capable students to Boston to 
study at the school.13 In one such letter in August 1975, Schirmer explained the questionable 
status of the project, noting "If we do not receive written applications from the students we will 
go on the assumption that plans have changed, that they no longer plan to come, and that there 
will be no Philippine studies program."14 Here, Schirmer reveals that the Philippines Project was 
almost entirely a collaboration between himself (as a representative FFP) and KDP. While there 
were sometimes students from outside of the KDP, the project largely was an effort to help 
educate and provide credentials to KDP members. 
                                                
11 Daniel Boone Schirmer, "Personal History," 2. Box 14, Folder 30, coll. M94-316, Daniel B. Schirmer Papers, 
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 Many KDP members were either currently or had recently been university students. In 
training relatively young Filipino Americans to teach in US universities, KDP leadership hoped 
to recruit Filipino American youths to its cause on a mass scale. As student applicants for the 
Philippines Project as well as Boone Schirmer himself intimated, this was a means towards 
building an "anti-imperialist movement in the United States" as well as "grasping dialectically 
the situation on the Philippines."15 In mobilizing university students and building an anti-
imperialist movement, KDP saw itself as more than an anti-martial law movement. It saw itself 
as working to address the political challenges facing Filipino Americans and also contributing to 
the national democratic struggle in the Philippines.  
 KDP members at this time were engaged in selling newspapers that covered the 
Philippine struggle, conducting cultural shows that made people aware of the politics of 
authoritarianism, and formulating direct connections with the struggle in the Philippines.16 For 
KDP, the differing political contexts of the United States and the Philippines demanded different 
approaches to the struggles within each place. Further, it disagreed with the Communist Party of 
the Philippines (CPP) leadership's assertions that they should choose to work on either the 
Philippines or the United States. Some of its activists had come into KDP in hopes of working to 
support labor rights for Filipino Americans and had slowly made connections to the anti-martial 
law struggle through their involvement in addressing US-based concerns.17 For activists such as 
these, the issues of Filipinos in the United States and those in the Philippines were deeply 
intertwined and should therefore be addressed simultaneously. The Philippines Project then, 
seemed an opportune place to bring together these concerns. Through this program, KDP and the 
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project's students hoped to gain the tools necessary to empower communities to make 
connections between authoritarianism in the Philippines and racism in the United States  
 Schirmer was formerly a member of the Communist Party of the United States (CPUSA). 
His interest in the Philippines appears to have been rooted in his own career of anti-Vietnam War 
activism.18 KDP leaders, though not always aligned with Schirmer's politics, viewed him as a 
prominent leftist and a respected expert in Philippine studies.19 As such, they decided to work 
together with Schirmer to educate KDP activists at the school. According to KDP activist and 
Philippines Project student Cindy Domingo, in later years KDP specifically assigned students 
with a knack for intellectual and pedagogical pursuits to be part of the Goddard-Cambridge 
project.20 KDP's work at that point in time was very much focused on college campuses. In 
Goddard-Cambridge, KDP leadership hoped that key activists could be trained in Philippine 
Studies in order to supply college campuses across the United States with instructors. KDP 
historian Helen Toribio explains that for KDP, "Studies were always emphasized. Beginning in 
1975, the KDP sent groups of activists to the Goddard Program at Cambridge for graduate 
studies in Philippine and Filipino American history. The intent was for these scholar-activists to 
become teachers in colleges and a few did."21 Given the victories of activists in San Francisco 
and elsewhere, ethnic studies units started to develop on campuses across the United States in the 
late 1960s and early 1970s. With few advanced degrees then available in ethnic studies, there 
was some room for people to train and become teachers and researchers within this burgeoning 
field. With newly trained and progressively minded Filipino and Filipino American instructors, 
KDP hoped to politicize students in college campuses all over the United States.  
                                                
18 Daniel B. Schirmer, "The Philippines: Another Vietnam?" 1973. Personal collection of Barbara Gaerlan. 
19 John Silva, interview with author. 
20 Cindy Domingo, interview with author. 
21 Toribio, “We Are Revolution,” 166. 
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The Philippines Project 
 The Philippines Project was an integral part of the Goddard-Cambridge experiment as it 
could combine the intellectual energies of studies of US empire, the anti-War movement, and 
also Third World studies. The project, however, only operated from 1974 until about 1978. 
Schirmer was the instructor on record until 1977 when the project moved to San Francisco under 
the instruction of noted KDP activist, Walden Bello. The vision for this project was an 
integration of Schirmer's hopes for an anti-imperialist movement in the United States as well as 
KDP's hopes to build a presence of progressive Filipino Americans on college campuses in the 
United States. These goals aligned with Goddard-Cambridge's explicit understanding that, "The 
credentials represented by a graduate degree have proved to be a useful tool for people working 
in particular areas, such as education or public and private social service institutions."22 
Acknowledgements like these recognized the ways that the ethnic studies and liberation 
movement protests of just a few years before opened up practical opportunities to take the protest 
into the classroom and to hopefully garner a paycheck while engaging in political work.  
 
                                                
22 “Catalog, 1974-75,” 1974, 3, Goddard-Cambridge Graduate Program in Social Change: Records, 1969-1979 Box 
1 Folder 4, Joseph P. Healey Library, University Archives, University of Massachusetts at Boston. 
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Figure 1: Advertisement for Philippines Project in Philippines Information Bulletin. From March 1975 issue. 
 Given Schirmer's experience in the antiwar movement, the history of teach-ins helped 
guide his pedagogical approach. One of his mentors, Howard Zinn, had been both a prominent 
antiwar activist as well as a faculty participant in the teach-ins. Intellectuals of the anti-war 
movement worked to connect US foreign policy abroad with domestic political concerns. Critics 
of the teach-ins complained that leftist intellectuals "...tried to develop and overarching 
intellectual architecture that tied racial violence and capitalist economics at home to the violence 
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in Southeast Asia and the 'Cold War mentality' writ large."23 Indeed, this was precisely what 
Schirmer sought to do. In Republic or Empire, Schirmer outlined the ways that US foreign policy 
had promoted violence in Southeast Asia from the Philippine-American War.24 Produced during 
the Vietnam War, Schirmer's book clearly aimed to highlight the longue durée of American 
violence and racism abroad. Schirmer traces the efforts of American anti-imperialists in 
Massachusetts at the turn of the century, lessons from which invariably informed his own work 
as an anti-imperialist in the 1970s. The connections between Vietnam and the Philippines were 
always quite prominent in his mind. In 1972, Schirmer's speech "The Philippines: Another 
Vietnam?" drew upon the history of US intervention in Vietnam to predict future US foreign 
policy in the Philippines.25 For Schirmer, just as American anti-imperialism in the Philippines in 
the late 19th and early 20th century provided lessons for antiwar activism, the Vietnam War 
could also provide a roadmap for understanding the dangers of American support of the Marcos 
dictatorship. In the speech, Schirmer explained to his audience that, "Like the Diem regime, that 
of Marcos is entirely dependent on the military and economic aid it gets from the United States 
government."26 Schirmer firmly believed that activists in the United States should oppose 
intervention in Southeast Asia as well as American support of undemocratic leaders. This speech 
eventually helped prompt the formation of Friends of the Filipino People and guided 
organizational efforts to support the national liberation struggle in the Philippines through 
effecting congressional change in the United States.  
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 Schirmer often faced attacks for his political orientation. As a prominent CPUSA 
member in the 1950s, he had to go underground after mounting legal challenges to "loyalty oath" 
laws in Boston, eventually being charged with sedition in 1955. Even after he and his wife Peggy 
had left the CPUSA and become peace activists, they faced attacks from right wing groups in the 
United States. A 1974 issue of "The Pink Sheet," a conservative newsletter that tracked the 
activities of purported left wing activists, referred to the Goddard-Cambridge program was a 
“Revolutionary Education Factory,” a label that Goddard-Cambridge instructors would surely 
have welcomed. The author writes, “there are many colleges and universities which produce 
radicals. But Goddard-Cambridge is the only one I know that proudly proclaims its intentions to 
do so.”27 In the same issue, "The Pink Sheet" urged its readers to encourage President Gerald 
Ford to reverse his clemency program for draft-dodgers, boycott Serpico because co-star John 
Randolph was supposedly a communist, and help elect congressional leaders that would take on 
"Big Labor."28 The publication seems to have largely been concerned with outing potential 
leftists to its conservative readership. In the Pink Sheet’s attempt to discredit the school, they 
exposed the political leanings of the faculty of the school. Here, the authors present Schirmer as 
a prime example of the “far out leftist” faculty with his course on “The Philippines: A Case 
Study of US Neo-colonialism” as a prime example of what was wrong with the school. While his 
organizing record brought the disdain of conservative critics, it was precisely this record that 
made him an acceptable instructor for those yearning for modes to connect theoretical work with 
activist practice. 
                                                
27 “Pink Sheet Exposes Revolutionary ‘Education Factory,’” The Pink Sheet on the Left: America’s Authoritative 
Report on Left-Wing Activities, September 30, 1974, 2. 
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(September 30, 1974). 
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  The program's location in Boston enabled other connections with the afterlives of the 
Anti-Imperialist League. Some project students, like Abraham Ignacio, Jr. caught the book-
collecting habit from Schirmer. While in Boston, Ignacio began to collect political cartoons 
depicting US imperialism in the Philippines. Ignacio and Schirmer would often scour the second 
hand bookshops of Boston together.29 These bookshops and the Harvard libraries contained a 
wealth of materials related to US empire in the Philippines. Years later, these cartoons formed 
the basis of The Forbidden Book, a volume that Ignacio put together with other anti-martial law 
activists, Jorge Emmanuel and Helen Toribio, that charted US imperialism in the Philippines 
through political cartoons at the turn of the century.30 For Ignacio, working with Schirmer and 
documenting the racist, imperial attitudes towards Filipinos became an ongoing project. In fact, 
Ignacio eventually led the collection and donation of KDP's historical documents to the Labor 
Archives at the University of Washington.  
 Assisting Schirmer in the classroom were other FFP members Steve Shalom and Barbara 
Cort. As co-instructors, they participated in many of the seminars and helped integrate the 
students into life in Boston. They also helped acclimate the students to their work with the 
Philippines Information Bulletin. They recalled that it was primarily Schirmer who was in charge 
of the day-to-day operations. In terms of the course, Shalom and Cort would either come around 
to lecture, participate in discussions, or help the students with assignments.  
 Classes were conducted in a seminar fashion with students meeting once or twice a week, 
most often at the home of Boone and Peggy Schirmer, to discuss readings. The syllabus of the 
course was unabashedly oriented in an anti-imperialist perspective. It was a whirlwind set of 
course readings intended to get students intimately acquainted with Philippine history from the 
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pre-Spanish period to the present day as well as to make space for the study of seminal radical 
political texts. Although demarcated as a Philippine studies program, the disciplinary focus of 
the course was predominantly history. Students were exposed to readings on the Philippines that 
had circulated among activists within the Philippines: Agoncillo, Constantino, and of course 
Philippine Society and Revolution (PSR), which was the central text of the Communist Party of 
the Philippines.31 They also read recent scholarship on empire in the United States. Their 
education was also rounded out with a healthy dose of Lenin, Mao and Ho Chi Minh.32  
 This reading list for the course demonstrates that the Philippines were very much a model 
for the project. In the Philippines, the CPP encouraged the education of its members. Through 
basic education courses, officers in the party were assigned to teach the tenets of the PSR to 
rank-and-file members.33 As scholar on Philippine Communism Kathleen Weekley points out, 
the PSR functioned as a successful educational medium because it had a simple and 
straightforward assessment of the problems in the Philippines: that it was a semi-feudal and 
colonial state.34 In addition to the shared texts between those in the Philippines and the students 
in Boston, it is important to note out that much of the protests that had initially provoked martial 
law came from student activists.35 The protests of the First Quarter Storm of 1970, for example, 
brought together students striking against labor and education injustices in the Philippines.36 
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Some members of the KDP had actually been involved in these protests, and they most certainly 
saw the potential strength of student mobilizations.37 
 Indeed, the goals of the Philippines Project at Goddard-Cambridge paralleled the 
politicization of students across campuses in the Philippines. The project's students themselves 
drew explicitly on writings from the Philippines. For example, in an appeal made by Dean 
Alegado to allow applicants without B.A. Degrees to attend the M.A. Program, Alegado seems 
to draw on the contributions of Renato Constantino’s famous 1970 article, “Miseducation of the 
Filipino.” In his call for more Filipino teachers of Philippine History, Alegado explains:  
Most of these teaching positions are either taught by non-Filipinos who do not 
have the community experience, or by Filipinos who do not have the progressive 
perspective to provide leadership for Filipino students. There are many reasons 
for this. The most important is the political nature of education to colonized 
people i.e. the Third World. Education was meant to subjugate us through our 
mind and by inculcating our people with the false consciousness that our 
"underdevelopment" is "inherent because of (our) cultural backwardness.38  
 
Drawing on Constantino's argument that colonial education systems were a means of pacification 
and preservation of American control, we see the ways that the "Miseducation of the Filipino" 
was read and applied to the situation of Filipinos within the United States. A widely read text 
among Filipino activists at the time, Alegado's assessment then is an attempted sharing of an 
intellectual genealogy with anti-imperialists in the Philippines. As Constantino states, "The 
education of the Filipino must be a Filipino education."39 Fusing Constantino with the demands 
of US-based ethnic studies protests, Alegado sought to reclaim the institutional classroom space 
for Filipinos and Filipino Americans to teach and learn their history.  
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 Schirmer also seemed to be mindful of the racial and positional tensions as well as the 
position he occupied as a white instructor. In his writings, he expresses a wariness regarding 
replications of colonial education systems. Rather, he hoped to encourage a flow of ideas that 
made possible criticism, self-criticism, and intellectual growth for all involved. Reflecting on the 
role that he played in the Philippines Project, he writes:  
While the teacher must play a leading role, both students and teacher must 
continuously struggle against the conventional, bourgeois teacher-student 
relationship: the lecturer and the lectured, the all-knowing and the un-knowing, — 
in order to tear down the priestly mysticism of knowledge and learning, the elite 
aura of study, of writing, of speaking. Knowledge is an important element on the 
road to power, and like power it must be made accessible to the common people, 
and especially to the most oppressed, i.e. Third World and minority groupings, 
working people, and women.40  
 
As he states here, teachers should at the very least have a critical eye towards the notion of an 
all-knowing imparting of knowledge.41 Further, he suggests this particular education model was a 
mode of empowering oppressed groups. In Schirmer's assessment, power must be distributed to 
those people who are most oppressed. For Schirmer, the cordoning off of knowledge and 
intellectuality as elite possessions prevents the distribution of power to the most disenfranchised. 
The role of the intellectual or the teacher is to make their work accessible to different types of 
publics in ways that consistently reject the standard hierarchies of the student-teacher 
relationship. Schirmer appears to draw upon Paolo Freire's influential Pedagogy of the 
Oppressed, which first appeared in English in 1970.42 As Antonia Darder explains regarding her 
mentor Freire, "if we were to solve the educational difficulties of students from oppressed 
communities, then educators had to look beyond the personal. We had to look for answers within 
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the historical realm of economic, social, and political forms, so that we might better understand 
those forces that give rise to our humanity as it currently exists."43 Like Freire, Schirmer 
acknowledged the need within the classroom to address the structural issues that resulted in 
structural inequalities. For both, the classroom must be a space wherein hierarchical notions 
could be challenged. 
 Within this educational model, practice and theory were supposed to meld. Students and 
teacher were encouraged to think beyond rigidities and develop connections with different 
communities. For some, this meant working with feminist groups, for others it meant solidarity 
work with other diasporic activists. As critical as the classroom might have been for these 
students, their political practice as members of anti-Marcos groups in Boston as well as their 
involvements with other political movements were just as formative. As mentioned in the 
previous chapter, many Philippines Project participants became intimately familiar with the 
Philippines Information Bulletin and also participated in the activities of Friends of the Filipino 
People.  
 The lessons from activists in the Philippines were critical to understanding the different 
contexts of political work. In the eyes of many in the US, activists the Philippines possessed 
direct experience with martial law, a sophisticated reading of the Philippine political situation, 
and firsthand knowledge of the politics of the underground movement in the Philippines.44 As 
with the Philippines, Sison's PSR was fundamental to the training of KDP activists so much so 
that they deployed Sison's own call to "rectify and rebuild" for their purposes in the United 
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States.45 At this time, KDP members generally shared Sison's assessment of conditions in the 
Philippines as "...semi-colonial and semi-feudal. This status is determined by US imperialism, 
feudalism, and bureaucrat capitalism which now ruthlessly exploit the broad masses of the 
Filipino people."46 This assessment guided the political ideology of the Communist Party of the 
Philippines during the martial law period and continues to bear considerable influence on CPP 
thinking to the present. 
 KDP was often stretched thin in terms of resources and manpower. On the demanding 
schedule for KDP activists, former member Estella Habal writes: 
For instance, during this time the local KDP chapter expected the I-Hotel team 
members to help with national campaigns for equal rights. We were also expected 
to join the anti-Marcos work for the Philippines. Besides these political 
campaigns, we were required to sing in cultural shows and events and sell 
newspapers at workplaces and churches by going door to door in the 
neighborhoods.47 
 
The commitment to a dual struggle meant that activists would be fully expected to work on local 
issues, such as the International Hotel activism to protect housing for the elderly in San 
Francisco and also join anti-Marcos organizing efforts. Habal explains that this often left the 
KDP unable to provide full support to some of its initiatives.48 
 Despite often not having enough activists to deploy towards different causes, KDP 
leaders deemed the Philippines Project important enough to send some of its most promising 
members to the Goddard-Cambridge Program. Like KDP activists sent for other assignments, 
potential students in the program faced a number of obstacles. Students, mostly based in the 
West Coast, knew little of Boston. Tuition costs were fairly steep and there was little financial 
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help to be had from fledgling organizations FFP and KDP. Goddard-Cambridge offered financial 
aid options, but the school itself was often uncertain of its own funding streams and its overall 
ability to continue its work. Conservative and right-wing political groups attacked the school as a 
socialist plague.49 Such attacks aimed to make it difficult for Goddard-Cambridge to eventually 
become an accredited program.50 Between conservative attacks, accreditation concerns, and 
limited funding sources, KDP activists took on significant risk in attending Goddard-Cambridge 
as many were unsure of the viability of the school. 
 Throughout its existence, Goddard-Cambridge enjoyed little institutional stability. The 
program was often in financial trouble. In its early years, although it was affiliated with the 
Goddard College, there was no signed agreement that formalized the relationship.51 Since 
Cambridge withdrew its support of the program within its first year of existence, Goddard-
Cambridge very quickly had to seek out alternative forms of support. Tuition fees were a critical 
source of financial aid, but the program often had difficulty collecting on these debts. In fact, the 
accounting of the program at its end reveals that Goddard-Cambridge operated at a deficit from 
its inception.52 Goddard College, the parent school for the program, itself had grown rapidly in its 
first decade of existence. As a result of this rapid growth, the school was placed under 
extraordinary review for accreditation in 1971.53 This accreditation process lasted several years 
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and placed a great deal of pressure on Goddard-Cambridge to articulate its own worthiness as a 
program. Within the accreditation process, Goddard-Cambridge would have to answer for some 
of its practices that ran counter to those at other institutions such as the acceptance of non-BA 
degree students and its commitment to experiential learning.54 Throughout its existence, 
Goddard-Cambridge both had to find funds to continue as a program and articulate its value to 
accreditors who often had quite different views on education than Goddard-Cambridge did. 
 Despite these challenges, students in women's studies and anti-imperial studies were 
drawn to Goddard-Cambridge. For students in these burgeoning fields, the school represented an 
opportunity to find careers in academia for some. More importantly, students came to Goddard-
Cambridge as activists looking to empower themselves and their communities. They sought 
ways of connecting scholarship and activism. 
Applications for the Philippines Project 
 KDP identified potential participants in the graduate program from its members with 
community organizing skills and academic interests. However, this was not solely done through 
organizational dictate. As mentioned earlier, the desire to teach and empower their communities 
brought many of these activists to the project. In examining the student applications for the 
Goddard-Cambridge program, we see some of the specific motivations and inspirations for 
students to join. For one student, the main inspiration was the Lumumba-Zapata movement in 
San Diego.55 Drawing a connection to the demands of students for an overhaul of the existing 
education system, this particular student outlined their own hopes for Goddard-Cambridge. 
Another applicant summed up an overall view of Philippines Project specifically, seeing the 
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program as "a test to my ideas, my commitment to the Pilipino movement and to the broader 
movement of working class people."56  
 For students of color in University of California, San Diego, the Lumumba-Zapata 
movement had represented an opportunity to create an alternative educational model within the 
land-grant institution (UCSD). Providing a valuable history of the movement, education studies 
scholar Angela Wai-Yin Kong explains: 
In 1969, members of the Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlán (MEChA) 
and Black Student Council (BSC) formed a multi-ethnic coalition of students to 
demand UC San Diego Third College be named Lumumba-Zapata College in 
honor of Patrice Lumumba, an important African nationalist, and Emiliano Zapata, 
a land reformist and a major figure in the Mexican Revolution.57 
 
Indeed, the purposeful invocations of Lumumba and Zapata indicate the internationalist 
perceptions of MEChA and BSC at the time. Queer theorist Roderick Ferguson insightfully 
points out that the Lumumba-Zapata movement "represented an attempt to maneuver difference 
for oppositional purposes."58 Ferguson continues to argue that, "For sixties and seventies activists 
in the United States, internationalism was a means of imagining coalition across national 
boundaries and conjoining internationalism to a radical deployment of minority difference."59 
That is, internationalism brought out possibilities for radical connection with liberation 
movements worldwide. Moreover, these connections also made possible the articulation of 
difference as a mode of political power. By emphasizing difference, activists within Lumumba-
Zapata could demand space within the university system.60  
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 Kong argues that although the numbers of Asian American activists involved in 
Lumumba-Zapata were limited, the Lumumba-Zapata moment actually represented a critical 
time in the formation of Asian American activism in the Southern California area. She recounts 
the formation of Asian American student groups that worked within Lumumba-Zapata and Third 
College to call for the hiring of Asian American faculty and attention to issues of race among 
Asian Americans.61 As we see in the application forms to the Goddard-Cambridge school, the 
Lumumba-Zapata movement indeed had an influence on at least a few Filipino American 
activists. Whether or not they were explicitly part of the movement, the aims of creating an 
alternative school for and attentive to the needs of students of color was attractive for at least one 
applicant looking at the Philippines Project. As KDP was in its early stages of growth in the San 
Diego community in the first years of the 1970s, its members most certainly saw the 
achievements of other activists in the area as an archive of possibilities for their own political 
work. 
 One applicant for Goddard-Cambridge spoke in-depth about their experiences in 
organizing among activists of color in San Diego, in particular the efforts at organizing the 
Lumumba-Zapata school. Likely writing after the movement had fallen apart, the applicant 
indicated that the administration played upon interethnic tensions to work against the student 
movements.62 In drawing attention to the context of San Diego, the student explains further in 
their application that: 
The number of pan-Asian faculty, graduate students, and staff are very low. The 
majority of the faculty are engrossed within their respective discipline and 
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concerned with tenure, research duties. Progressive pan-Asian faculty, graduate 
students and staff are few and far between. The curriculum is geared towards 
training one to become a saleable commodity or among the ranks of the 
unemployed upon graduation. 
 
The programs which were won during the Third College struggle have been 
systematically stripped of their relevancy by the reactionary administration. Black, 
Chicano, Asian, Native American Studies are just token classes.63 
 
By 1975, many of those participating in the ethnic studies strikes spawned in 1968 were taking 
stock of victories and losses and realizing that in many ways their visions of an alternative 
educational model were still far from reality. In addressing the hopes of many student protestors 
to create educational spaces by and for students of color, the student laments the continued lack 
of representation of Asian or Asian American faculty and graduate students. Not only were the 
hard-won classes just "token classes," there were few individuals available to take and teach 
those classes. Instead, administrations had, as explained by Ferguson, incorporated difference in 
consolidating power. No longer was Lumumba-Zapata a space to "subject every part of the 
system to ruthless criticism."64 Instead, it had just become another tool to create "the managerial 
and technical products (students)" in service of the "monopoly-capitalist system."65  
 What is striking to note here is that even with this devastating loss, this student still 
looked towards Goddard-Cambridge with hope for changing university conditions in the United 
States. They write concerning their organization, KDP: 
There are 5 KDP activists at UCSD, KDP is a registered student organization. 
Strategically, it gives the opportunity to organize the Filipino students on campus 
through forums, study group, other work projects. Thus, raising their 
consciousness and the understanding of the university population at large — to 
the problems of the Pilipino people here in the United States and the Philippines, 
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And with this understanding, these sisters and brothers become subjects of history, 
building a collective force on campus.66  
 
Although for this student the Lumumba-Zapata movement had fallen apart, its spirit lived on in 
the student's reflections on why working for a Master's degree at Goddard-Cambridge would be a 
worthy endeavor. Consciousness raising and collectivity lay at the heart of much of Asian 
American leftist organizing.67 We see in this student's reflection on KDP at UCSD a desire to 
continue raising university and Filipino American student consciousness on campuses across the 
United States. Even if Lumumba-Zapata had already been folded in to existing university power 
structures, KDP activists still saw a possibility for utilizing the victories of Lumumba-Zapata and 
other people of color education movements to address the historical violences experienced by 
Filipinos. 
 In a similar fashion to the movement in San Diego, there is sort of a dual desire expressed 
by the Goddard-Cambridge students to find ways to deal with issues both in the United States 
and in the Philippines. This was a concern shared between teacher and students. We see this in 
looking at a section from Boone's "Notes on Study Course," which he compiled after his final 
year of teaching the course, likely through conversation with the students and likely to be passed 
on to future teachers of the course.  
The seminar must at all times have a double focus -- on the process of Philippine 
history and on the process of US history (especially in its imperialist phase) so 
that the mutual and intertwined dynamics of both historical processes may be 
understood. This need springs from the concrete reality of those in the class who 
are Filipinos in the United States and those US persons whose main concern must 
be the Filipino struggle and the struggle against US imperialism in relation to the 
Philippines (and the class must be made up of no others). This is necessary also to 
teach the members of the class what the past teaches, -- that the freedom of the 
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common people of the Philippines and of the US is interwoven, both have a 
common enemy, US imperialism.68 
 
Here, I think one clearly sees Boone, and again likely his class, wrestling with the question of 
what shape Philippine studies, specifically US-Philippine studies, should take. For them, it was 
to be a mode of addressing their contextual locations in the United States, as Filipino Americans 
or otherwise, and responding to empire from the belly of the beast all while maintaining a keen 
attention to the specificities of the Philippine context. The class was expressly a political 
enterprise. That is, the space was primarily intended as one in which anti-imperial strategies were 
to be developed. It was a matter of wrestling with the question of how best to challenge US 
foreign policy, which in their minds was the best way to work in solidarity with those in the 
Philippines as well as the best way to address their own material conditions within the United 
States. For those working on the Philippines Project, they attempted to achieve both goals by 
discussing human rights violations in the pages of the Bulletin and considering ways to educate 
their communities in the classroom. 
An Alternative Education Model in the United States 
 The notion of an alternative education model in the 1970s drew upon the rich histories of 
the Civil Rights Movement, the Ethnic Studies Strikes, the Black Power Movement, and antiwar 
Teach-ins all. In his history of the Mississippi Freedom Schools, Jon N. Hale draws attention to 
the ways that education was a critical, grassroots component of the Civil Rights Movement.69 As 
a response to the brutal murders of three Mississippi based civil rights workers, the Student Non-
Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) led the campaign to create these schools in response to 
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deeply fraught Southern racial politics during the period.70 Taught primarily by white volunteers, 
Freedom Schools presented a non-traditional humanistic education in hopes of demarcating 
pathways to participatory citizenship.71 As Hale points out, these schools were secondary to voter 
registration efforts at the time.72 Education studies scholar Daniel Perlstein draws attention the 
ways that SNCC and the Black Panthers helped these educational ideas evolve away from 
integrationist aims towards nationalist ones in the 1960s.73  
 Indeed, we might locate the roots of ethnic studies movements in the 1960s in both the 
Freedom Schools as well as the Black Panther Liberation Schools. While the Black Panther Party 
(BPP) is so often remembered for its more explicitly militant orientations, it also worked to 
develop learning models, lunch programs, and institutions to empower the youth in their 
communities. As Martha Biondi explains, "They [BPP] viewed the widespread dissemination of 
Black history written and taught by Black people as a means of instilling pride among African 
Americans and of furthering the process of Black liberation."74 Education was one of an array of 
strategies to pursue Black liberation. At a time when communities of color saw few scholars of 
color in the academy and little engagement with their histories, the pursuit of representation 
seemed a worthy cause. It is critical to note here, however, that representation at this time was far 
from the end goal for many activists. For BPP and KDP, representation was a way to turn the 
institution inside out. It was a way to force a system that had long overlooked and actively 
excluded their communities to provide resources that could then be utilized to pursue Third 
World liberation. As Gary Okihiro suggests of Third World consciousness, "...agency is not a 
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zero-sum game, and self-determination for the subject-self must not come at the expense of its 
others."75 For Okihiro, the practitioners of Third World studies sought ways of collaborating that 
rejected oppressive divide-and-rule strategies of disciplinary formation.  
 Practitioners of the Philippines Project worked to combine these lessons with those 
coming from the archipelago. Both the BPP and the Philippine underground movement 
underscored the importance of education for the people. In particular, both movements highlight 
the responsibility that the scholar has to their community. For students in the Philippines project, 
the learning of their history would allow them to share those histories with and ultimately 
empower their communities. By placing the Philippines Project in the context of student activism 
in the Philippines, we see that the anti-Marcos student activism of the early 1970s did not just go 
underground, it also mobilized the study of the Philippines in the diaspora. The connection of 
schools like Goddard-Cambridge with the long history of alternative education demonstrates the 
ways that the radical legacies of the Civil Rights movement continued into the 1970s. 
Scholar Activism in Boston 
 For Philippines Project students, Boston was an entirely new environment. Through a 
petition process, some of the students had been able to join the Master's program before having 
even completed a Bachelor's degree. Goddard-Cambridge allowed this, as they were aware that 
student activists had different educational experiences and many had been educated within their 
organizing circles and through their activism. Even as the program offered a degree of their own, 
they hoped to diminish the reliance on degrees as a marker of capacity.76 However, this certainly 
led to difficulties in adjusting to more formalized educational requirements. Not everyone who 
began the Goddard-Cambridge program was able to complete the requirements for a Master’s 
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degree. Although the courses were done over one year, many of the students would take several 
more years to complete the requirements. The workload was fairly demanding with heavy 
weekly readings and responses and a MA thesis requirement that demanded an almost immediate 
start to research and writing upon arrival in Boston.77  
 Students encountered different demographics and accompanying microaggressions in the 
Boston area. For example, to support themselves many of the students worked temp jobs in their 
area. Rosalyn Ibañez notes often feeling ignored in different work contexts because she was 
Asian American.78 Abraham Ignacio, Jr. notes that the area of Boston in which they were located 
was predominantly white, which combined with the harsh weather, contributed to homesickness 
for these students of color.79 Many of them having grown up in either the Philippines or in the 
West Coast, experienced bitter winters for the very first time. In order to make things work, 
students made the decision to live collectively. They often shared a home, which as many were 
KDP members, allowed them to form something of a satellite cadre. They split rent, food, and all 
costs among themselves. Many of them drew on help from family networks, worked several part 
time jobs, and found various funding/grant applications with the help of Schirmer. In the first 
year of the program, the participating students actually wrote to Schirmer and the program in 
hopes of being treated as a collective. Their memo signals a commitment to a shared politics. In 
diminishing the importance of being uncompromising or "heavy" and instead valuing learning, 
they articulated a desire to grow in terms of their political understandings: 
A collective memo; 
 
We four Filipinos having met many times in the course of preparing our 
applications- ask that Goddard-Cambridge see us as a collective body enrolling in 
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a course that will significantly help our community and the American movement 
at large. 
 
We have learned to be supportive of each other, wanting to see ourselves gain the 
expertise and knowledge that would qualitatively add a greater political 
dimension in our lives. 
 
We are four brothers who understand that this MA is for the betterment of not 
only of ourselves but for this society we want to see - a society that does not 
thrive on the blood of the people, a society that thrives on the collective love of 
(wo)men for (wo)men -  
 
Since criteria for administration is not on the basis of who is "heavy" but who is 
willing to learn and change- we conclude that that is how we must be looked on. 
We are all presently excited about Goddard. We hope to be a contribution to its 
growth. 
 
   Makibaka - Huwag Matakot (Struggle - have no fear), 
     Tony, John, Dean, and Vic80 
    
In their participation in the program, students sought to reproduce some of the collective 
structures that they had had in Berkeley with the Bay Area KDP chapter. Yet, this should not be 
only read as a desire for a simplistic application of collective models. In this memo, the authors 
indicate a model for education and for their pedagogical aspirations. The collective endeavor of 
social struggle prioritizes the empowerment and love of each other over the individual virtuosity 
of a particular student. It presents a social model in which education is primarily concerned with 
community advancement. While individual members certainly hoped to gain teaching 
occupations after the completion of the program, the political aspiration that these students 
expressed is that those gains be achieved collectively, among themselves and with their 
communities. 
 Collectivity, of course, has its practical challenges. The frequent criticism self-criticism 
sessions remained a source of frustration for some participants for years after.81 Such sessions 
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entailed hours of analysis and criticism pertaining to every aspect of one's life, an experience that 
could be emotionally draining for many. The annoyances of working with and living with the 
same people were a prominent part of the students' experiences. Disagreements over 
expenditures, frustrations over the amount of work others were putting in, and even arguments 
over bourgeois pleasures such as candy bars presented a constant challenge to the aspiration of 
collectivity.82 Each year, the dynamics of the cohort were different, with some cohorts becoming 
close and others having to deal with personality differences between students. All of this is to say 
that collective living was far from the romanticized ideal presented by the first group of students 
preparing to travel to Boston, but it continued to be a feature of the project's cohorts while it was 
in Boston. The expenses of the program and the financial constraints were no small part of this. 
There are a number of lessons we might take from this. First, that collective work is incredibly 
difficult, particularly within its practical and most mundane applications. Second, despite its 
difficulties, student activists and KDP leadership continued to view this as a worthwhile political 
endeavor and something that encapsulated parts of the new worlds that they imagined and 
worked towards. 
 While in Boston, many KDP students became involved in a range of intellectual and 
organizing projects. In 1977, the students aimed for a book-length study on US empire in the 
Philippines, with chapters on colonial education, administration, and other imperial legacies. As 
discussed earlier, many of them took on roles for the Philippines Information Bulletin. Others 
continued their work as organizers, attempting to conduct political work in local universities. 
Intellectual and social organizing work then seems to have originated far more from the specific 
projects that people worked on than from the program. While this decentralization enabled many 
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to have the freedoms to pursue their political work, it also points to some of the challenges for 
the continuation of the program.  
To Build a Progressive Community 
 In various ways, Goddard-Cambridge provided ways for Filipino American scholar 
activists to think in more intersectional ways. For John Silva, the Goddard-Cambridge program 
was where he found feminism and anarchism, political orientations that would inform his 
activities for years to come. As a gay man, Silva had run afoul of KDP over differences 
regarding approaches to gender and sexuality. According to Silva, KDP saw the politics of 
sexuality as a secondary contradiction to the primary contradiction/aim of overthrowing the 
ruling class.83 Silva felt that sexuality was seen as a bourgeois concern.84 After completing the 
project, Silva wrote to Schirmer from his new home in New York, "There is also a phenomenon 
that I started to see in many gay feminists - that is their attraction to anarchist thought because 
implicit in anarchism is a rejection of all state, family, and religious dogmas..."85 The rigidities of 
his former organizing circles made Silva feel that he could not simultaneously be both anti-
imperialist and supportive of gay liberation. The anarchist-feminist circles that Silva found 
within Boston, and then later in New York, taught him that these dogmas of primary and 
secondary were of the same thread as religious dogmas. In these circles, Silva saw the ways that 
his political approaches could address questions of both empire and sexuality.  
 In a manifesto of the type that Silva may have encountered, a group of anarcho-feminists 
in Boston argued: "Political movements, as we have known them, have separated our political 
activities from our personal dreams of liberation, until either we are made to abandon our dreams 
as impossible or we are forced to drop out of the movement, because we hold steadfastly to our 
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dreams."86 For Silva, although the anarcho-feminist movement in Boston was decidedly a 
woman-centered struggle, so much of what was being said would have rung true for his 
experience as well. He had initially come to the United States for love. To be told that he must 
disentangle the politics of that love from the anti-dictatorship struggle (that he had supported 
since he was a student in the Philippines) left him searching for a different politics. At the end of 
the manifesto, the authors write, "We must no longer think of ourselves as members of a 
movement, but as INDIVIDUAL revolutionaries cooperating."87 After leaving Goddard-
Cambridge, Silva took ideas like this to heart. In fact, as mentioned in the previous chapter, he 
wrote to Schirmer "...that revolution is not a coming event- it is a daily event."88 As a result of his 
experiences in Boston, Silva came to see revolution as continuous and relational. The notion of a 
radical historical break did not appease his quest for an intersectional relationality that equally 
addressed all of the modes of oppression. He therefore decided the best way for him to be an 
activist was to assemble the various actions and solidarities that he would work to undertake, 
offering support to movements against political detention and working alongside a number of 
other political issues but no longer as a member of an organization such as KDP. 
 For Cindy Domingo, her experiences with the communities that Goddard-Cambridge 
brought her in proximity to helped her change politically.89 Later in her life, Domingo continued 
to take on broader anti-imperialist issues, becoming an educator for the Line of March's Marxist-
Leninist Education Project,90 becoming involved in Cuban solidarity work, and working on 
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issues for women and communities of color in King County, Seattle. Politically, Domingo saw 
the importance of working with her local community in Seattle as an educator and through her 
work in local government. However, she also continued to hold to the belief that anti-
imperialism was a transnational struggle. Outside of their own project, various students found 
themselves engaged in non-Filipino political movements that would be fundamental to their 
political and intersectional development.91  
 For the students, a great deal of their time was spent working directly with Schirmer, the 
Philippines Project, and its political extensions in Boston. In Schirmer, Silva described a 
generous mentor and teacher. Many years later in an obituary for Schirmer, Silva recalled their 
course together:  
Boone was happy to see us. He had his class. Ideas flowed, rancorous and funny 
discussions occurred, Boone’s anti-imperialist history book expanded and 
endowed to us. A swirl of different ideologies were entertained, without political 
correctness, from Anarchy to Feminism in their living room, in the dining room in 
Truro, under a warm winter sun. Boone would end all discussion with a flourish, 
an inspiring note, a word of caution. He had been through a lot of the steps we 
were embarking and he didn’t want us to repeat the mistakes.92 
 
Schirmer was beloved by his students for his activist experience as well as his scholarly 
generosity. Boone would carefully comment and critique on their thesis drafts long after they 
were away from the seminar space of his home. In the correspondence between Boone and his 
students, the reader bears witness to the tender, and yet honest, relationship between Boone and 
his former students. Between one another, they shared their political involvements, their 
disenchantments, and they debated their political orientations. Some, like Vic Gaerlan, had 
grown to consider the Schirmers as "part of my [his] life and family."93  
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 After finishing their coursework, KDP members almost immediately returned to KDP 
chapters to organize within their communities. Dean Alegado, for example, was quite soon sent 
to Hawaii to help organize the Filipino community there.94 Others, for various reasons, 
eventually broke with KDP and thus had to rebuild their lives, isolated from the organization in 
which they had invested so much of their youth. Because of the demanding nature of their 
political work and personal lives, many had to put their theses on hold.95 In a letter to Schirmer, 
Vic Gaerlan notes that he and one of his classmates had been hesitant to write out of an 
embarrassment that they had not yet completed their theses.96 Although the courses were done 
over one year, many of the students would take a few years after to complete the requirements. 
Despite a number of participants not having completed their MA requirements, KDP's National 
Executive Board (NEB) seemed relatively pleased with the project. NEB member Melinda Paras 
sent word to Schirmer that "...the KDP is making it a priority to try to send more students to the 
class."97 This may point to some of the ways that participating activists were, in fact, able to 
bring back some of their theoretical discussions and experiences to their communities. Despite 
not immediately gaining institutional recognition for their learning, others within their 
organization were able to see enough tangible gains to continue sending individuals to the 
program.  
 One of the lasting lessons students took from the Philippines Project was the importance 
of local political work even as they worked towards their transnational aims. For some cohorts 
this entailed getting involved with local activism in Boston. For others it entailed learning the 
strategies utilized by other anti-martial law organizations, such as those working on the Bulletin. 
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Still others, like Silva, learned to fight towards political goals that did not privilege one form of 
identity over the other. In other words, students at the Philippines Project developed ways of 
balancing local and international scholar activism. 
FFP-KDP Split and the Final Year of the Philippines Project 
 By 1977, Schirmer stepped away from the day to day handling of the Goddard-
Cambridge Project. KDP also seemed to have become increasingly concerned about the 
difficulty of losing some key activists to Boston for an extended period of time. As such, a 
decision was reached to continue the project, but in the San Francisco area, where a number of 
activists were already located. The instructor for the program would be Walden Bello. Bello had 
received his PhD in Sociology from Princeton University in 1975. His research into Chile and 
Salvador Allende had prompted his interest in Philippine political issues.98 In the Berkeley area, 
he joined another recent PhD from Cornell, Joel Rocamora. Together, Bello and Rocamora 
manned the Philippine Resource Center at Berkeley, an important focal point for connections 
between US and Philippine-based opposition to martial law.99 As the Goddard-Cambridge 
program had already developed an institutional memory through the continued involvement of 
former students, the course seems to have been run fairly similarly in this new location with a 
new instructor. Bello, who was deeply entrenched in US based activism, was already shuttling 
between Washington D.C. and San Francisco to coordinate congressional lobbying as well as 
political actions in the Bay Area.100 This year in San Francisco under Bello would prove to be the 
final year of the Philippines Project. In fact, the Goddard-Cambridge Program in Social Change 
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itself appears to have lasted only until 1979 as funding and political concerns finally became too 
much for the program to handle.101 
 Because they were located in San Francisco, the 1978 class of the Philippines Project was 
able to remain directly involved in San Francisco area activism.102 One of the students of this 
class, Ermena Vinluan, became part of KDP's efforts to utilize cultural productions to draw 
further attention to their cause. In many ways mirroring the work of cultural groups in the 
Philippines and in Europe, KDP's cultural group Sining Bayan (People's Art) and its predecessors 
were seen as ways to raise money to support KDP projects and revolutionary activities in the 
Philippines. And like in other places, KDP often toggled between an appreciation for the 
importance of cultural work and a general attitude that cultural activists were not "serious 
activists."103 For her MA project Vinluan wrote a play on the experiences of warbrides in the 
United States. Fellow classmates were also involved in the production of the play as well as the 
political analysis of the effects that the play had in community organizing. Beyond the Goddard-
Cambridge project, Vinluan wrote and produced a number of other plays to "inform, educate, 
and politically activate our [their] audiences."104 In so doing, Vinluan found ways to achieve the 
goals that she and KDP leaders had set for participants in the program, to find ways to teach 
within the communities. Although university teaching jobs proved elusive for many of the 
participants within Goddard-Cambridge, many of them found other ways to spread knowledge 
about Philippine history.   
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 From 1978 to 1979, relations between KDP and FFP reached a breaking point. The 
Communist Party of the Philippines had begun to exert more control on its US counterparts. 
Funding for the opposition movement became more competitive as public interest in the 
Philippines decreased and infighting between solidarity groups left donors hesitant to continue 
offering support. US-based activists fought over the best ways to organize, whether in terms of 
addressing domestic issues or in terms of supporting particular political visions for the future 
Philippines. As the nature of anti-Marcos work and support for such work in the United States 
changed, KDP attempted a takeover of the FFP organization after some FFP members refused to 
shift their stance on the Philippines from non-interventionist to explicitly supportive of 
democratic revolution. The battles between the groups played out in public and diminished the 
financial support, reputation, and influence of both. The split between KDP and FFP also 
affected the relationships between Boone and his students. Although Boone’s students seem to 
have not been directly involved in this battle, the fallout from the split invariably cooled the 
intimate relationships between them.105 Looking back, some KDP members involved in this split, 
whether or not they admitted that the split was a tactical error, expressed an appreciation for 
Boone’s commitment to a non-interventionist political stance. Boone and most of his students 
eventually made their peace, with Boone even encouraging his former students to record KDPs 
experiences in published form.106  
The 1980s and the End of the Goddard-Cambridge Program 
 By 1980, the Goddard-Cambridge School of Social Change itself was no more. 
Accusations of racism within the program had led to Goddard-Cambridge being placed under the 
                                                
105 Rose Ibanez, interview with author; Cindy Domingo, interview with author. 
106 Ciria Cruz, Interview with author. 
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control of the Goddard Graduate College.107 Although Goddard-Cambridge prided itself on its 
radical politics, black faculty and staff pointed to instances where those supposedly radical 
politics actually resulted in anti-black racism.108 In 1979, the Board of Goddard College agreed to 
dissolve the program, citing lack of funds, administrative issues stemming from the loss of 
several core faculty, and educational questions regarding the ways that Goddard-Cambridge 
projects had become less action-oriented and collective endeavors.109 The Goddard College 
administration only offered to support the Feminist studies component of the program going 
forward. The remaining students and faculty refused this offer, citing that:  
Feminist studies was an outgrowth of the other sections of Goddard/Cambridge. 
Women fought for autonomy, for a space and the right to have a specific focus. 
The fight was waged, however, affirming the need for other sections of the school. 
We did not assume all women to be feminists, or that all feminists would have to 
enroll in feminist studies. Rather we wanted Goddard/Cambridge to represent a 
broad-base of people, where those in Feminist Studies could interact with people 
emphasizing other political focuses.110  
 
Even in its demise, the students and faculty of the project affirmed the hopes upon which the 
program was founded. The program could only exist in a fashion that attempted or worked 
towards an activist practice that worked towards connected the needs of oppressed peoples. In 
many ways, the program had to deal with its own racism and sexism, and it also came up short in 
doing so. Despite these shortcomings, however, the program was an important experiment in 
                                                
107 “Statements on Racism at G/C and Related Material,” 1979, Goddard-Cambridge Graduate Program in Social 
Change: Records, 1969-1979 Box 9 Folder 204, Joseph P. Healey Library, University Archives, University of 
Massachusetts at Boston. 
108 One black faculty member pointed out that his community work was often deemed to not be radical enough for 
his white counterparts. A black staff member drew attention to the ways that faculty members complained about her 
style of dress. Black students and faculty pointed out that frequent Council meetings disproportionately privileged 
white, middle class students that did not have the need to work in addition to attending Goddard-Cambridge. 
“Statements on Racism at G/C and Related Material.” 
109 Tarule, “Letter to Carol Matthews and Mark Wilson.” 
110 The Students, The Faculty and Staff of Goddard/Cambridge, “To the Staff, Students, Faculty, Administration of 
Goddard College,” March 5, 1979, 2, Goddard-Cambridge Graduate Program in Social Change: Records, 1969-1979 
Box 9 Folder 205, Joseph P. Healey Library, University Archives, University of Massachusetts at Boston. 
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creating more connected activist networks, and those that had played a part in building and 
sustaining the program refused to go forward without the hope of those intersections.  
 Just as the culture wars of the 1980s gained traction, Goddard-Cambridge closed its doors. 
In assessing the program, it would not do justice to the work undertaken by so many to classify 
this short-lived program as a success or a failure. For those interested in the history of alternative 
education movements, Goddard-Cambridge is critical for its radical visions as well as for its 
limitations. Though the program ultimately disbanded and the Philippines project lasted only a 
few years, student activists involved with the project developed intersectional strategies that 
enlivened their anti-martial law and community work. Their experiences in Boston pushed them 
to think of their activism in ways that included mobilizations beyond anti-martial law work.  
 Goddard-Cambridge sought to further democratize and collectivize knowledge 
production through creating a higher education model that emphasized non-hierarchical learning 
and community activism. Throughout the decade of the 1970s, a group of people committed 
themselves to a vision of a different kind of educational system. They committed themselves to 
creating spaces for women and people of color that would directly examine histories of racism, 
sexism, and imperialism. They also wanted a space that was critical of the degree as an arbiter of 
expertise while still using that "degree" to allow the victories of ethnic studies and liberatory 
education movements to take hold on college campuses around the United States. And ultimately, 
one that would attempt to contest the divide and rule strategies promoted by university 
administrations among women's, ethnic, and Black studies programs. 
 A few of the Philippines Project students actually became full-time instructors on the 
college level. Felix Tuyay, Dean Alegado, and Joe Lalas appear to be the only students of the 
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program who became full-time university instructors.111 The rest taught a class here and there or 
became involved in some kind of educational project but never as full-time educators. Yet most 
of the attendees continued in some kind of political work or work relevant to the Philippines in 
addition to their continued anti-Marcos activism. This ranged from political work on Cuba, to 
local Filipino American activism, and the cultivation of Filipino arts and archives. For example, 
Rosalyn Estepa Ibañez has, along with her partner Florante, been involved in Filipino American 
organizing in Southern California.112 Abraham Ignacio, Jr. helped spearhead the compilation of 
KDP's archives and the subsequent donation of the collection to the University of Washington 
Labor Archives.113  
 Groups such as FFP and KDP, which would continue their work into the 1980s, also did 
so with diminished resources and more strained networks both with activists in the Philippines 
and within the United States. A number of anti-Marcos organizations would form at this time as 
well. Ninoy Aquino, Jr. would soon embark upon his journey to his own university fellowship in 
Boston, giving speeches all across the United States, quickly becoming central to press coverage 
of the opposition movement in the United States. And by 1983 soon after his assassination, the 
political goals of many within the US based movement came to coalesce predominantly on the 
overthrow of Marcos moreso than an overhaul of the existing system of Philippine democracy 
and an opposition to US foreign policy. As important as this post 1980s mobilization was, it is 
critical to recall the work of preceding activists both to lay the foundation for later work as well 
as to offer political visions that extended beyond solely the removal of Marcos from power.  
                                                
111 Dean Alegado taught at University of Hawaii. Felix Tuyay teaches at Southwestern College in California. Joe 
Lalas teaches at University of the Redlands in California.  
112 Ibanez, Interview with author. 
113 Ignacio, Jr., Interview with author. 
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 For a few years in the 1970s, a number of students and educators attempted to enact an 
educational vision that would turn the classroom into a non-hierarchical laboratory, that would 
hopefully lay the foundation for new modes of learning and new subjects of study within the 
United States. It was an ambitious experiment and one that ultimately could only hold together 
for a few years. Further, it relied upon the tenuous cohesion between groups with slightly 
different political orientations, a cohesion that eventually proved to be quite temporary. Yet, 
short-lived though it was, this experiment is worthy of remembering both for its remarkable 
vision, the multi-national political contexts out of which it was created, and its place in the 
genealogy of Philippine studies in the United States.  
 In terms of lasting effects on the anti-martial law movement, the Philippines Project 
allowed KDP and FFP members to cultivate solidarity relationships with each other and with 
activists in the Philippines. The experience of West Coast based activists in Boston provided 
students with insight into the different forms of solidarity activism. Finally, together with the 
formation of the Bulletin, it signaled the mobility of a movement culture that identified the press 
and the university as sites of transnational opposition. The affirmations of this culture would 
later be seen again in the 1980s with the revitalization of the mosquito press and campus-based 
activism in the Philippines. An attention to the mobility of activist cultures shows us that the 
lessons of student activists in the Philippines did not disappear during the 1970s. Instead they 
moved to underground spaces in the Philippines and were also taken up by solidarity activists in 
places like the United States.
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Part 2: Christian Ecumenism from the Philippines 
 
 Religious networks played a formative role in the international circulation of information 
about the Philippines. As briefly discussed in the previous sections, activists in the Philippines 
produced documentation and articulated rights-based arguments in defense of Marcos victims. In 
the following chapters, we see how Christian ecumenism facilitated human rights and 
international law activism. Prevailing definitions of human rights and international law draw 
from Judeo-Christian values and often present both as universal values. Through the story of 
Sister Mariani Dimaranan and her organization, Task Force Detainees Philippines (TFDP), we 
see how progressive Christianity linked closely to the 1970s human rights movement. However, 
we also see that grassroots organizations engaged the universalism of human rights in complex 
ways. Likewise, Chapter Four's discussion of ecumenism's role in international law draws 
attention to the ways that, much like human rights activism, Philippine engagements with 
international law, drew upon the moral and ethical (Christian) underpinnings of international law. 
In their invocations of international law, civil liberties organizations could draw upon the 
universality of law even when religion was not a primary component of their arguments.  
 Together, the following two chapters demonstrate the close connections among Christian 
ecumenism, human rights, and international law. However, by focusing on grassroots 
engagements with these institutions, the chapters also show that activists were often ambivalent 
to the universalizing ambitions of such institutions. The ways that activists performed the rituals 
of human rights and international law universalisms while working to maintain Philippine 
sovereignty and build an international activist mobilization is the central story of this section. It 
is also one of the lasting legacies of human rights and international law activism during the 
martial law period. While religious and legal activists organized to overthrow a dictator, they 
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also laid the groundwork for contemporary understandings of rights-based civil disobedience in 
the Philippines.
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Chapter 3: Human Rights and the Task Force Detainees of the Philippines1 
 
 Before the International Ecumenical Council of the Philippines in New York in 1983, Sr. 
Mariani Dimaranan of Task Force Detainees Philippines (TFDP) said the following:  
The side we have taken has been imposed upon us by our histories. The people's cry calls 
us to shift sides- by words, by deeds, but especially by our presence and support in their 
struggle. Thank you for committing yourselves to a long-term solidarity. While we are 
grateful for outbursts of enthusiasm, especially in emergency situations, we need your 
partnership over a long period of time, especially after the first initial victories as the 
events in Nicaragua and Central America remind us. Thank you for bonding in ecumenism. 
In a special way, thank you for assuming responsibility for broadening and deepening 
international solidarity.2 
 
Speaking to a crowd of religious leaders from all around the world, Sr. Mariani called for long-
term solidarity, for continued international support of her organization and its cause. She 
connected the Philippine political situation with the overthrow of Somoza in Nicaragua, clearly 
hoping that Marcos would soon follow. In other speeches, Sr. Mariani referred to human rights 
within authoritarian states as a global problem that demanded international answers.3 In so doing, 
Sr. Mariani linked the burgeoning human rights movement in the Philippines to the also growing 
international human rights discourse in the 1970s. Religious activists like Sr. Mariani led the 
human rights movement against Marcos within the Philippines. Though they drew heavily upon 
the growing attention to human rights in Western Europe and the United States, religious 
activists in the Philippines worked to build a human rights movement attuned to local 
considerations. To do so required these activists to comprehend and navigate international 
                                                
1 Portions of this chapter were published in Mark John Sanchez, “Human Rights and the Task Force Detainees of the 
Philippines: Religious Opposition to the Marcos Dictatorship, 1972-1986,” Kritika Kultura 29 (September 2017): 
126–56. 
2 Bravo, Mariani: A Woman of a Kind, 73. This work is an incredible compilation of a number of Sr. Mariani's 
speeches. One is struck by the sheer number of places that Sr. Mariani visited in her efforts to speak on human 
rights. It is also significant to note Sr. Mariani's attention to the audience as speeches in international arenas often 
highlighted human rights discourse, while those in the Philippines tended to draw more attention to national 
liberation and sovereignty. 
3 Bravo, 242. 
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human rights concerns while maintaining a continuous focus on the needs and demands of the 
detainees with whom they organized. 
 This chapter begins from the premise that during the 1970s, both human rights and 
religion, specifically Roman Catholicism, made claims towards universalism. In my reference to 
these dual universalities, I understand the term "universal" as an articulation of a basic common 
humanity, one that is available to all and believed to be beyond politics. I argue that Task Force 
Detainees Philippines and Sr. Mariani were largely ambivalent in their engagement of these 
universals. TFDP knew the value of human rights and Catholic universalisms but also refused to 
allow their institution to be defined by these claims. Therefore, I offer an institutional history that 
demonstrates the particular and local inflections of claims to universality.  
 This is an institutional history in that it focuses on a particular human rights organization, 
TFDP. Yet, I also suggest that in her mobility and political navigations, Sr. Mariani functioned 
as a stand-in for the institution of human rights in the Philippines. As TFDP members often 
underscore, Sr. Mariani in many ways was and is TFDP. As such, I weave between discussions 
of formal institutional operations and the specific protests of Sr. Mariani in an effort to gesture 
towards an institutional history that is attuned to the gendered bodily labor undertaken by those 
within the institution. 
 In my invocations of human rights universality, I draw on Samuel Moyn’s identification 
of the 1970s as a moment when political meaning was invested into the notion of human rights 
on a large, international scale.4 For Moyn, human rights gained political capital both because it 
could present itself as beyond politics and beyond nations and because its meanings were so 
malleable depending on the ways institutional bodies mobilized the term. For example, human 
                                                
4 Samuel Moyn, The Last Utopia: Human Rights in History (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard University 
Press, 2010), 212. 
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rights practitioners often cite the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) as an 
articulation of basic and inalienable human rights, but Moyn points out that the citational 
practice of referencing the declaration did not start occur en masse until the 1970s. I diverge 
from Moyn, however, to point out that the political meanings of human rights were not just made 
from institutional bodies seeking it as a utopic Cold War third way. Rather, this chapter suggests 
that grassroots activists engaging the practice of human rights also helped produce 
understandings of the term, particularly with relation to the cause of political detention and the 
overall role of grassroots groups in the human rights movement. 
 Sr. Mariani and the local human rights organizers opposing martial law Philippines did so 
through the institutions of human rights and the Catholic Church. During the 1970s, these two 
entities attempted to implement their own senses of universality. For the Church, the Second 
Vatican Council's vernacularization of the liturgy exemplified efforts to broaden the reach of the 
Church.5 Likewise, the burgeoning human rights movement drew increasingly from the 1948 UN 
Declaration of Human Rights to highlight the ways that human rights could present a Cold War 
political alternative.6 For local activists, the sense that human rights and Catholicism operated, 
and more importantly aimed to operate, extraterritorially made it possible to gain international 
support for local Philippine issues. However, for those activists who were also concerned with 
sovereignty, engagements with international faith groups and NGOs required much caution, with 
many fearing the loss of organizational control to funding groups. Indeed, one of the primary 
questions that Sr. Mariani and her organization had to deal with was how to enlist the assistance 
of ecumenical faith groups and international human rights organizations, while maintaining a 
                                                
5 In Vatican II, Church authorities called for the mass to be celebrated in local languages whereas previously the rite 
had solely been performed in Latin. 
6 Or as Samuel Moyn calls it, the last utopia. Moyn, The Last Utopia: Human Rights in History. 
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focus on the specificities of their own anti-authoritarian activism and efforts for national 
sovereignty. 
 The institutional changes brought by Vatican II had various effects on the history of 
Philippine Catholicism, among them the circulation of liberation theology and people-based 
theologies. These theological reorientations ran somewhat counter to the hopes of Church 
leadership to be beyond politics.7 Within the Philippines, liberation theology and the basic 
Christian communities became a prominent part of anti-authoritarian mobilizations.8 And yet, 
many grassroots religious leaders also articulated wariness towards the latent universal claims 
within liberation theology, preferring instead a local theological orientation. For this reason, 
although the progressive religious response to martial law in the Philippines often drew upon and 
engaged with liberation theology, religious leaders such as activist priest Father Edicio de la 
Torre argued for the specificity of a Philippine response, which he called a "theology of 
struggle."9 
 Scholar on Philippine religion Kathleen Nadeau's explanation of liberation theology is, I 
think, helpful here. She writes:  
Liberation theology like all theology is talk about God. It is an inductive 
methodology and process that discerns God in the life of the people by taking into 
consideration their aspirations and then looking to see what the Bible has to say 
                                                
7 Pope John Paul II and Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger (later Pope Benedict XVI) were well-known for their opposition 
to Liberation Theology. In the Philippines, Church leaders understood the Vatican publication Instruction on 
Certain Aspects of the Theology of Liberation (1984), for example, to be "not a condemnation of liberation theology 
but a warning about certain deviations and excesses within some forms of liberation theology." This was understood 
as a reference Marxist analysis and ideological assumptions. See Liberation Theology and the Vatican Document, 
Volume 2: A Philippine Perspective (Diliman: Claretian Publishers, 1986), 2. 
8 Basic Christian Communities were a model of organizing religious lay people towards community leadership roles 
in the promotion of social justice causes and the liberation of the poor. It was developed in Mindanao in 1971 by 
religious clergy in Mindanao and very much informed by Liberation theology from Latin America. Kathy Nadeau, 
“Christians Against Globalization in the Philippines,” Urban Anthropology 34, no. 4 (2005): 323. 
9 He argued that Philippine spirituality differentiated itself from liberation theology through its struggle and its 
emphasis on the complexities of spiritual practice in the face of harsh realities. However, this argument does not 
fully distinguish the theology of struggle from the practices of anti-dictatorship activists in Latin America. Edicio de 
la Torre, Touching Ground, Taking Root: Theological and Political Reflections on the Philippine Struggle (Quezon 
City and London: Socio Pastoral Institute and Catholic Institute for International Relations, 1986), 200–201. 
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about that. Liberation theology is biased for the poor and oppressed because the 
God of the Bible is on the side of the poor who comes down to live with them. 
Liberation theology does not begin through the entry point of any absolute 
perspective, rather it goes back to the people to think and reflect upon their 
experiences and realities, to better understand and identify their problems in 
solidarity with the people concerned. Liberation theology is “God talk” and its 
tools are Marxist analysis.10  
 
Nadeau presents two crucial factors undergirding the work of anti-martial law clergy in the 
Philippines. First, the unabashed biased towards the poor is paramount. Second, it is also 
important that the theological entry point is not theory, but rather practice. As de la Torre argues, 
“Politics is a choice among realities, among possibilities; these are not ideal. A revolution, a 
liberation, no matter how glorious, is simul justus et peccator, is simultaneously just and 
sinful.”11 De la Torre regards the religious reaction to injustice in the Philippines not as a 
theology of liberation but rather one of struggle. For him, the realities and practicalities of 
struggle take precedence over questions of abstract theology, which made liberation theology 
tenets attractive. But, as Philippine studies scholar Anne Harris notes, it was also important for 
radical theologians to offer what they saw to be as an indigenous theology, which prompted 
distinctions with the Latin American versions.12 In fact, leaders of the Christians for National 
Liberation (CNL), an organization within the National Democratic Front, had made clear, "We 
want more indigenous forms of religious expression: a Filipino theology, liturgy, and 
spirituality."13 De la Torre's attempted distinction of a theology of struggle underscores the ways 
that while many Filipino clergy found connections with the liberation theology movements of 
Latin America, they also sought ways to distinguish their own localized spiritual and political 
                                                
10 Kathleen M. Nadeau, Liberation Theology in the Philippines: Faith in a Revolution (Westport: Praeger, 2002), 86. 
11 Edicio De la Torre, The Philippines: Christians and the Politics of Liberation (London: CIIR Justice Papers No. 9, 
1986), 14. 
12 Anne Harris, “The Theology of Struggle: Recognizing Its Place in Recent Philippine History,” Kasarinlan: 
Philippine Journal of Third World Studies 21, no. 2 (2006): 95–96. 
13 Christians for National Liberation: 2nd National Congress Documents, 1981, 24. 
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responses to Vatican II and martial law. Again, at core for religious activists like Sr. Mariani and 
de la Torre was the question of how postcolonial activists might foster alliances while 
maintaining their own autonomy. 
 In Rethinking the Human, historian J. Michelle Molina and anthropologist Lila Abu-
Lughod take issue with the binaristic divisions between universalism and cultural relativism. In 
attempting to offer a way out of this simplistic line of thinking, they hearken towards a notion of 
“ambivalence.” Drawing specifically from critical theorist Homi Bhabha, Molina explains that, 
"Ambivalence attends to the present without concrete expectations."14 For Molina, a notion of 
ambivalence does not necessarily mean not-caring but rather an attention to the presentness of 
the present. That is, Molina is attentive to the ways that actors engage their present without 
particular concrete futures in mind. Recovering this attention to possibility and navigation, Lila 
Abu-Lughod likewise critiques the notion of the universal, particularly within human rights. 
Abu-Lughod points to the ways that the universal is a discourse, one that constructs a metric that 
enables comparison. Abu-Lughod points this out not to argue for a cultural relativism but to 
point out the ways that,  
The human of human rights and human capabilities is particular. The human of 
secular liberalism has been historically constructed and is being disseminated 
through international institutions and practices so that it is, to some extent, 
everywhere- translated, resisted, vernacularized, invoked in political struggles, 
and made the standard language enforced by power.15 
 
Drawing on the genealogy of South Asian studies scholar Dipesh Chakrabarty's Provincializing 
Europe, Abu-Lughod calls for a provincializing of the universal human, not as a means of 
                                                
14 J. Michelle Molina and Donald K. Swearer, eds., Rethinking the Human (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
2010), 6. 
15 Molina and Swearer, 84–85. 
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replacement but as a mode of ensuring an attention to the power laden histories and 
relationalities that privilege particular claims.16 
 Molina and Abu-Lughod provide a way towards thinking about the operations of an 
institution such as Task Force Detainees. They suggest a mode of provincializing universals, not 
as a means of neglecting the universalist claims of human rights or religion but rather as a call 
for writing the differently inflected histories of local peoples that engaged the political potential 
of rights discourse. Therefore, in suggesting that TFDP was ambivalent towards the universal 
claims of human rights and Christianity, I primarily mean to suggest that they realized the 
importance of human rights and Christianity as tools for achieving the specific political goals of 
their organization. They realized that by willingly implicating themselves or taking part in these 
discourses, they could raise attention to the US-Marcos regime and social injustice in the 
Philippines. This commitment, however, did not deter from the organization's attempts to offer 
arguments for national sovereignty. Rather, in their continued commitment to national liberation, 
they demonstrated the impossibility of a universal way of doing human rights.  
Radical Religious in the 1970s 
 In 1974 the Association of Major Religious Superiors of the Philippines (AMRSP) 
provided 10,000 pesos of seed money to help form the organization, Task Force Detainees 
Philippines (TFDP).17 In its early years, AMRSP and TFDP were interchangeable in 
organizational nomenclature. Officially, however, AMRSP was the umbrella organization under 
which was formed various task forces responding to social issues in the Philippines.18 Under the 
Marcos government, TFDP estimated at least 70,000 political arrests had occurred.19 The newly 
                                                
16 Molina and Swearer, 81. 
17 Sunshine Serrano, Interview with author, January 28, 2016. 
18 Serrano. 
19 Bravo, Mariani: A Woman of a Kind, 93. 
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formed organization aimed to document political detention in the Philippines and support 
political detainees in their struggle for human rights. In so doing they desired to prevent incidents 
of torture and disappearances as well as raise international awareness of the political situation in 
the Philippines. The organization was primarily led by nuns and other religious figures and relied 
upon a vast volunteer network. Former political detainees often joined TFDP as volunteers when 
they were released from prison.20 
 TFDP's initial leader was Father Mel Brady, who at the time was the academic dean of 
Our Lady of Angels Seminary in Quezon City.21 At its conception, TFDP was primarily 
concerned with the political arrests of Catholics in the Manila area. However, the organization 
quickly grew to cover political detention throughout the Philippines without consideration to 
political and religious persuasions.22 TFDP received its funding from several sources. The 
AMRSP provided some money on a yearly basis.23 Human rights organizations, mostly based in 
Western Europe, also pledged funds, through sponsoring smaller projects and through annual 
support with the TFDP operating budget. NOVIB (Nederlandse Organisatie Voor Internationale 
Bijstand (Dutch Organization for International Aid)), a human rights organization in the 
Netherlands, served as the point of coordination for these donations. Other donations came from 
faith groups and fundraisers from various non-governmental entities outside of the Philippines. 
Many of these groups were connected to anti-martial law activist groups in the United States and 
Western Europe. These funding sources helped alleviate the hefty operating costs for the 
                                                
20 Karl Gaspar, “Letter to Synapses,” Synapses Messages, March 1985. Gaspar, for example, indicates that he 
volunteered for TFDP- Davao in the months after his release from prison. Several interviewees indicated that this 
was often the case with TFDP volunteers. 
21 “About Us Page,” accessed February 22, 2017, http://www.tfdp.net/about-us/history; “Mel Brady, OFM,” 
Franciscan Alumni Association (blog), accessed September 11, 2017, http://www.franciscan-
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22 “About Us Page.” 
23 Serrano, Interview with author. 
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organization, which according to funding documents amounted to upwards of three million 
Philippine pesos (about $382,000) each year by 1981.24  
 In order to support detainees, TFDP performed multiple tasks. Documentation, which 
was attractive to international funding organizations, was a main commitment of the group. 
TFDP published information and precise lists of detainees in publications such as TFDP Update, 
Lusong and Pumipiglas.25 But TFDP was also interested in ways to support detainees with their 
day-to-day needs such as having former detainees or those who were particularly susceptible to 
arrest serve as TFDP volunteers. Being recognized as a volunteer or employee of the 
organization cloaked some vulnerable individuals with a legitimized status that provided some 
protections. There are numerous examples of TFDP's unofficial support for detainees such as 
helping hide at-risk peoples, providing for the schooling of children whose parents had been 
arrested or gone underground, and even providing small loans to help affected families meet 
their day-to-day needs. These forms of support were often not recognized by international 
funders. However, these local connections helped TFDP come to be seen as the organization that 
could be relied upon to support and advocate on behalf of political prisoners in the Philippines.  
 Sr. Mariani was fundamental to the growth of Task Force Detainees Philippines. A fiery 
Franciscan sister, Sr. Mariani had already lived an intensely political life and committed herself 
in service to the poor.26 In her youth, when her father refused to allow her to join a religious 
order, she ran away from home and took her vows.27 In the sixties, she grew increasingly 
concerned with social justice and human rights, often joining public demonstrations and working 
                                                
24 TFDP correspondence with Oxfam indicates an operating budget for 1981 as well as expected operations costs for 
the next two years, Charles Skinner, “Letter to Sr. Mariani Dimaranan,” June 4, 1982, NOVIB Papers Box 963 Fil. 
5359, National Archief Nederlands; In correspondence with NOVIB, Sr. Mariani indicated that they were able to 
exchange U.S. dollars to Philippine pesos at a roughly 7.85P to 1USD exchange rate. Sr. Mariani Dimaranan, 
“Letter to Sjef Theunsis,” August 10, 1981, NOVIB Papers Box 963 Fil. 5359, National Archief Nederlands.  
25 “About Us Page.” 
26 Sr. Mariani passed away in 2005 at 81 years old.  
27 Bravo, Mariani: A Woman of a Kind, 268. 
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to aid the poor in local barrios. In 1973 a year after martial law was declared, she herself became 
a political detainee for 47 days for suspicion of being a communist.28 In fact, this suspicion was 
often used in attempts to discredit hers and TFDP's work.29 Marcos had positioned the 
Philippines as a Cold War bulwark against the spread of communism in Southeast Asia. As such, 
accusations of such political leanings carried the risk of being marked as a threat to national and 
regional security.30 Sr. Mariani detested having to engage with these accusations, explaining that 
"Systematic poverty, hunger, oppression of people's basic rights are the real issues of the people, 
and not communism..."31 For Sr. Mariani, such questions of political affiliation overlooked the 
real problems. When asked specifically about her politics later on, she told scholar Mina Roces 
that they were not biased towards any political group, replying that “We are overground, level 
ground, underground, whatever ground.”32 Sr. Mariani often evaded questions related to the 
Communist Party of the Philippines or the "armed struggle" of the New People's Army. This was 
critical because, as Sr. Mariani later notes, although they often accepted help from the 
underground, for TFDP to succeed internationally it had to operate as an above ground, legal 
organization.33 
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 The role of the Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP) in the anti-martial law 
movement has often been overlooked or under discussed. As Vicente Rafael has noted in his 
introduction to the martial law memoir from the Quimpo family Subversive Lives, the legacies of 
the Left must be critically examined to have a fuller understanding of martial law, its opposition, 
and the legacies of the martial law period.34 Following Sr. Mariani's lead, however, it is not the 
purpose of this chapter to establish whether or not TFDP was a CPP/National Democratic Front 
(NDF) organization. Instead, it is important to underscore that TFDP and Sr. Mariani willingly 
dealt with NDF activists, the Communist Party, as well as individuals and groups that were not 
NDF-affiliated. Vincent Boudreau suggests that elite legal groups such as TFDP and FLAG 
(Free Legal Assistance Group) had no formal ties to left but were connected to the underground 
through the propaganda efforts and mainstream support.35 While she rejected accusations of her 
own political affiliations with the CPP/NDF, Mariani herself often acknowledged the magnetism 
of the movement to her funders in Europe. To Peter de Haan, who was head of the Asia desk at 
NOVIB for many years, she said, "What can we do? The underground attraction is very 
strong."36 The CPP/NDF underground drew so many activists at this period because it provided 
the most well-organized and widespread way to combat authoritarianism and systematic 
oppression in the Philippines. Further, Marcos's own descriptions of the communist menace in 
the Philippines, in a way, became its own self-fulfilling prophecy. As activists and political 
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opponents were jailed under accusations of working against the regime, many decided to take 
more active roles in opposing Marcos.37  
 As an above ground organization, Task Force Detainees occupied a crucial place in the 
legal opposition to Marcos and martial law.38 Current TFDP Board of Directors chairwoman, Sr. 
Cresencia Lucero recalls Sr. Mariani as extremely tough and determined, fearlessly traveling 
from prison to prison, morgue to morgue to document violations of human rights.39 Access to 
spaces such as morgues and detention camps was not guaranteed to anyone, even family 
members, yet Sr. Mariani would often present herself and demand that guards allow her to enter. 
Sr. Cresencia shares that "she [Mariani] was such a brave woman" and that her conviction 
enabled her to undertake such tireless and sometimes risky tasks.40 The ability to claim a 
religious affiliation helped provide some legal cover for their activism, as the Marcos 
government was reluctant to openly attack church organizations. It also discouraged violence 
against them. As scholar of Philippine feminism and social movements Mina Roces points out, 
however, Sr. Mariani recognized that it was primarily the “moral power” of the nuns in the 
organization often allowed them leeway to continue their work.41 Roces suggests that traditional 
gendered hierarchies within the Philippines prescribed nuns the role of "moral guardian." Seen as 
not aspiring to "official power" and as the caretakers of the virtue of the nation, activist nuns 
could sometimes successfully pressure the Marcos government through their performance of 
moral indignation and religious authority.  
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 The major publication attributed to Task Force Detainees was the Political Detainees 
Update. TFDP printed around 5,500 copies of the publication.42 Within its pages, the 
internationally circulated newsletter outlined disappearances and political detentions. In addition, 
TFDP created a number of other publications, including Trends and Political Detainees 
Quarterly Report. These publications were designed to draw broad attention to issues of political 
detention in the Philippines. They took the form of newsletter reports, longer magazine-like 
updates, and even books. TFDP's umbrella organization also put out, Signs of the Times, that 
dealt with issues of political detention and social injustice in the Philippines.43  
 Under martial law, President Ferdinand Marcos took control of much of the Philippine 
press. His regime absorbed control over popular newspapers, with known Marcos affiliates 
taking over editorial positions.44 Religious periodicals occupied a peculiar position within this 
environment of press censorship, namely because of the uneasy relationship between Marcos and 
the Catholic Church. Cardinal Jaime Sin, leader of the Catholic Bishop’s Conference of the 
Philippines (CBCP) and highest-ranking Catholic clergyman during the Marcos dictatorship had 
largely advocated a position of “critical collaboration” with the Marcos regime.45 Religious 
publications seemed to enjoy some freedoms that the secular press did not, but even this was 
precarious. At the beginning of each issue, the editorial staff of Signs of the Times printed the 
following: 
The articles and reports published in this bulletin are intended for critical analysis 
and theological reflection of the religious and laymen under our care. The various 
issues regarding our society of today are to be seen in the context of God’s 
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ongoing revelation, as “Signs of the Time.” As such, they form the necessary 
basis for our Christian commitment.46 
 
What is significant about this disclaimer is that it situates the right to critical information within 
the realm of Christian theology. Historian of Philippine religion Robert Youngblood suggests 
that AMRSP used this statement as a defense against explicit attempts to shut down Signs of the 
Times in 1976.47 One’s right to understand the social conditions of the Philippines exists not only 
as a hopefully legal right but also as a spiritual one. By explicitly situating its investigative 
reports as sources for theological reflection, the editors hoped to evade censorship or other 
recriminations. The disclaimer, however, also highlights how the editors envisioned their 
Christian commitment to be fully integrated into the social realities of the world that they 
inhabited and aimed to construct their spirituality from that engagement.  
 Socially conscious clergy often faced harsh attacks, often from within the ranks of their 
own faiths. Religious activists had to walk a fine line. Leftist leaning clergy were commonly 
denounced on popular mediums such as radio shows.48 Some faced accusations or questions from 
other religious figures regarding their commitment to their vows.49 Critics disparaged their 
popularity among the masses as this was seen as a privileging of worldly concerns above 
spiritual ones. 50 Such experiences demonstrate that although this indeed was a time when many 
religious leaders were turning towards social justice work, their politicization was not 
representative of the entire Church in the Philippines. Although prominent church leaders and 
church-based activists took strongly to discussions of making the Church a church of the poor, 
there was far from a universal acceptance of the more progressive readings of the Second 
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Vatican Council.51 On the other hand, their activism certainly put them at great risk.52 Arrests of 
clergy were quite common under martial law.53 Some progressive religious leaders such as Fr. 
Zacarias Agatep from Ilocos Sur and an Italian priest, Fr. Tullio Favali, were assassinated for 
their activism.54 Despite these attacks from within the church as well as from the Marcos 
government, there were a number of socially conscious clergy who sought out ways of 
connecting their spirituality to the pressing political needs of the time.55 
Support for TFDP 
 Knowing that their work needed support beyond what could be provided by their 
congregants and AMRSP, Sr. Mariani went about creating a broad network of international 
solidarity. She made speeches in front of the United Nations, Amnesty International, and 
international religious meetings. She traveled to the United States, Switzerland, the Netherlands, 
and throughout Asia. Throughout these visits, she called for financial support, for heightened 
political awareness, and crucially for criticisms of national foreign policies that either turned a 
blind eye to or actively supported martial law in the Philippines.  
 One of the main sources of support for the work of TFDP came from the solidarity 
groups that were formed in the Netherlands. European based solidarity was quite important to the 
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anti-martial law movement as it provided a great deal of material support to the legal and 
underground struggle against Marcos in the Philippines.56 Although there were clergy who 
openly dissented from the Marcos government, until 1981 many either tacitly approved or 
actively promoted the president.57 Cardinal Jaime Sin, the leader of the Catholic Bishops 
Conference of the Philippines had espoused a policy of critical collaboration with the regime in 
the years before Ninoy Aquino, Jr.'s assassination and, as political scientist Mark R. Thompson 
notes only seventeen out of more than one hundred members of the Conference consistently 
opposed Marcos.58 As such, during the late 1970s and 1980s, TFDP drew much of its funding 
support from organizations elsewhere such as the Dutch organization, NOVIB, which 
coordinating from groups all over Europe.59 
 As Carmelite priest and former NOVIB member Fr. Edgar Koning relates, Sr. Mariani 
came often to the Netherlands, and the support groups there helped Sr. Mariani plan out her 
itinerary during travel throughout Western Europe.60 Mariani would often do interviews in 
newspapers and on television, would meet with funding and government authorities, and even 
hold discussions with small groups. Organizers in Western Europe found audiences to be quite 
receptive to Sr. Mariani's messages and the messenger herself. Sr. Mariani was able to move 
people to support TFDP through her unflinching explanations of the situation in the Philippines. 
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Given that these descriptions came from an elderly nun in a habit, few doubted the veracity of 
her speeches. She would travel to Europe often, always prepared with a tightly organized 
itinerary and with logistical support from local solidarity workers.61 Several interviewees in the 
Netherlands recount the exhausting itineraries for Sr. Mariani's trips to Europe. A typical day for 
Sr. Mariani might include media interviews, multiple talks in front of large and small audiences, 
and meeting with potential donors. These were difficult trips for Sr. Mariani as she would often 
shuttle around the Netherlands and the rest of Western Europe, often traveling alone by train in 
order to save precious funds that could support TFDP's work. 
 In this way, Sr. Mariani and Task Force Detainees highlighted the plight of political 
detainees to the rest of the world. TFDP's approach was unlike that of many of the international 
human rights campaigns for the Philippines. Amnesty International developed missions to 
document and circulate issues of political detention in the Philippines. Amnesty however, wanted 
to focus solely on political detainees that were completely disassociated from armed struggle in 
the Philippines.62 In its prisoner of conscience requirement, Amnesty underscored the need for 
opposition to be non-violent. Amnesty needed its cases to be free of the controversies associated 
with armed uprisings. However, for activists in the Philippines, this presented a conundrum since 
a great deal of the anti-Marcos opposition was associated, or directly affiliated with, groups 
undertaking armed struggle. Such a requirement dictated that the only recognizable means of 
attaining freedom from unjust conditions was through peaceful political dissent. While such an 
ideal may be laudable, in application it overlooked the material conditions of those suffering 
authoritarian injustices in places like the Philippines. So while TFDP actively welcomed the 
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support of such a known organization, it also continued to look for groups that would support 
“all human rights for all.” In the United States groups such as Friends of the Filipino People and 
KDP began campaigns to support the release efforts of political detainees. Through the 
information provided by Task Force Detainees these groups began education campaigns. They 
also coordinated letter writing and telephone campaigns to their local leaders to the Malacañang 
presidential palace and even to the camps in which detainees were held.  
 While TFDP actively encouraged an international support network, it consciously 
demanded that Filipino grassroots activism remain at the center. And for the activists who were 
involved in TFDP, it was the political detainees who were the focal point. Sr. Mariani once 
remarked, “We are strong because the detainees themselves are strong."63 Remarks such as this 
were reflected in organizational practice as former detainees often staffed, planned, and 
implemented TFDP initiatives. To comprehensively address detainee needs, TFDP focused its 
work on what it called Direct and Indirect Support Services. Direct services such as legal support 
and documentation were balanced out with indirect assistance such as family support, education, 
workshops for potential volunteers, and workshops in tandem with the Free Legal Assistance 
Group (FLAG) to inform activists of their human rights and what they might do in the case that 
they were arrested.  
 Sr. Mariani was committed to creating information networks between the prison and the 
outside world. In a video interview, Sr. Mariani shared the tactics through which she and other 
religious workers would get documents in and out of the prison. Speaking in Tagalog, she 
indicated that she eluded guards by hiding documents in her false teeth and in the hem of her 
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skirt.64 In another interview, Sr. Mariani shared that her position as a nun often made guards 
more sympathetic towards her and afforded her a great deal of leniency in terms of mobility 
restrictions within the detainee camps.65 Sr. Mariani's engagement in these embodied forms of 
protest highlight the ways that her travels and access to the detention camps were made possible 
because of her bodily performance.66 Her presence as a woman of faith helped her a great deal as 
she undertook untold hours of visible and unrecognized labors. Among those unrecognized 
labors was the work of navigating gendered performance within the narrow possibilities often 
afforded to a religious sister. As a nun in a habit, Sr. Mariani presented herself to guards and 
those to whom she appealed for help as a kind, gentle, and moral presence. Through adhering to 
the optics of religious matronly authority and because of her stature in the human rights 
movement, Sr. Mariani would rarely experience the indignity of a body search on entering the 
prison camps.67 It was precisely her sartorial, religious, and gendered presentation of herself that 
allowed her to enter and exit the prisons freely and also to highlight the seriousness of Philippine 
authoritarianism.  
 Sr. Mariani's recognized position within the Catholic church ensured that she was able to 
move within the Philippines and internationally, gathering and disseminating information critical 
of the Marcos regime.68 The moral authority that Sr. Mariani derived from her religious position 
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and deployed as a mode of opposition was made possible because she was viewed as a non-
sexual and non-threatening authority. Seemingly aware of this view, Sr. Mariani often used 
perceptions about her to her advantage. Interviewees tell stories ranging from her fearlessly 
standing up to prison guards to smiling sweetly and politely to potential accomplices. Sr. Mariani 
often elicited shock from her audiences when she spoke explicitly of sexual violence and torture 
under Marcos.69 The shock that Sr. Mariani could provoke arose from the notion that a petite, 
elderly, Filipina nun would be put in a position to have to speak of such injustices pointed 
powerfully to the moral decrepitude of the regime.  
 Before the United Nations Convention in February 1986, it was Sr. Mariani that was 
asked to describe the forms of state terrorism and torture in the Philippines. Like many of her 
speeches before, she provided a detailed description of forms of detainee torture such as the 
water cure, electrocution, and sexual abuse.70 In listing the types of torture utilized and their 
descriptions, she specifically points to torture as an outcome of authoritarianism. She clarifies 
"Torture exists not because of undisciplined and sadistic military personnel but because of 
authoritarian government policy."71 In her detailed descriptions, Sr. Mariani connects torture with 
authoritarian responses to dissent. Her descriptions outline how such abuses have become 
normalized in an authoritarian context. In such fashions Sr. Mariani's performance of gender 
used widely accepted forms of heteropatriarchal ordering against themselves, protesting and 
resisting in ways not seen as possible for a woman of her kind.  
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 Information, and even goods, traveled from within prisons to the outside world with 
regularity through the efforts of Sr. Mariani, TFDP, and detainee families. With this access to the 
outside world, a number of detainees became involved in craft production, creating artwork, 
pendants, and other materials that were sold outside the prison and internationally.72 This allowed 
detainees to begin a prison economy to focus on their collective welfare. The movement of the 
goods produced was facilitated by TFDP but the prisoners worked among themselves to 
manufacture goods and determine worthy causes for their funds. These information exchanges 
also helped detainees access different ways to exert pressure on their captors. In detention camps 
like Camp Bicutan, detainees organized themselves and fought for increased rights within the 
prison. For example, food rations for detainees often amounted to about four pesos per day. 
When detainees uncovered the embezzlement of their food rations, they demanded and won the 
ability to control their own food purchases and preparation.73 
 Working closely with the Free Legal Assistance Group (FLAG), detainees and Task 
Force developed an acute awareness of the utility of human rights language in an international 
arena. Aside from the close relationship between the well-known nationalist lawyer Jose "Pepe" 
Diokno and Sr. Mariani, the aims of the FLAG and Task Force lined up quite well. While Task 
Force documented political detention and supported detainees and their families, FLAG provided 
much needed legal services to detainees, allowing them to contest their detention as well as gain 
an overall awareness of their rights. For those working against the regime, FLAG's handbook of 
rights and the telephone numbers for Diokno and Sr. Mariani were pieces of information that 
many kept on their person in case they were arrested. Funding agencies like NOVIB recognized 
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the importance of this symbiotic relationship. In funding assessments of Task Force, references 
to FLAG regularly appeared, often describing the importance of the connection. One report 
outlines the importance of the legal component that FLAG provided: "Effective legal aid not 
only provides the necessary support for the detainees, it also heightens the awareness and morale 
of their relatives. It is, therefore, an absolutely vital element in the work of TFDP, either on the 
national, regional or local level."74  
 The material support coming from European agencies may suggest that these 
organizations exerted a great deal of control over the work of Philippine grassroots activists. 
Indeed, NOVIB at times offered recommendations to TFDP and also sent in assessment teams to 
verify the usage of funding support they provided. But it would be a mistake to assume that Sr. 
Mariani and TFDP unquestioningly took their direction from NOVIB. Rather, Sr. Mariani 
conceived of the relationship as a partnership in the most collaborative sense of the word. She 
was happy to work with these funding agencies, but she remained fiercely protective of the 
autonomy and leadership of the organization.  
 By 1981 it seems that NOVIB had grown frustrated with several components of this 
partnership. Over the course of several letters, Dr. Sjef Theunsis, Secretary General of NOVIB, 
offered several "unusually puzzling and biting" critiques around TFDP communications with 
external funding agencies.75 Sr. Mariani understood the crux of Theunsis's contention to revolve 
around his desire to appoint an expert from outside the Philippines to run TFDP.76 Within her 
lengthy response to Theunsis, Sr. Mariani reiterated her organization's refusal to consider such an 
imposition. Her step-by-step response is reprinted here as it is a rich description of the intricate 
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negotiations involved between grassroots activist organizations and their oftentimes-foreign 
funding agencies:  
(a) We are not closed to the idea of evaluation, expertise on management and 
administration and the like. As a matter of fact, we accepted NOVIB Mission 
Evaluation last year (March 1980), a team of three: two foreigners and one 
Filipino. TFDP started implementing the suggestions and up to now is in the 
process of implementation. 
(b) We believe Filipinos with correct orientation and expertise would understand 
us and know better TFDP's conditions relative to Philippine struggle in general 
and to the struggle of political detainees and other victims of injustice in 
particular. For this matter the NAB has appointed Sister Violeta for this charge 
with the help of Filipino experts. 
(c) We don't operate in Western lines of thinking especially in (the) matter of 
administration and management. Our cultures and backgrounds differ, so do 
problems, solutions and perspectives. We don't want to be governed by the 
Western efficiency-at-all-cost mentality while people suffer and die. 
(d) We are not prepared to allow foreigners to meddle into our administrative 
operations. 
(e) Your suggestion of the "inclusion of a person with a genuine 
managerial/administrative background" (p. 4, last two lines of first paragraph) is 
a violation of the concept of real partnership which should underlie our 
relationship since you would even decide on the profile of the person based on 
the findings of your organizational expert (p. 4, last paragraph). 
(f) If we are to operate on partnership and trust as you emphasized for a good 
number of times, let us go by real, genuine suggestions and not by subtle 
impositions under the guise of pre-requisites and what not. 
(g) Again on the basis of partnership allow us to operate and develop according 
to our own pace. TFDP is a people-oriented organization, not system-oriented. 
TFDP workers, irrespective of their tasks and level of work, try to give 
themselves to people and not to promote systems.77 
 
 Sr. Mariani's response is striking for a number of reasons. First, as mentioned earlier 
NOVIB was the major funding organizer to TFDP. Even though a number of other agencies 
provided funds to the TFDP projects, communications and reports were most often coordinated 
from the NOVIB office. Yet, Mariani was unafraid to critique the source of TFDP's material 
support. Second, she outlines the importance of partnership on several occasions. She even 
prefaces this list by saying, "And precisely in a partnership, a partner should not expect all its 
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suggestions and subtle impositions to be followed. A partner given all the forces at play should 
be left to decide. Else this will not be a real partnership, but a plain colonial stewardship."78 Even 
as she sought material assistance for her work, Sr. Mariani openly expressed wariness for the 
uneven power dynamics often found within funding relationships. For Sr. Mariani, this was a 
crucial issue especially as she considered national sovereignty to be particularly important to 
TFDP's work. In a speech in Switzerland, Sr. Mariani stated, "Filipinos seek more intently the 
full exercise of our collective right to genuine democracy, national sovereignty, and freedom 
from all foreign domination, particularly from the United States."79 Sr. Mariani was not interested 
in trading one overlord for another. Aware that her organization needed material international 
support, she worked to foster these funding relationships while maintaining that the sovereignty 
of the Filipino people was a non-negotiable condition of solidarity.  
 Furthermore, Sr. Mariani draws connections to the spirituality that brought so many 
religious during this time towards social justice causes in the Philippines. She emphasizes the 
people-centeredness of her organization's approach and distinguishes it from western human 
rights methodologies. She takes umbrage at suggestions that a more efficiently streamlined 
organization would necessarily improve TFDP's work. Sr. Mariani underscores how TFDP's 
work cannot necessarily be measured in quantitative measures. In their inquiries to TFDP, 
NOVIB often asked for explanations regarding numerical increases and decreases in political 
arrests, in funds spent, and in people assisted. TFDP often complied with these requests, 
presumably with an understanding that this was part of doing business with a large funding 
agency. However, here Sr. Mariani pushes back at such metric-centered orientations. She instead 
takes a nationalist line and draws attention instead to the ways that Filipinos would best 
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understand the important specificities involved in a Philippine-based movement. She points out 
that a focus on the indices of human rights ignores so much of the work that TFDP had 
undertaken.80 There is no indication of any pause or decrease to TFDP's funding after this 
exchange. TFDP's connections within the Philippines were vital to understanding the political 
situation within the archipelago, and funding organizations were surely aware that they could not 
replicate TFDP's work.  
 While I could not locate a response from Dr. Theunsis to Sr. Mariani's letter, a similar 
situation with the Free Legal Assistance Group (FLAG) may help explain why international 
funding agencies were wary of breaking off their relationships with groups like TFDP, even after 
their requests were rejected. In 1985, Jose Diokno as chairperson of FLAG took exception to 
NOVIB suggestions, which he felt demonstrated a loss of confidence in his abilities to 
administer FLAG. Diokno suggested that if NOVIB was unhappy with his leadership, that it 
would perhaps be best to terminate their partnership. In internal correspondence, NOVIB 
conceded that, "FLAG's relevance is out of question and needs continued moral and financial 
support."81 Concerned at losing their relationship with Diokno, NOVIB scaled back its 
suggestions and accepted some the considerations agreed to by Diokno and FLAG as an 
adequate response to their review of FLAG's operations.82 In this case, Diokno was too important 
to NOVIB's operations. NOVIB saw it as crucial to their organizational mission to remain 
involved in supporting the anti-Marcos struggle. As a struggle against an anti-democratic ruler 
(Marcos) with ties to the United States government carried out in a Christian nation with many 
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citizens who spoke English, the human rights crisis in the Philippines was certainly important to 
international human rights groups working to establish their legitimacy as a third political 
pathway between Cold War communism and capitalism. In order maintain such connections and 
expertise, NOVIB would have had no choice but to continue to support such renowned local 
activists such as Diokno and Sr. Mariani. Both Diokno and Sr. Mariani understood that their 
local work within the Philippines made them indispensable to human rights groups wanting to be 
involved in documenting injustice in the Philippines, and they used this knowledge to sometimes 
tip the balance of power in favor of themselves, detainees, and the grassroots struggle against 
Marcos in the Philippines. 
Detainees at the Center 
 Perhaps the most important work achieved by TFDP lay in the ways that the organization 
drew attention to political prisoners and gave some political prisoners and their families an arena 
to speak publicly about their experiences and demands. With this ability, prisoners were often 
able to challenge the notion of political detention itself and also make connections to other 
injustices in the Philippines.  
 For TFDP's 1981 annual convention, a collection of detainees that referred to themselves 
as "Political Detainees in the Philippines" sent a message to the convention attendees. The 
message highlights the comradely relations between TFDP and the political detainees they 
worked with. The detainees congratulated TFDP on its work as "a refuge to the victims of 
militarization and as an aide to those who resist the suppression of human rights..." However, the 
detainees also provided their insight on the direction that TFDP work must take in response to 
the increasing militarization of the Marcos government: 
Organizing the people against militarization, and strengthening such people's 
organizations to the degree that they are capable of self-defense, is of primary 
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importance. Hand in hand with organizing goes educating the people about their 
rights under natural and human laws and their communal duties. 
 
Eliciting external/foreign support, mostly moral and in some cases material, is a 
secondary factor to effectively the accelerating militarization. By its thorough 
documentation disseminated internationally, and by direct linkages with 
international human rights organizations, TFDP and allied organizations can bring 
stronger world pressure to bear upon the Marcos regime to stop its militarization 
course.83 
 
Given the indication of the primary nature of local organization and the self-defense allusions to 
armed struggle, it seems likely that the message was coordinated by detainees closely affiliated 
with NDF/CPP/NPA thinking at this time. 84 But more important for the relationship between 
detainees and TFDP, these particular detainees offer the TFDP convention their own assessment 
of what the primary and secondary concerns of the organization should be going forward. There 
is a sense that they viewed TFDP as willing and able to carry out their political desires. Indeed, 
TFDP offered detainees a critical opportunity to have their voices and demands heard outside of 
the prison. 
 Detainees made their demands known to the outside world through the coordination of 
hunger strikes. Detainees often looked to strikes as modes of garnering international attention. 
Ex-detainee and activist leader Satur Ocampo recalls strikes being coordinated with the proposed 
visits of Ronald Reagan and Pope John Paul II in 1981.85 Another famous strike occurred in 
Camp Olivas in 1976. Over 76 days, political prisoners engaged in a fast, which the newsletter 
covered closely.  The TFDP newsletter’s coverage of the fast upset the Marcos government so 
much that government official George Abando accused the newsletter of one-sided coverage and 
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demanded the publication of government's perspective on the strike within the organization's 
newsletters.86 Alongside this government piece, AMRSP published the protesting hunger strikers' 
demands for better conditions and a more transparent process in terms of criminal charges. 
 In hunger strikes, refusals to consume food disrupt the governing regime’s attempt to 
control the prisoner’s life. With this act of refusal, the prisoner rejects the terms of power as well 
as the ability of the state to dictate the terms and value of the life of the imprisoned.87 In his 
articulation of a politics of morbidity, Performance and cultural studies scholar Patrick Anderson 
suggests, "...self starvation conceptually and methodologically obtains its significance as cultural 
practice not simply in gesturing toward absence, but in viscerally and affectively summoning us 
to bear witness to the long, slow wasting away of human flesh."88 For Anderson, morbidity 
denotes a consciousness of one's own mortality, an understanding of the power of death or 
closeness to death.89 For those engaging in self-starvation, including those undertaking hunger 
strikes in detention, refusals to consume reveals the state's attempt to control "who must live and 
who may die."90 The Marcos government understood the implications of this dangerous 
subversion and attempted to discredit the hunger strikers, but in their attempts, they inadvertently 
opened up a space for some strikers to openly challenge the logics of imprisonment.91 As Patrick 
Anderson points out, as the self-starving body literally shrinks, "...it becomes larger and larger in 
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the vernacular of its political effects."92 After his visit to Camp Olivas, Defense Undersecretary 
Carmelo Barbero disputed widely published reports that fasters such as Father Edicio de la Torre, 
a well known activist, lay on the “verge of death.” Barbero argued that de la Torre “was found 
much healthier than before he was sent to the stockade almost a year ago.”93 Similarly, Barbero 
asserted that de la Torre actually admitted to giving up the fast after eight or nine days. Barbero’s 
accusations clearly attempted to discredit the authenticity of the strike. Ultimately, Barbero 
endeavored to point out that de la Torre's body was not shrinking. In highlighting de la Torre's 
wellness, Barbero hoped to diminish the political ramifications of his protest. 
 De la Torre’s response is telling as it indicates that he saw in the government counter-
propaganda, an opportunity to attack the Marcos government on the basis of human rights 
violations. De la Torre sarcastically responded, “if my being still healthy is considered news by 
the military, it must be because I shouldn’t be healthy and should suffer like all other political 
detainees from various ailments.”94 The attack on de la Torre as being far too healthy made 
possible a critique of martial law governance. For de la Torre, the counter-propaganda attempt 
actually exposed the human rights violations of the Marcos government. The conditions in 
political prisons make it almost impossible to believe that someone could be healthy. De la Torre 
also critiqued the notion that he existed as the sole representative of the hunger strikers. He wrote, 
“Instead of recognizing our group action, it singles me out, emphasizing my ability to remain on 
my feet as healthy and choosing to ignore the much weakened condition of my other 
companions.”95 De la Torre, like many other famous political prisoners, feared that attention on 
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only some more well-known prisoners would obscure the conditions of other prisoners who 
lacked similar kinds of public attention.    
 Hunger strikers like de la Torre understood the particularities of the Marcos dictatorship. 
The continuance of his martial law governance relied on at least some notion of justice among 
the Filipino people and those outside powers- primarily the US- that supported Marcos' regime.96 
The need for international legitimacy meant that detainees must remain alive and in relatively 
good health. Through their refusals to consume meals, hunger strikers protested the Marcos 
regime's desired control over Philippine citizens and also worked to disrupt perceptions of 
Philippine development.97  
Activist Spiritualities and Human Rights 
 The editorial staff of TFDP's newsletters often shared articles from groups all over the 
world calling for justice for suffering Filipinos. The editors shared an Australian parish’s petition 
for “...the release of all political detainees, or at least to ensure that they are given a just and 
speedy trial” with readers. Petitions such as this one demonstrate the broad scope of TFDP's 
religious networks. Other issues noted the protests of Italian priests and even the Canadian press 
of unjust detention. In October 1975, the editorial staff highlighted the efforts of anti-martial law 
activists in the United States, explaining that over 30,000 signatories demanded that the US 
government stop military aid to Marcos.  
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 Signs of the Times also carefully crafted an awareness of and involvement in responses to 
oppression all over the world. For example, the newsletter printed a protest of Kim Chi Ha’s 
detention in South Korea.98 Later, the editorial staff kept its readers aware of political detention 
in South Korea and Malaysia.99 A discussion of prison conditions elsewhere functioned as a stage 
through which human rights violations in the Philippines could be discussed. Protests and 
reprintings of issues of political imprisonment around the world offered insight into the 
solidarities that TFDP crafted as well as the ways that the organization to commented on and 
critiqued social inequality in the Philippines. 
 TFDP’s overt commitment to social justice and its sympathies with progressive and 
radical politics elsewhere suggests that its membership sought to integrate their spirituality with 
what they were seeing in the world around them. Certainly, the changes in the Catholic Church 
after Vatican II as well as the developments in Liberation Theology in Latin America and 
elsewhere informed some of this conception. This is clear in the religious documents circulated 
by Filipino theology groups such as the Socio-Pastoral Institute, which encouraged the serious 
study of theological developments in Latin America and made room for debate on the 
applicability of these concepts in the Philippines. Many religious figures in the Philippines came 
to locate their spirituality through the notion of a “preferential option for the poor.”100 Bishop 
Julio Labayen, one of the Philippine church leaders who was often quite sympathetic to TFDP’s 
work, explained the preferential option, noting that an “aspiration for a more just world, a more 
human and fraternal world resounds more urgently and sharply from the hearts of the poor, the 
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deprived and the oppressed who are dehumanized victims of avarice and greed.”101 The call to 
locate Christ in the poor and oppressed led to many people of faith joining TFDP or even the 
National Democratic Front because these groups provided the most accessible ways of 
addressing injustice in the Marcos-era Philippines.  
 These changing understandings were reflected in an increasing refusal of many religious 
figures to accept the injustices around them. Explaining the increase in deaths and 
disappearances of dissenters, a TFDP staff writer made the following call to action, “...one 
cannot but conclude that any organization or individual worthy of the name Christian would act 
and speak out against political imprisonment in the Philippines.”102 This is the vision that 
undergirded the TFDP organization; a conviction that inaction would be impossible if a greater 
number of the public became aware of the oppressive actions of the Marcos regime. TFDP 
leaders hoped that through such an awareness, Marcos's power would come to seem un-Christian 
or ungodly and as such, unworthy of the continued support of the people.    
 In 1979, Sr. Mariani gave a speech in Tokyo to explain the Church response to the 
Philippine situation. Sr. Mariani explained that the Catholic hierarchy was far from united on 
their orientation to martial law.103 Yet, Sr. Mariani makes an even more crucial distinction earlier 
in her discussion. She explains what she means by the Church: 
First, by Church, I do not refer to the institutional or hierarchical church alone but 
to the people - the Filipinos at large who are actively participating in the making 
and re-shaping of Philippine history and in particular, the oppressed Filipinos who 
are fighting for freedom and nationalism."104 
 
Here, she casts the people as the Church and the oppressed people as the active shapers of 
Philippine history. In terms of the church leadership at the time, there were more ambiguous 
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ideas of what the Church represented. Within the Catholic Bishops Conference of the Philippines, 
there were traditionalist churchmen who aligned closely with the regime such as Cardinal Julio 
Rosales of Cebu. There were, however, other leaders that supported TFDP such as Bishop 
Labayen. Nonetheless, the Church claimed "considerable moral authority over sections of the 
educated and wealthy as well as the mass of the Filipino faithful."105  
 Sr. Mariani repurposes the Church as a mode for the people to respond to the Marcos 
dictatorship. Much like the Iglesia Filipina Independiente (The Aglipayan Church), which in the 
early 20th century broke off from the Roman Catholic Church under the leadership of Gregorio 
Aglipay and Isabelo de los Reyes, Sr. Mariani sought to offer a notion of a nationalist church 
free from foreign intervention. Philippine historian Francis Gealogo explains that the Aglipayan 
church offered possibilities for religious community, nationalist expression, and identity 
formation.106 As Sr. Mariani voiced to Mina Roces, while liberation theology was an important 
development of the time, for her and many nuns it was primarily the oppression that they bore 
witness to that moved them towards their activism.107  Religious clergy like de la Torre and Sr. 
Mariani then attempted to draw useful connections to liberation theology movements while also 
highlighting the specificity of their own contexts. Just as they contested wholesale 
implementations of human rights discourse, they also cautiously engaged attempted Christian 
universalities, even those with similarly progressive leanings. In such ways, activists in the 
Philippines aimed to invoke a distinctly Filipino Christianity, one that somewhat ambivalently 
navigated the universalisms within the Catholic church as a whole and even within liberation 
theology. Although the institution of the church as well as progressive/radical readings of the 
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Second Vatican Council offered powerful possibilities, Filipino religious figures sought to 
emphasize their own national sovereignty in their theological reorientations by attempting to 
identify a Philippine version of a "church for the poor." 
 Tellingly, Sr. Mariani's depictions of the people as the church leaves out reference to 
those that were not Catholic. Despite the centrality of Catholic discourse in her speeches, the 
faith-based resistance to Marcos was not solely Catholic in its makeup. Protestant organizations 
such as the United Church for Christ (UCC) also worked to organize opposition to Marcos, and 
these groups often collaborated with organizations like TFDP.108 Though Muslim groups such as 
the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) had different political aims, such as their own 
national sovereignty, there were also cross-collaborations such as the Permanent People's 
Tribunal, which will be discussed in the next chapter. 
 However, the Catholic Church did serve as an important node for activists to respond to 
the Marcoses. Robert Youngblood's scholarship on the Catholic and Protestant church in the 
Philippines establishes the importance of the church in anti-Marcos action.109 He notes that even 
the most conservative arms of the Catholic church in the Philippines, the CBCP, had progressive 
members who were sympathetic to Marcos's opposition.110 While the official policy of "critical 
collaboration" did not condone the radical opposition to Marcos, Cardinal Jaime Sin did 
sometimes speak up to express concern over military policies.111 International funding that 
supported the anti-Marcos struggle often funneled through church organizations such as NASSA 
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(National Secretariat for Social Action) in order to reach their less publicly known recipients.112 
Former political detainees and those at risk of arrest often found in parishes and in organizations 
such as TFDP a place to hide or a place to claim positions in the "legal" struggle if they felt in 
particular danger of arrest or reprisal. Beyond TFDP's assistance of political detainees, it, like 
many other legal organizations at the time, found various ways to support those underground 
activists working to build a movement against the Marcoses. Its legal cover as a church 
organization provided sanctuary for both its members as well as the activists they supported.113  
 TFDP saw its role as much more than documentation of human rights violations. Through 
its indirect services, TFDP took an active role in rural education, training of paralegals, and 
seminars throughout the Philippines about social interests.114 Further, TFDP established a 
scholarship fund to assist families of detainees with education costs as well as a small projects 
fund to assist groups around the Philippines to fund livelihood projects.115 In addition to the 
official forms of assistance, TFDP members provided volunteer positions for former detainees, 
allowed churches and schools to be used as activist safehouses, and performed countless hours of 
labor raising material support for its activism.116 These indirect services were rooted in a spiritual 
understanding that TFDP's role was to align itself with the poor and marginalized. They aimed to 
spread awareness about social injustice within the Philippines as well as beyond it through a 
wide-ranging educational mission.  
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 Human rights scholar Roland Burke points out that activists and intellectuals from 
decolonizing Third World spaces were fundamental to the development of human rights from the 
UN Declaration of Human Rights until the 1970s.117 Burke laments simplistic associations of 
human rights and imperialism. He instead points out that human rights universality was actually 
a project of Third World thinkers such as Salvador Lopez.118 For Burke, "western leaders" 
actually initially rejected universality as it challenged their hold on power.119 Further, he argues 
that cultural relativism actually was the preferred orientation of western leaders as well as 
postcolonial dictatorships in the Third World.120 For Burke, this relativism was deeply damaging 
to the human rights movement. Indeed, Marcos's own rejection of human rights as a foreign 
imposition supports Burke's argument.121 However, by the 1970s the universality of human rights 
had become a focus of the Western European and North American human rights establishment.122 
As scholars such as Samuel Moyn have pointed out, human rights as a substantively defined 
notion and political cause in a North American and Western European context arose in the 1970s. 
Moyn demonstrates that this was largely a Christian notion of human rights in conjunction with 
the Christian-orientation of the UN Declaration of Human Rights.123 Indeed, human rights as 
articulated through dominant organizations such as Amnesty International presented a sort of 
moral third way in between capitalism and communism.124  
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 The importance of human rights as a political issue in the 1970s and 1980s clearly was 
not lost on TFDP leadership. Yet, an examination of TFDP's navigation of human rights 
discourses demonstrates that human rights discourses in the Philippines were not simply a 
reiteration of Western Christian notions of human rights.125 In a Question and Answer portion of 
the 1980 National Convention of TFDP, an attendee asked to draw press interest to their cause. 
The respondent answered with some suggestions on how to use the press, explaining, "Human 
Rights issues in general are usually picked up (kinakagat) by local press."126 To draw in 
potentially sympathetic local media outlets, the use of a human rights language was quite an 
important tool. The international and local importance of human rights further provided TFDP 
cover to continue its organizing activities, both against government/military forces as well as the 
institutional church. As researcher Roger Plant wrote in his NOVIB-commissioned report on 
TFDP: 
Because of the current international situation, and in particular the threatened 
change in the direction of the human rights policy of the United States 
government, the perspectives for the future are inevitably uncertain. It is quite 
possible that TFDP has been given an unusual leeway in recent years, because of 
the sensitivity given to human rights issues during the Carter administration.127 
 
The language of human rights afforded TFDP the opportunity to draw attention to social injustice 
in the Philippines as it drew in local/international press attention and spoke to circulating 
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international considerations such as the Carter administration's attention to human rights 
worldwide.128 
 In contrast to large, international human rights bodies at this time, TFDP rejected notions 
of functioning as an unbiased observer. This was often a critique of TFDP offered by 
organizations such as Amnesty International. A former detainee indicated that Amnesty 
International shied away from detainees who were thought to have been involved in armed 
struggle.129 In a letter describing his meetings with Amnesty International staff, head of the 
NOVIB Asia desk Peter de Haan drew attention to Amnesty's hesitance to work fully with TFDP, 
which was made clear to de Haan in conversations with Amnesty representative Anthony 
Goldstone: 
It is not always possible for A.I. to act on all cases revealed by organisations like 
the Task Force as A.I. restricts itself to causes with a ‘political content’. 
Sometimes it is difficult to establish that somebody is killed or has disappeared 
because of political reasons. This in many cases is very difficult to assess. 
Whereas TFDP would act in these cases, A.I. cannot always do so.130 
 
Here, we see some of the differences between international human rights organizations and 
human rights at the grassroots level. Amnesty International had made official missions to the 
Philippines in 1975 and 1981, and their well-circulated reports on the situation in the Philippines 
drew much deeded international attention to the Marcos government's abuses. As made clear in 
the reported conversations between Goldstone and de Haan, Amnesty expected cases to be fully 
and rigorously documented and serve a particularly "political content," the underlying meaning 
of which is unclear from de Haan's notes.131 De Haan underscores that Amnesty International 
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"was very appreciative of the quality of the documentation done by the Task Force."132 However, 
he also notes some wariness on the part of Amnesty that some of the victims of abuses were 
subversives, further suggesting that Amnesty desired individuals who were unaffiliated with 
armed struggle. In explaining Amnesty's decision to not work as an active donor of TFDP, de 
Haan notes that Goldstone stated on at least two occasions that "we (A.I.) try to maintain an 
impartial and political unbiased approach."133  
 Amnesty's division between political and non-political, in tandem with its prisoner of 
conscience requirement, presents human rights as a salvational mission rather than a solidarity 
one. Amnesty's coverage of what it understood to be politically motivated violence alongside its 
refusal of cases in which aggrieved peoples take up arms against their oppressor negates the 
possibility of victory without the intervention of human rights agencies. If victimhood was a 
prerequisite, situations could only become legible as human rights cases if activists were stripped 
of their radical politics and represented solely as casualties of authoritarian violence. Moreover, 
in such cases, international human rights agencies could function as the arbiter of appropriate 
and inappropriate responses to injustice. What gets counted as "political content" then is the 
ability to present a suffering and helpless victim in need of international support. TFDP often ran 
afoul of such modes of accounting for human rights as its direct focus on the local contexts of the 
Philippines did not always overlap with the needs of international human rights agencies. 
 In fact, NOVIB evaluator Roger Plant also expressed a concern for TFDP's ability to 
operate in "international human rights machinery." In his 1983 report to NOVIB, Plant opined: 
At some stage, TFDP workers might require specialised training in how to use the 
international human rights machinery. This issue is perhaps more concerned with 
human rights lobbying than with documentation use. It may be that the PCHR is a 
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more appropriate organisation for this type of work, in that lobbying often 
becomes a politicised task, and they may not wish to be openly involved.134 
 
Plant is careful to note the potential difficulty that this would present to TFDP, noting the ways 
that this delved much more into political lobbying than the work that TFDP currently performed. 
 While Amnesty International could only devote time and resources to particular human 
rights victims, Task Force Detainees was able to draw attention to a wide range of individuals. 
Further, as they were so well connected within the Philippines, TFDP could be more attentive to 
modes of documenting human rights injustice that might not seem legible as "extensive and 
correct documentation."135 Working in and out of the prisons with detainees, detainee families, 
legal and underground activists allowed TFDP to develop a wide network of information, 
whether by first-hand witness accounts or by rumor to understand the depths of oppression of 
Marcos opponents. Further, TFDP could focus its energies against the very notion of political 
detention by refusing Amnesty's notions of an unbiased approach to the Marcos government. Its 
open opposition to Marcos government abuses made it a hub for grassroots knowledge on 
political oppression. It also acknowledged that political detainees where working for the political 
cause of the removal of Marcos from power and/or the creation of a more just Philippines. 
Questions of political bias and correct documentation tended to overlook the ways that such an 
impressive array of records (which Amnesty International relied deeply upon) came to be 
collected.  
Ecumenical Networks 
 In the struggle of political prisoners in the Philippines, Catholic clergy elsewhere saw 
parallels with their own contexts. More specifically, the networks connecting clergy in the 
                                                
134 Roger Plant, “Plant Assessment Mission 1983,” December 22, 1983, 11, NOVIB Papers Box 965: Plant 
Assessment Mission, October-November 1983, National Archief Nederlands. 
135 Plant, Plant Assessment Mission 1983 3-4. 
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Philippines with anti-imperialists in the United States, as well as human rights organizations in 
Europe, complicates understandings of Catholicism in the Philippines. An overemphasis on 
Catholic Bishop's Conference on the Philippines (CBCP) as well as Cardinal Jaime Sin’s official 
policy of “critical collaboration” with the Marcos government casts Catholicism and its 
practitioners as a monolithic entity. In looking at different conversations and different networks, 
I hope here to underscore a more multifaceted understanding of the interplay between church and 
state in the Philippines.  
 TFDP, and many other church groups, had a great deal of influence on the work of 
religious organizations outside the Philippines. For example, church groups in the United States 
such as the Church Coalition for Human Rights in the Philippines (CCHRP) and the Protestant 
components of Friends of the Filipino People relied heavily on publications from TFDP. Church 
connections with the Philippines also played a formative role on a small group organized out of 
the Mennonite Central Committee, called Synapses. Members of Synapses such as Dorothy 
Friesen and Gene Stoltzfus had come to an anti-racist and anti-imperialist political position 
through their faith and their experiences in the Philippines.136 Gene had been a conscientious 
objector to the Vietnam War. Recently married, Gene and Dorothy moved to the Philippines to 
get involved with grassroots activism there. They had initially hoped to work elsewhere in 
Indonesia but unforeseen obstacles to entry left them looking for another place in Southeast Asia. 
They worked with the United Church of Christ (UCC) conducting research on the role of Castle 
and Cooke137 in the Philippines. Mostly based in Mindanao, they became closely associated with 
Karl Gaspar and the Mindanao-Sulu Pastoral Conference, a southern Philippines counterpart of 
                                                
136 Friesen, Interview with author. 
137 Castle and Cooke is the parent company of the Dole Company, which was accused of exploitative labor practices 
in pineapple plantations in Mindanao. 
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TFDP.138 As mentioned earlier, Gaspar also worked closely with TFDP in Davao City so he was 
able to connect Friesen and Stoltzfus with TFDP and a number of other groups in the 
Philippines.139 
 In 1979, Stoltzfus and Friesen decided to return to the United States. They teamed up 
with like-minded, Mennonite individuals who had seen grave injustices in South Africa and 
Central America and began to publish and circulate Synapses Messages. The organization 
articulated its purpose through its name. "Transposed to the global body, SYNAPSES is a flow 
of ideas, energy, sharing across the continents. The purpose of SYNAPSES MESSAGES is to 
link issues of justice domestically and internationally."140 The newsletter started with a 
circulation of 500-600, gradually increasing to about 2,500 issues published every other week.141 
Synapse members were asked to donate half a day of wages, work, or other support of each 
month to help with the organizational upkeep. As an organization, they aimed to become deeply 
integrated in their own local community (Chicago) but also worked to connect their local issues 
with the world around them.  
 Their newsletters covered issues from all across the world, attempting to highlight and 
challenge US foreign policy. Friesen continued to cover the Philippines in these issues, drawing 
from her connections with religious activists in the Philippines. She often returned to the 
Philippines to gather information, bringing along other people of faith, often non-political, to 
show them firsthand the issues they discussed within the Synapse pages. For her, TFDP was 
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always one of her stops in the Philippines.142 Sr. Mariani would give her the latest news, share 
TFDP’s newsletters, and provide information on what political detention campaigns to work on 
from abroad.143 This was one of the major ways that TFDP's newsletters would circulate. Visiting 
observers, individuals on exposure trips, and other foreigners coming to the Philippines would 
often find themselves at TFDP offices or meeting with Sr. Mariani to gain quantitative and 
qualitative data on human rights abuses going on throughout the Philippines.  
 Karl Gaspar, the individual who had initially facilitated Friesen and Stoltzfus' entrance 
into religious activist circles in the Philippines, eventually was detained several times under the 
Marcos government. Friesen greatly admired his communication skills, both written and oral, so 
when Gaspar began to write from prison, Synapses readily published his letters and reflections. 
These reflections, along with TFDP’s reports, became the primary lens through which Synapses 
audiences came to understand the situation in the Philippines. Upon his release, Gaspar indicated 
his gratitude for the solidarity work of friends around the world, "Your solidarity concretely 
manifested God's mercy on me and God's love for prisoners and the oppressed. Your solidarity 
helped me survive the long dark night of this prison experience. Ultimately, your solidarity set 
me free!!!"144 There are indications that persistent phone calls to prisons, letters to Malacañang, 
and international pressure were at the very least an irritant to the Marcos government and 
military authorities. Defense Secretary Juan Ponce Enrile and undersecretary Carmelo Barbero 
                                                
142 Friesen. 
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offered point-by-point rebuttals of human rights violations reports presented by groups such as 
Amnesty International.145 Their detailed engagement with these human rights reports indicates an 
acknowledgement of their importance in perceptions of the Philippines. On the local level, one 
interviewee recalled the complaints of prison guards about the constant barrage of international 
phone calls related to the detention of the interviewee's family member.146 
 The Synapses organization also made it possible for people from the Philippines to travel 
to the United States and share their experiences to the Chicago community. Sr. Mariani, for 
example, was able to give a speech to the American Friends Service Committee (AFSC)147 
through the help of Friesen.148 Synapses eventually took in activists such as Karl’s sister Helen as 
well as Myrla Baldanado to help coordinate the work of Synapses in the United States as well as 
help these individuals develop networks of their own.149 These visiting individuals would engage 
the local community through weekly discussions on pressing issues in the Philippines and other 
community work as well.  
 Synapses became closely affiliated with the US and Canada based anti-martial law 
movement. They coordinated their efforts against political detention with the Church Committee 
on Human Rights in the Philippines (CCHRP), which was an ecumenical organization led by 
Dante Simbulan, a former prominent Philippine general turned activist-exile in the United 
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States.150 They collaborated on US legislative lobbying efforts with Friends of the Filipino people 
and supported the efforts of KDP as well. Friesen shares that the importance of her work on the 
Philippines was that it, “gave her a way to understand the larger structures of things from a 
grassroots perspective."151 The work of individuals like Sr. Mariani as well as Karl and Helen 
Gaspar set the tone for what solidarity efforts could mean. Friesen saw her role as a “white, 
middle class person in the United States” as attempting to highlight the US government’s role in 
authoritarian structures worldwide, to support grassroots activists in local spaces, and to make it 
possible for people in places like the Philippines to determine their own futures.152 
Conclusion 
 It seems fitting to end with the words of Sr. Mariani. Here, she was speaking at a TFDP 
convention in Mindanao in 1981. She called upon attendees to, "Listen to what the detainees tell 
you. Listen to their heart. Allow them to contaminate you with their courage and consistency in 
the concrete struggle for freedom and liberation."153 Religious networks during the martial law 
period were crucial to bringing the Marcos government’s human rights violations to an 
international arena. As a religious organization that sought new ways of being Christian, TFDP 
exemplified the ways that people with an actively engaged and critically empathetic religious 
perspective can participate in movements for political freedom. Through newsletters, human 
movement, and a navigation of existing legal structures, groups like TFDP worked tirelessly to 
spread awareness. However, and perhaps most crucially, at each stage of international solidarity 
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building, activists carefully and purposefully balanced the navigation between local and global to 
highlight the centrality and strength of the political detainees themselves.   
 In discussing the human rights movement within the Philippines under the Marcos 
dictatorship, this chapter has highlighted the labor of detainees and Task Force in documenting 
human rights violations in the Philippines the more so to expose the violences that underlay the 
Marcos government. Grassroots activists, facing the need for material assistance and yet wary of 
being used by international institutions, worked to develop creative ways of engaging human 
rights organizations. TFDP built international solidarity while maintaining the centrality of the 
detainees they worked to support. With their efforts, religious activists in the Philippines 
communicated with and provided a crucial example to organizations abroad. Through their work, 
Filipino religious activists not only took advantage of a growing human rights discourse of the 
period but also played an integral role in shaping the ways that international organizations 
understood the problem of political detention and the ways that they engaged grassroots 
organizations.
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Chapter 4: Martial Law on Trial: Legal Opposition to the Marcos Dictatorship 
 
 In addition to faith, international solidarity activists frequently made recourse to law in 
their opposition to Marcos government injustice. Legal activists worked closely with human 
rights activists in the Philippines. In addition to TFDP, the most prominent defenders of civil 
liberties in the Philippines were the Free Legal Assistance Group (FLAG), an organization of 
lawyers defending the rights of Filipino people against the regime. In conversation with these 
local Filipino groups, those forming international solidarity mobilizations also understood the 
organizing potential of law, particularly law connected to faith. As activists worked to broadcast 
the socio-political concerns of Filipinos beyond their already converted ranks, the law offered 
languages for openly discussing state injustice and authoritarian immorality. 
 The use of law was deeply connected to the Christian values that human rights activists 
engaged. The connections between religion and law, specifically Judeo-Christianity and 
international law, arise from the ways that both are often thought to transcend politics.1 However, 
even beyond their supposed shared apolitical nature, the formation of international law, far from 
its suggested secularity, is deeply Christian at its core.2 These applications of law also are closely 
intertwined with invocations of human rights, which were discussed in the previous chapter. In 
fact, the authors of the UN Declaration of Human Rights in 1948 wrote explicitly from a 
Christian perspective. One of these authors, then Filipino representative to the UN Carlos P. 
Romulo, described the connection between human rights, Christian law (natural law), and 
international law. Romulo writes,  
We discern in the Charter's (UN) faith in human rights and in the dignity of the 
human person the Christian belief in a brotherhood of men equally precious in the 
                                                
1 Ran Hirschl, Constitutional Theocracy (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2010), 207. 
2 Samuel Moyn, Christian Human Rights (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2015), 8-15. Moyn argues 
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eyes of God, each deserving of His justice and worthy of His love, a belief which 
lies at the root of all our traditions of equality among men and nations.3 
  
Romulo explained that human rights derived from Christian understandings of brotherhood. He 
further explained the need for universality in human rights, arguing that, "A declaration of 
human rights is meaningless unless it is universal."4 For Romulo, human rights, which for him 
were equal to international law more broadly, must apply to all of humanity. Otherwise it would 
be meaningless. In addition to global applicability, equality must then be represented through 
shared and collective expectations.  
 Despite the close connection between law and human rights, the anti-Marcos struggle on 
the terrain of law deserves its own attention. International law refers to causes that included the 
human rights of political detainees but also covered the overall legality of the Marcos 
government as well as opposition to that government. Further, groups like the Free Legal 
Assistance Group and international law advocates were not explicitly religious in their 
orientation while human rights during martial law was primarily the terrain of progressive 
religious in the Philippines. Despite international law's Christian origins, legal claims against 
Marcos could be articulated both in agnostic as well as religious terms. In fact, law held a 
specific importance to Marcos himself, and he went to great lengths to argue the legality of his 
authoritarian rule. The declaration of martial law, restrictions of rights and civil liberties, and 
even the continuation of his power were all made through legal and constitutional 
pronouncements. As such, attacks on the legality of his regime could disrupt his government's 
narrative of the legality of martial rule. 
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 One of the primary aims of the international opposition to Marcos was to spread 
awareness of Marcos government abuses to the rest of the world so as to encourage a broader 
opposition to the dictator.5 This chapter discusses events like the Permanent People's Tribunal of 
1980 (PPT), which put the Marcoses on trial, and the International Ecumenical Council of 1983, 
which accused the Marcos dictatorship of failing to live up to moral and ethical standards, used 
notions of law to draw awareness to Marcos's crimes. Both these events were organized by 
solidarity activists with the intention of putting Marcos's crimes on display to the rest of the 
world. Though lacking in any punitive power, both events sought to offer a moral and legal 
condemnation of the Marcos regime and its supporters. Activists from Europe, the United States, 
and the Philippines took part in the organizing, planning, or speaking at both events. Further, 
both events were planned in close collaboration with the National Democratic Front, which was 
closely affiliated with the Communist Party of the Philippines.6   
 In 1980, activists in the Netherlands, the National Democratic Front (NDF), and the Moro 
National Liberation Front (MNLF) staged an international trial in which they prosecuted Marcos 
government and its supporters before the Permanent People's Tribunal (PPT) in Antwerp, 
Belgium. The defendants (the Philippine and US governments along with several corporations) 
were tried according to international law and were found to be "a continuing criminal enterprise 
under emerging international law..."7 Further, the NDF/MNLF was judged to be "empowered" to 
"enforce the rights of their peoples, by armed struggle if necessary."8 Its public nature, as a result 
of the presence of highly decorated jurists and a well-coordinated media campaign, deeply 
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embarrassed the Marcos regime. Just a few years later in 1983, in Stony Point, New York, 
religious anti-martial law activists held the International Ecumenical Conference on the 
Philippines. In this case, international activists came together against Marcos, fusing human 
rights and religious ideologies to publicly articulate a growing moral opposition to the injustices 
of the Marcos regime.  
 This chapter examines these two moments together to highlight the ways that the 
international solidarity movement utilized international law and religious ecumenism to mount 
its cases against the Marcos government. In so doing, international solidarity activists drew upon 
the frameworks for religious and legal struggle, developed with and through the expertise of 
Philippine-based groups such as the Free Legal Assistance Group, and presented them in 
Western Europe. In histories of the broad struggle against the Marcos dictatorship it is critical to 
connect these highly publicized, international episodes of anti-Marcos resistance with the 
grassroots organizations that laid the groundwork upon which these moments were built. 
Viewing the grassroots work that enabled the PPT as well as the International Ecumenical 
Council enables us to understand the breadth of the movement culture produced in transnational 
anti-Marcos activism. In arguing the illegality of Marcos's rule, activists made appeals to both 
agnostic and religious readings of international law. While one set of readings allowed the 
incorporation of Muslim sovereignty movements as well as progressive intellectuals, another set 
of readings made explicit use of ideas of Christian responsibility. Through these readings, legal 
activists engage international audiences similar to human rights activists, while also drawing 
attention to causes other than political detention.   
The Post-Martial Law Period and Moves towards International Solidarity in the Anti-
Marcos Movement 
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 In January 1981, Ferdinand Marcos lifted martial law in the Philippines. Though martial 
law was formally over, many legal restraints on civil liberties continued.9 Philippine legal scholar 
Antonio M. Santos describes the Philippine legal system as a mixture of civil and common law 
regimes, which he attributes to the legacies of Spanish and US colonialism.10 Philippine 
legislation, for the most part, had operated through congressional authority.11 However, Marcos's 
declaration of martial law had destroyed any semblance of separation of powers. Through the 
1973 Supreme Court case, Josue Javellana v. Executive Secretary, the Marcos government was 
able to argue that martial law was constitutional as well as gain Supreme Court support for the 
1973 Constitution.12 This trial demonstrated the long reach of Marcos's influence. However, it 
also provided an appearance of legality for martial law, which was important to Marcos.13  
 It was likewise critical for Marcos to argue the necessity for martial law even in its repeal. 
The lifting of martial law had been rumored in the months before as international pressures on 
Marcos mounted. Activists quickly pointed out that this was a repeal in name only.14 The 
continuation of the suspension of the writ of habeas corpus as well as the continued ability to 
arrest anyone deemed a threat to the nation certainly gave the appearance that the risks that 
activists faced under martial law continued past its repeal. Nonetheless, the repeal of martial law 
represented the turning tide of public opinion against the Marcos regime. The lifting of martial 
law on January 17, 1981 directly coincided with the planned visit of Pope John Paul II in 
February of that same year. The expectation of papal criticism of martial law underscored the 
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ways that the Marcos government was well attuned to international opinion on the social 
situation in the Philippines.  
 With Proclamation 2045 in 1981, Marcos argued that the aims of restoring law and order 
in the Philippines had largely been achieved: 
WHEREAS, all these benefits and advances to which every man is entitled have 
been gained because of the order and discipline fostered by martial law, which 
was instituted with the full awareness that anarchy, such as existed at the time 
Proclamation No. 1081 was promulgated, is harmful to human rights, that it 
sweeps away human rights with its violence and lawlessness, making it 
impossible to provide the individual the tools and opportunities for his 
advancement and dignity or guarantees for his safety and comfort, so that the 
removal of anarchy becomes a condition to the protection and progress of every 
man.15 
 
Here, Marcos redeploys human rights discourse, understanding the international reach of the 
term, to argue that the declaration of martial law, though now being repealed, was essential to the 
preservation of human rights within the Philippines. Ignoring the UN Declaration of Human 
Rights, which underscored that human rights were to be a "...common standard for all nations," 
Marcos instead suggested that those that opposed the government were themselves responsible 
for human rights violations.16 The repeal of martial law carefully defends the legacy of the 
previous nine years, while making minor concessions to public opinion.  
 It is important to consider the philosophies of law that suggested to grassroots and 
solidarity activists that the law is a potential refuge to defend against state violence and human 
rights violations.17 Legal theorists often discuss and debate the meanings of law. Legal positivists, 
natural law proponents, and critical law theorists all propose different orientations for the law. 
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Some theorists, like John Hart, argue that law is constructed through its acceptance within 
prevailing social conventions and communities.18 Others, such as John Austin have suggested 
that law is true when it represents the desires of the sovereign.19 Critical legal theorists, such as 
proponents of Critical Race Theory (CRT) Derek Bell call attention to the racist ideologies that 
undergird the law.20 Other philosophers such as Carol Patemen suggest that law, particularly in 
the form of contracts, are inherently settler colonial arrangements.21 Critical legal theory and 
philosophy underscore the difficulties of looking to law for redress as often embedded within 
legal structures are the very inequities that aggrieved groups look to rectify. 
 Legal theorist Richard Dworkin provocatively suggests that law’s empire is that it binds 
us “in spirit.”22 Dworkin’s 1986 work moves between theories of legal realism (laws open to 
interpretation), legal positivism (laws handed down by a sovereign), and other theories, pointing 
out how each theory offers some promise towards understanding what law actually is. Dworkin’s 
drive for such an answer is located in his understanding of law as “our most structured and 
revealing social institution. If we understand the nature of our legal argument better, we know 
better what kind of people we are."23 For Dworkin, law, or the way that we interpret it, gets to the 
very core of who we are as humans. Though disparate in its interpretations or even the 
understanding of what constitutes it, law functions as a universal guiding principle, a shared 
sense of moral integrity that, like religion and human rights, should not be bound by borders.  
 In closing his work, Dworkin attempts to define law:  
It is an interpretive, self-reflective attitude addressed to politics in the broadest 
sense. It is a protestant attitude that makes each citizen responsible for imagining 
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what his society's public commitments to principle are, and what these 
commitments require in new circumstances…Law's attitude is constructive: it aims, 
in the interpretive spirit, to lay principle over practice to show the best route to a 
better future, keeping the right faith with the past. It is, finally, a fraternal attitude, 
an expression of how we are united in community though divided in project, 
interest, and conviction.24 
 
Already from the invocation of a “protestant attitude” we see the Judeo-Christian undergirding of 
what law is. In a fashion connected to spirituality, law has a hold over us in important ways as 
they also allow some sort of recourse that is translatable across borders. The attraction of the 
universal is that it is presumably translatable into different vernaculars. Dworkin’s definition of 
law calls for a shared social and public responsibility to this thing called the law. It also suggests 
that aggrieved parties may make public recourse to the common investment in moral principles. 
Law, in this sense then, is supposed to save, protect, and lay the groundwork for better futures.  
 For activists then, the repeal of martial law represented a small opening for shifts in their 
solidarity work. The repeal was a tacit admission the regime had to provide the appearance of 
democracy in the Philippines. It was further a sign that, perhaps, a somewhat restored system of 
law could be used to demand an accounting for Marcos's crimes. International law promised the 
possibility, as slight as it was, of redress. For activists who worked in the arenas of law and 
religion, appeals to international law and Christian morality now seemed to have an increased 
power against the regime. Drawing on what human rights groups and democratic governments 
understood to be universal norms, activists could draw attention to the violences of military rule 
in the Philippines. Legal and religious authorities could speak directly to injustice and 
immorality of the regime. Knowing that international opinion mattered to Marcos, activists more 
willingly stepped out into the open, buoyed by the belief that highly public solidarity campaigns 
defended them somewhat from the most brutal forms of treatment by the military. However, 
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TFDP documented arrests, salvagings, and disappearances actually increased in 1983 
demonstrating that repression against potential subversives continued, and even heightened, 
beyond the framework of martial law.25 
 The National Democratic Front had already urged the creation of international solidarity 
campaigns. With the escape of Christians for National Liberation founders Luis Jalandoni and 
Coni Ledesma to the Netherlands in 1976, the NDF in Europe could finally have a public face. 
The plan for those organizing the Permanent People's Tribunal was to make this public debut of 
the NDF. Jalandoni, a former priest, and Ledesma, a former nun, had intimate knowledge of the 
underground movement, having long been underground themselves and then imprisoned along 
with other activists from 1973 to 1974.26 Further, both were influential in the founding of 
Christians for National Liberation (CNL), a religious organization within the CPP/NDF 
structure.27 Through the efforts of Dutch activists, Jalandoni and Ledesma were able to receive 
political asylum in the Netherlands. Soon the NDF would send activists to the United States and 
Europe to help organize existing solidarity movements as well as to make certain that these 
movements did not stray far from the desires of the CPP/NDF in the Philippines. A public 
introduction would make it possible for the NDF to directly access Third World solidarity 
networks throughout Europe. Activists saw from the experiences of other exiled political figures 
                                                
25 “Trends: A TFDP Report on Political Detention, Salvaging and Disappearances, January-June 1984” (Task Force 
Detainees Philippines, 1984). 
26 Ina Alleco R. Silverio, Louie Jalandoni: Revolutionary (Utrecht: International Network of Philippine Studies, 
2015), 114. 
27 While Fuller argues that Christianity and the CPP were ultimately incompatible as De La Torre's version of 
militant Christianity was ultimately not dialectical in nature, he overlooks the gravitational pull of faith-based 
resistance to the Marcos regime in the predominantly Catholic Philippines. The question of the place of religion 
seems to be one that the CPP wrestled with throughout the martial law period as well. Some interviewees indicated 
that their religious faith was an obstacle to their full membership in the Party while others indicated that there was 
no contradiction in their Party experience between being a person of faith and being a Communist. Still others felt 
that at times the CPP used a tactical acceptance Christianity in order to garner more support both within the 
Philippines and from funding groups abroad. At the very least, the existence and party support of an organization 
such as CNL suggests that the CPP was open to an alliance with the church sector in the Philippines. Ken Fuller, A 
Movement Divided: Philippine Communism, 1957-1986 (Diliman: Quezon City, 2011), 239. 
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from pro-democracy movements worldwide that having a public face made garnering support 
much easier.28 
 Jalandoni and Ledesma were, in many ways ideal for their role as the public 
representatives of the NDF. They had escaped to the Netherlands in the late 1970s. In an 
example of the intimacy of Dutch organizing circles, they moved into a home directly across the 
street from two of the founders of Filippijnengroep Nederland (FGN). Married by the time they 
reached the Netherlands, Luis And Coni exemplified the ways that the Philippine struggle 
against Marcos was grounded in moral and legal indignation.29 Jalandoni had been quite involved 
in the organizing of an important workers strike in La Tondeña in 1976. Christians for National 
Liberation, one of the many organizations within the National Democratic Front, was a crucial 
anomaly within the ND/CPP organizing structure. As a religious organization it would have 
seemed to be at odds with the Marxist-Leninist line of thinking that the Party advocated. Yet, 
CNL brought together the spiritual revolution experienced by many priests and nuns in the 
Philippines. Paralleling the liberation theology movement in Latin America, some Filipino 
communists came to the movement precisely through their religious faith and not in spite of it. 
For example, the CNL program noted: 
 Our belief in Jesus Christ calls us to incarnate our Christianity, to give it 
flesh and blood. This we seek in the passion and resurrection of the Filipino 
people- the people's democratic revolution. 
 Because of this faith, we take part in the revolution as a Christian 
imperative. Within the revolution, we discover the depth and meaning of our 
faith.30 
 
                                                
28 Brid Brennan, Interview with author, July 26, 2016; Hautvast, Interview with author, July 19, 2016; Hautvast, 
Interview with author, July 19, 2016. 
29 Ledesma had asked to be released from her vows in September 1972. It is not clear precisely when Jalandoni left 
the priesthood, but he and Ledesma were married in January 1976 in "simply ceremony officiated by the Archbishop 
of Manila, Jaime Cardinal sin." suggested that he had left the priesthood in the good graces of the church. Ina Alleco 
R. Silverio, Louie Jalandoni: Revolutionary: An Illustrated Biography (Utrecht: International Network of Philippine 
Studies, 2015), 92, 133. 
30 Christians for National Liberation: 2nd National Congress Documents, 11. 
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For those that joined CNL, their Christianity was their impetus for revolution. On practical terms, 
such a connection between religion and the opposition movement also could make the movement 
more palatable to religious Filipinos worldwide. In identifying with the people, they situated 
themselves in opposition to the existing government structure, which explains their participation 
in what they saw the most viable alternative against that structure, the National Democratic Front. 
 Through the encouragement of the NDF, the solidarity group FGN (Filippijnengroep 
Nederland) formed in the Netherlands.31 At the behest of the underground movement in the 
Philippines, Dutch solidarity activists had organized FGN in 1975. The founding members of 
FGN had themselves been in the Philippines in the late 1960s and early 1970s, often for 
volunteer work, which served as an alternative to military service during the Vietnam War.32 
Elsewhere in Europe, other solidarity groups had formed, with what was likely the first group 
being formed in Italy and up to 17 European countries being represented in the solidarity 
network.33 Some of these, like the Utrecht-based FGN, had developed close ties to the Philippine 
underground and held relatively steadfast to the political lines demanded by the movement in the 
Philippines.  
 Sophisticated though this international solidarity movement already was, the CPP 
decided to pour even more resources into solidarity work in the early 1980s. Within the 
Philippines, the Party formulated an international solidarity office with members assigned to 
target three specific regions in solidarity work: Europe, Middle East Africa; North America; and 
the Asia-Pacific.34 Each solidarity sector was tasked with facilitating exchange of letters, material 
and money with sympathetic movements in their respective region. For some, like those in the 
                                                
31 As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, North American solidarity activists had been organizing against martial law 
since 1973.  
32 Hautvast, Interview with author, July 19, 2016. 
33 De Boer, Interview with author. 
34 Jane (a pseudonym), Interview with author, July 12, 2016. 
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Asia-Pacific, the shape of solidarity work was quite different. Whereas those working with North 
America would primarily be seeking help for their movements, a solidarity worker focusing on 
the Asia-Pacific would often lend solidarity support as well. For example, James, who focused 
on the Asia-Pacific, recalls a more reciprocal network of exchanges with comrades in the Asia-
Pacific, including for a time East Timor.35 These workers would be tasked with multiple kinds of 
solidarity work. They would facilitate, from the Philippine end, exposure tours for interested 
visitors. Tours would be organized on multiple levels, with some visitors given access to only the 
legal forms of organization and anti-dictatorship work and some solidarity workers who were 
considered more serious or even potential recruits for membership in the Party would be allowed 
to visit NPA camps and be privy to the more underground components of the anti-dictatorship 
struggle. Solidarity workers in the Philippines would also be charged with preparing Filipinos, 
oftentimes Party members or affiliates, to go abroad. They would help prepare those without 
international experience, they would help make certain that potential spokespeople for the Party 
were aware of the correct party lines and also knowledgeable about the multiple levels of 
sectoral work in the movement, and lastly they would help make provisions for families that may 
be left behind.36  
The Permanent People's Tribunal  
 According to solidarity activist Brid Brennan, one of those working to support the 
NDF/MNLF in their preparations for the tribunal, the event took over two years of planning.37 
Organizers brought together NDF and the MNLF for each to lay out its claim for self 
determination for the Filipino and Bangsa Moro people respectively. The MNLF, which was 
represented by its Tripoli office Director Abdurasad Asani, had to be convinced to partake in the 
                                                
35 James (a pseudonym), Interview with author, July 12, 2016. 
36 Jane (a pseudonym), Interview with author. 
37 Brid Brennan, Interview with author, August 2, 2016. 
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proceedings. Although, MNLF Chairman Nur Misuari had by this time taken up exile in Tripoli, 
he had decided not to take an active role in the process. With the blessing of the underground in 
the Philippines, Jalandoni joined the preparations, also readying to debut as the International 
Spokesperson for the NDF.38 Logistical details such as organizing the travel and lodgings of 
witnesses from the Philippines as well as press and concurrent publications had to be worked out. 
Brennan opines that organizing at this scale actually did a great deal to bring different European 
solidarity groups together. In fact, out of the tribunal, the European solidarity groups formed 
KSP (Komite ng Sambayanang Pilipino- Committee of the Filipino People), which networked all 
the Philippine solidarity groups in Europe in the 1980s and 1990s.39  
 There were political tensions and logistical complications in the lead up to the event. 
Short-handed as activist groups often were, individuals were working up until the last minute to 
literally put together a book (collate, bind, and prepare for distribution) about the New People's 
Army (NPA) that was to launch concurrently with the tribunal. There was also friction among 
the solidarity groups as the French solidarity group, which was Trotskyite in persuasion, 
attempted a last-minute disruption of the proceedings.40 Solidarity activists in Western Europe 
represented a number of different forms of Leftist politics as well as visions for what a liberated 
Philippines should look like. Further, these groups had different relationships with the 
underground movement in the Philippines. While some enjoyed transparent political discussions 
with the NDF, other groups resented being left in the dark with relation to National Democratic 
plans.41  
                                                
38 Fuller, A Movement Divided: Philippine Communism, 1957-1986, 226. 
39 Brennan, Interview with author, August 2, 2016. 
40 Brennan. 
41 Carlo and Maya Butalid, Interview with Author, July 29, 2016. 
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 The Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal began its overall operations in 1979. Its founder Lelio 
Basso, a left-leaning politician in Italy, conceived of the PPT as a continuation of the Russell 
Tribunals that began during the Vietnam War.42 The 1976 UN Declaration of People’s Rights in 
Algiers served as the guiding document for the tribunal. Although Basso died in 1979, the PPT 
has continued to be supported by the Lelio Basso Foundation.43 Since its first trial in 1979, the 
PPT has issued 43 sessions and judgments to “accompany the transformations and struggles of 
the post-colonial period, the development of economic neo-colonialism, globalization, the 
resurgence of war and the International Criminal Court’s declaration of non-competence for 
economic crimes.”44 The PPT then largely understands its role as to aid groups working to assert 
their sovereignty. It draws upon international jurists of significant public stature, most not 
formally trained for the role, willing to use their popularity to create a platform for anti-colonial 
groups. 
 The notion of an international legislative body reaches back to at least 1899, with the 
adoption of the Convention for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes. The resultant 
Permanent Court of Arbitration was “the forerunner to the Permanent Court of International 
Justice and its successor, the International Court of Justice.”45 An extranational standing body 
allowed for the resolution of claims such as trade and maritime disputes. By the 1980s, the idea 
of an international court and tribunal had caught on in an effort, often linked to the United 
Nations, to preside over state crimes against individuals (i.e. Yugoslavia, Sierra Leone, 
Cambodia, Lebanon, and Rwanda).46 Jurisdiction, in such cases, is a complicated matter. For 
                                                
42 Luís Moita, “Opinion Tribunals and the Permanent People’s Tribunal,” JANUS.NET e-Journal of International 
Relations 6, no. 1 (October 2015): 30–50. 
43 “Permanent People’s Tribunal,” accessed July 28, 2017, http://permanentpeoplestribunal.org/?lang=en. 
44 “Permanent People’s Tribunal.” 
45 Ruth Mackenzie et al., Manual on International Courts and Tribunals (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2010), ix. 
46 Mackenzie et al., 184–252. 
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example, while the International Criminal Tribunals had jurisdiction over individuals, they had 
no such jurisdiction “over states, legal persons, and organizations.”47 Established by the UN 
Security Council, these courts further had only limited criminal (ratione materiae) and temporal 
jurisdiction (ratione temporis).48 The PPT became a court much like its predecessors as a 
legislative body had no legal jurisdiction over its cases and had no power to ensure that its 
rulings were followed. It drew from trends towards judicialization and third party adjudication, 
only with the hope that this would somehow sway public opinion.49 The tribunal had previously 
presided over cases regarding Eritrea, Guatemala, and Nicaragua. In each of these cases, the PPT 
judges took stances to defend the claims to sovereignty of indigenous people, people suffering 
from political persecution, and groups taking up arms for anti-authoritarian causes.50 
 For its fourth session, the PPT agreed to take on the case of the Philippines. Meeting from 
October 30-November 3, 1980, the Tribunal heard testimony from expert witnesses, 
spokespeople for the NPA, NDF, and Bangsa Moro peoples. Although the Marcos government 
was invited, like many preceding PPT defendants, they sent no representative likely with the 
understanding that its presence would draw the public attention and legitimacy that the plaintiffs 
desired. The plaintiffs, on the other hand, brought several representatives and provided the 
following witness list: 
Witness List: 
Antonio de la Cruz  Worker 
Victoria de los Reyes   Peasant 
                                                
47 Mackenzie et al., 193. 
48 Mackenzie et al., 194–95. 
49 Mackenzie et al., xi. Within the United States, the Winter Soldier Investigations of 1971 with Vietnam Veterans 
testifying to their experiences and their opposition to the Vietnam War is another example of these kinds of trials. 
50 Susanne Jonas, Ed McCaughan, and Elizabeth Sutherland Martinez, eds., Guatemala: Tyranny on Trial (San 
Francisco: Synthesis Publications, 1984); Richard Leonard, ed., The Eritrean Case: Proceedings of the Permanent 
Peoples’ Tribunal of the International League for the Rights and Liberation of Peoples (Rome: Research and 
Information Centre on Eritrea, 1984); Marlene Dixon, On Trial: Reagan’s War Against Nicaragua: Testimony of the 
Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal (San Francisco: Synthesis Publications, 1985). 
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Perla Silangan   Student 
Salud Torres   Civil Servant and Writer 
Wada Taw-il   Member of a Tribal Minority 
Dr. Parouk Hussin  Doctor51 
 
Those speaking about the Philippines to those outside of the Philippines were expected to have a 
cross-sectoral analysis of Philippine society.52 The counselor for the NDF and the MNLF was 
territorial sovereignty lawyer Muireann O'Brian, and the prosecution presented visual (slides and 
documentary film), verbal (testimonies), and textual (reports) evidence.53 Together NDF and 
MNLF representatives brought in individuals from the Philippines to testify on the situation in 
the Philippines. These individuals represented various sectors of Philippine society: workers, 
peasants, women, students, as well as tribal minorities. They spoke first-hand of the social ills 
under Marcos. KSP worked with sympathetic news outlets to ensure coverage of these 
testimonies and the trial as a whole in the European press.54 Given the international and public 
nature of such testimonies, it was critical to present a comprehensive, data driven and 
experiential account of the Marcos regime. These sectoral reports presented a wide-ranging 
analysis of what was going on in the Philippines, an analysis that largely adhered to the 
assessments presented in Jose Maria Sison's Philippine Society and Revolution.55  
 The voices of Filipinos gave legitimacy to the court case pursued against the Marcoses, 
the US, and transnational corporations.56 As legal scholar Luís Moita explains, the Permanent 
                                                
51 Most of these are likely pseudonyms. “Witness List: Permanent People’s Tribunal,” 1981, FGN Papers, 
University of the Philippines. 
52 Interviewees pointed out that before CPP/NDF members went abroad, they were often briefed on the situation for 
different sectors in the Philippines. William (a pseudonym), Interview with Author, July 29, 2016; Jane (a 
pseudonym), Interview with author. 
53 “PPT Programme,” 1980, FGN Papers, University of the Philippines. 
54 Brennan, Interview with author, July 26, 2016. 
55 This was the central text of the Communist Party of the Philippines. It was well-circulated during the martial law 
period. As mentioned in Chapter 2, it was part of the curriculum of Philippines project students. 
56 The Marcoses were charged with the violation of the rights of peoples, violation of human rights, and crimes 
under international law including genocide. The government of the United States was charged with the violation of 
the rights of peoples, conspiracy and complicity in crimes under international law, and incitement to and conspiracy 
in genocide of Filipino minorities. The IMF and World Bank were charged with violations of the rights of peoples, 
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People’s Tribunal57 lacked a mandate of justice, and therefore relied on "a perception of 
rationality and research."58 Moita further describes the blurry legal force of the tribunal by 
explaining: 
In this sense, it can be argued that their nature is "quasi-judicial" and that their 
legitimacy is founded on imperatives of conscience, referring to existing 
international law and involving the broad participation of witnesses to establish 
the facts where flagrant violations of human rights and the rights of peoples 
occur.59  
 
At the time the PPT had almost 60 jury members who were eligible to serve as jurists for its 
cases. Jury members well well-known religious and legal figures, academics, journalists, lawyers, 
and at least four Nobel Prize winners from North America and Western Europe.60 For the session 
on the Philippines, 10 jurists were chosen. Organizers hoped for American jurists so as to have 
maximum impact upon the US public.61 As such, they must have been pleased to see at least 
three Americans serving as jurors: Richard Falk, a professor of International Law at Princeton 
and noted environmentalist; Harvey Cox, a professor of Theology at Harvard; and Nobel Prize 
winner in Medicine George Wald, who would serve as the President of the jury.62 Absent legal 
power, organizers of the session relied upon the reputations of jurors as experts on global affairs 
and the prestige of having Nobel prize winners among those assessing the situation in the 
Philippines.  
                                                                                                                                                       
violation of the provision of their charters, aiding violations of human rights, inciting the commission of genocide 
and crimes under international law. Finally, multiple transnational corporations that operated in the Philippines were 
charged with, violation of the rights of peoples (particularly with labor and economic practices), violation of human 
rights, and inciting the commission of genocide and crimes against international law. Philippines: Repression & 
Resistance: Permanent People’s Tribunal Session on the Philippines, 25–26. 
57 See Quinsaat's description of the PPT in Quinsaat, “Diaspora Activism in a Non-Traditional Country of 
Destination: The Case of Filipinos in the Netherlands,” 10. 
58 Moita, “Opinion Tribunals and the Permanent People’s Tribunal,” 44. 
59 Moita, 44. 
60 Philippines: Repression & Resistance: Permanent People’s Tribunal Session on the Philippines, 280–81. 
61 Brennan, Interview with author, August 2, 2016. 
62 Philippines: Repression & Resistance: Permanent People’s Tribunal Session on the Philippines, 280. 
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 To establish perceptions of expertise on Philippine issues, Joel Rocamora (Politics and 
International Relations) and Walden Bello (Sociology), Filipino activists who had recently 
received their PhD’s in the United States, testified on behalf of the prosecution at the trial. Both 
individuals had recently moved to San Francisco and were involved in on-campus teaching and 
organizing against the Marcos dictatorship there. Bello, who had been instructor for the final 
year of the Philippines project, had also been part of a multi-year operation to retrieve documents 
from the World Bank. The resultant product was the book, Development Debacle.63 It pointed out 
in explicit detail how the United States and the World Bank were supporting the Marcos regime 
and it also pointed out how the development programs that the World Bank encouraged under 
Marcos were actually weakening the Philippine economy and strengthening Marcos's rule. To 
obtain this information, anti-Marcos activists worked with World Bank employees to smuggle 
documents out of their offices. They also snuck into the World Bank on holidays pretending to 
be employees who had just returned from extended missions abroad. Little by little, they 
collected incriminating documents against the United States and the World Bank until they 
finally were able to publish their highly important work.64 Through their research, they attempted 
to show that the World Bank, as an instrument of US international power, systematically 
contributed to underdevelopment in the Philippines. 
 As they stood before the prestigious group of jurists gathered in Antwerp, Belgium, 
Walden Bello and Joel Rocamora surely must have been impressed at the international 
representation of those gathered to hear their expert testimony. Both had become quite active in 
                                                
63 Bello, Kinley, and Elinson, Development Debacle: The World Bank in the Philippines. 
64 Bello, Interview with Author. 
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the anti-martial law movement while doing graduate work in the United States.65 Rocamora, for 
example, worked to foster connections with the Philippine underground and helped set up 
exposure tours for US-based activists and other personalities to visit the Philippines. Bello had 
not been involved in the anti-Marcos movement before coming to the United States. Rocamora, 
on the other hand, had been arrested early in the martial law period.66 Together, they had formed 
the Philippine Resource Center in Berkeley, California, facilitating international solidarity work 
between the United States and the Philippines.67  
 Bringing together these international scholars and jurists was the task of the European 
solidarity network, which coordinated solidarity activists from at least 15 European nations 
connected through the newly formed KSP.68 The jurists also came from all over the world.69 This 
internationalism was not an accident. In fact, one of the underlying presumptions of this anti-
authoritarian internationalism was that a particularly global sense of the opposition to Marcos 
and his US support would best serve the struggle of the Filipino people.  
 In their eventual verdict, the jurists decided to offer separate decisions for the NDF and 
the MNLF.70 This is significant as the jurists recognized that although both groups opposed 
Marcos, they also were distinct political struggles with different demands. The MNLF, for 
example, sought autonomy and sovereignty for much of the southern Philippines. The jurists 
ruled that the people of the Philippines had indeed been aggrieved, not only by the Marcos 
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government but also by the IMF, the World Bank, and the Asian Development Bank.71 Further, 
the United States was also judged to be complicit, with the jurists stating, "...the Marcos-US neo-
colonial system amounts to a continuing criminal enterprise under emerging international law 
and that the respective leaders and agents of these governments should properly be held 
personally responsible."72 With such an assessment, the PPT jurists argued that the under the 
Algiers declaration, both the NDF and the MNLF were "empowered, by Article 28, to enforce 
rights of their peoples, by armed struggle if necessary."73 Although not binding in any way, this 
decision meant that a group of highly regarded progressives had argued that those opposing the 
Marcos dictatorship in the Philippines were legally engaging in armed struggle. Though the 
judgment had no force in terms of legal opinion, it represented a powerful statement of public 
opinion, suggesting that the NPA and MNLF were justified in their armed resistance. News 
coverage throughout the trial, coordinated press releases, and the eventual publication of 
testimonies in the KSP published text Philippines: Repression and Resistance helped broadcast 
the testimonies and findings at Antwerp. 
 Soon after the judgment the Philippine embassy at The Hague released a statement 
refuting the findings of the tribunal. The statement asserted that the Marcos government was 
highly esteemed throughout the world, there was little popular resistance in the Philippines, the 
Philippines was independent of US and World Bank/IMF intervention, and the MNLF had no 
right to belligerency status as no harm being waged upon them. They further refuted other 
judgments in the report, asserting that multinational corporations were not violating sovereignty 
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72 Philippines: Repression & Resistance: Permanent People’s Tribunal Session on the Philippines, 274–75. 
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rights of the Philippines and women were not subject to exploitation in the archipelago.74 As seen 
with Amnesty International and TFDP reports in the previous chapter, the Philippine government 
often responded in cases questioning human rights abuses in the country. In one example 
Carmelo Z. Barbero from the Ministry of National Defense sent a 28-page rebuttal of accusations 
brought against the Marcos government and military in Amnesty International's 1982 report.75  
 This would not be the last attempt to bring together an international network of Marcos 
opponents. Just a few years later in 1983, the International Ecumenical Conference on the 
Philippines in Stony Point, New York brought together people of faith from all over the world 
who were concerned with the situation in the Philippines. If the PPT aimed to present the US-
Marcos dictatorship as a violation of international law, the conference sought to underscore the 
moral dimensions of authoritarian injustice. As religious activists in the Philippines had also 
believed, the ecumenists at Stony Point also hoped that a theological reflection on the injustices 
under Marcos would compel different publics to take a spiritual stand on the side of the Filipino 
people.  
The Question of Legal Struggle 
 Both the Permanent People's Tribunal and the International Ecumenical Conference on 
the Philippines raise the question of the role of legal struggle and its relationship to or conflicts 
with underground and armed struggle. Legal struggle takes on multiple meanings in terms of 
resistance to Marcos. First, legal struggle can refer directly to the distinction between 
underground (armed) activism versus above ground organizing. Second, legal struggle can also 
refer to opposition to Marcos in the terrain of law. The line between legal and illegal in this sense 
was complicated because oftentimes even peaceable and supposedly legal opposition could be 
                                                
74 These were among the findings of the international jurists in their verdict. Philippines: Repression & Resistance: 
Permanent People’s Tribunal Session on the Philippines, 288–93. 
75 Carmelo Z. Barbero, “Letter to Thomas Hammerberg,” March 23, 1983, Task Force Detainees Library. 
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marked as illegal under martial rule. Certainly, there were a great deal of overlaps and 
complexities between these two distinctions so it may help to briefly examine the question of 
legal struggle.  
 In a thesis written at the University of the Philippines during the martial law period, 
historian of the Philippines and former anti-Marcos activist Patricio N. Abinales wrestles with 
the difficulties of legal struggle, focusing particularly on the inner dynamics of student 
organizing at UP Diliman. Abinales argues that the legal struggle made valuable use of latent 
student organizations, existing fraternities, and the Philippine Collegian to fill the void left in the 
aftermath of the declaration of martial law, which had forced a great deal of student activist 
leadership underground. For Abinales, these forms of organizing crucially allowed anti-
dictatorship activism to continue on campus. However, for Abinales, the legal struggle also 
separated different categories of opposition. Organizations on campus, like legal organizations 
outside of it, had to focus on particular issues such as the press, education, or labor instead of the 
movement as a whole. Further, the radical politics of the National Democratic movement had to 
be minimized in order to be as broadly appealing as possible. In fact, Abinales notes, “Even the 
use of such terms as 'imperialism' was still done with extreme hesitance."76 In effect, Abinales 
suggests, the movement had to be confined to readily digestible issues. Imperialism was 
sometimes too big for the legal struggle to tackle. Instead, the legal form of struggle was pushed 
into focusing on protecting particular rights. Abinales writes, “The only open and tolerated venue 
for open propaganda and agitational work were on issues that fell within the legal bounds set by 
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martial rule."77 Abinales’s thesis, though focused primarily on the student movement, reveals the 
tension within anti-dictatorship organizing in the Philippines.   
 While groups such as FLAG and TFDP were able to rally attention towards specific 
sectoral causes, some like Abinales expressed fear that the broader National Democratic 
movement would be confined to more narrowed causes. At times, activists with underground 
experience looked down on or question the validity of the legal struggle. However, it is 
important to note that for the most part the legal and the underground struggle were very much 
connected. While never officially affiliated with the National Democratic Front, FLAG 
represented almost all ND activists who were arrested under martial law. As discussed earlier, 
TFDP also worked to document many high-profile, as well as lesser known ND arrests. So while 
legal activists indeed had to work through the juridical entanglements of above ground anti-
martial law activism, they provided a great deal of support to underground activists. 
 Adding to the tension within Philippine organizing were the different threads of leftist 
politics within the Philippines. The Partidong Komunista ng Pilipinas (PKP), which Jose Maria 
Sison had broken away from in 1967, had reached a legal settlement with the Marcos 
government in the early 1970s. Such a settlement was viewed by CPP members to be an alliance 
or surrender, and judged to be further evidence of the reactionary tendencies within the PKP.78 
Quite literally, these vastly different political stances created a differentiation between legal and 
"illegal" organizations, with PKP operating as a legal organization because of its tactical alliance 
with the Marcos government.79 Another leftist grouping, PDSP (Philippine Democratic Socialist 
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Party) was the primary party of Social Democrats (Socdems).80 PDSP/Socdems viewed 
themselves as much more broadly leftist than the narrow CPP. Benjamin Tolosa, Jr. explains,  
By contrast, the budding Filipino social democrats were weaving an alternative 
from such diverse sources as Catholic social teaching and liberation theology, 
European and Latin American social/Christian democracy, the community 
organizing principles of Saul Alinsky, the militant non-violence of Gandhi, 
Martin Luther King, Cesar Chavez, Dom Helder Camara, and the unique 
contributions of Filipino national heroes, models and culture.81 
 
Under the ideological leadership of the Jesuit priest Father Romeo Intengan, SJ, PDSP developed 
a theoretical undergirding to rival that of CPP. PDSP also supported armed struggle under 
Marcos, with intellectual leaders arguing that the conditions under Marcos made armed struggle 
morally permissible as a last resort.82 While many PDSP members were forced underground like 
CPP/NPA/NDF members, there was little love lost between these two groups. Tolosa, Jr. 
suggests that the primary conflict between Socdems and Natdems had to with the Socdem 
rejection of "the Marxist-Leninist-Maoist ideology and one-party vanguardist political strategy 
as ultimately incompatible with the twin goals of democracy and socialism."83 The 
Natdem/Socdem and PKP/CPP rivalries underscored the tensions between leftist groups during 
the martial law period. While some groups argued that underground struggle went too far, others 
suggested that legal struggle did not go far enough. While some perceived Marxist-Leninist 
thought to be useful for liberating the nation, others suggested that it was an orientation that 
narrowed political possibility.  
 In a similar way, there was a tension between activists in the United States (and to a 
lesser extent Europe) and those in the Philippines. Those in the Philippines often derided their 
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US based counterparts as "steak commandos" suggesting that while they romanticized their role 
in the movement, they in reality enjoyed the comforts of life in the United States.84 Such 
suggestions betray a romanticization of what it meant to be a Filipino in the United States as well 
as an incomplete view of the participation of US-based individuals in the struggle against Marcos. 
The "steak commando" misnomer also assumes a singular privileged class position for all 
activists in the United States. However, for activists such as Charito Planas, engagement in US-
based activism required her to work jobs as pizza delivery to ensure an income while 
simultaneously having the flexibility to participate in protest actions or give talks in various 
places.85 Similarly, KDP members at the Goddard-Cambridge school worked a variety of 
temporary jobs to support their educational pursuits. They did so to protest martial law in the 
Philippines but also to address the injustices they faced in the United States.86 As the efforts of 
the KDP, church solidarity activists, and those working towards Philippine studies in the United 
States attests, activists in the United States approached their commitment to the struggle against 
Marcos in the contexts of their transnational and migrant specificities.87  
 These tensions extended to activism in Europe as well. Because so much material support 
was accessible through the work of solidarity, it became one of the primary focuses of the 
movement. To the dismay of some Filipinos organizing in Europe, solidarity organizing seemed 
to take precedence over other issues such as advocacy for migrant workers. Some Filipinos felt 
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that their value to the movement was taken for granted, especially in comparison to European 
activists.88 According to one interviewee: 
Pinoy organizing is parang nahuli (the last priority). It's always in hindsight after 
solidarity work. Because that's where the money is. That's also where the political 
power is to move forward with the NDF. It [solidarity work] is seen as more 
important. Halimbawa ako experience kong personal (For example from my 
personal experience), Nora will always be there because she's a Pinay, she 
believes in the revolution, she will never go away. So parang hindi sya (it is like 
she is not a) priority. Whereas itong mga (these) Dutch this is not their primary 
revolution. So we have to make use of them while they were there.89  
 
As European activists were seen to be both temporary as well as the key to material support, 
others involved felt their contributions diminished. Nora suggests that this was an outcome of the 
utilitarianism of the Party. Indeed, her experience points to the ways that working against the 
Marcos regime internationally did not always easily sync up with local issues such as Philippine 
migrant support as well as inner workings of solidarity and belonging in an organization. It also 
points to the ways that the allure of material aid from international institutions informed the 
political work of the CPP/NDF. 
 On a related note, after some internal debate the Party had permitted some non-Filipinos 
to become members. While it is unclear to what extent this was Party policy, it does appear that 
some Europeans did become internal members of the NDF/CPP. This decision raises the tensions 
of differentiating between nationalism and membership in revolutionary movements. For some, 
it made sense to incorporate fully those working so closely with them into the movement. Others 
felt that there should a clear distinction between those that were internal and those who were 
solidarity workers. 
They said if you look at it they were internal forces of the revolution here 
(Holland). Eventually being internal means they were NDF. If you make them 
NDF and if they had leadership positions with the NDF, you have to make them 
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CPP. One thing led to another. It took a number of years before it really took hold. 
There were a series of papers. The whole thing became a problem in 1983 
because the number of solidarity groups expanded exponentially. It went from 
literally just 7 groups in 6 countries to more than 200 in 15 countries. It became 
very big. We had the problem of what do we do with groups in countries when 
there was no process to recruit and convert national organizations into the NDF. 
So those who were already on the inner group by the end of the Permanent 
People's Tribunal became internal to NDF/CPP. Afterwards, no more.90  
 
The NDF seems to have crafted something of a temporary fix that allowed them to incorporate 
those with whom they had worked intimately. Whether or not it was a utilitarian decision, it was 
a decision in which the NDF had to address what were its requirements for belonging. Later, as 
their potential membership grew, this solution no longer seemed tenable and more concrete 
boundaries were drawn between internal and solidarity activists. Along with Nora's explanation 
of the discrepancies between solidarity and migrant work, we see that the idea of solidarity was a 
difficult one for Filipino activists working in international contexts. 
 In addition to these conflicts there were many more, legal or underground; Socdem, 
Natdem, or PKP, Philippine-based or overseas, underscored the tensions within anti-Marcos 
organizing. Battles over which assessments of the situation were correct and what measures of 
devotion were adequate for activist organizing pervaded the movement. In the question of legal 
versus underground, activists dealt with similar tensions. Just how much were people willing to 
put themselves at risk? Who was really most crucial (or leading) the movement? What was the 
proper way to bring about the downfall of the dictatorship (and bring forth better Philippine 
futures)? The reality is that few of these tensions have been solved since.91 And importantly, in 
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the context of legal versus underground, despite these tensions never being fully answered, legal 
activists like those in FLAG and TFDP continued to work with underground activists to secure 
their release and to facilitate their mobility throughout the Philippines and abroad. 
To Sing Our Own Song  
 The famous nationalist lawyer and Senator Jose W. Diokno's proud opposition to Marcos 
was in line with his espousal of Third World nationalism throughout his career. In an interesting 
parallel with Marcos, Diokno was known as a brilliant lawyer, having tied Senator Jovito 
Salonga with the highest score on the Philippine Bar Exam in 1944 (Marcos boasted the top 
score in 1939).92 As Secretary of Justice in the early 1960s, Diokno had pursued the prosecution 
of Harry Stonehill, a tobacco magnate who controlled many leading politicians of the day. His 
dogged pursuit of the Stonehill case led to his forced resignation from the Macapagal 
government.93 The case, however, cemented his reputation as a prominent public servant and 
nationalist, and he was elected to the Senate in 1963 and again in 1969.94 
 Diokno certainly was well aware of the challenges of defending the legal rights of 
Filipinos under a state of martial law. The law, in its written form and in the ways it would be 
carried out, could shift with the changing moods of the Marcos government as well as the 
military. In his own detention in 1972, Diokno was wary of even filing for a writ of habeas 
corpus as a defense. In a letter to his lawyer, another famous nationalist Senator and lawyer, 
Lorenzo Tanada, Diokno wrote: 
More important, in order to determine my case (and I am sure it will ultimately be 
dismissed), the Court must rule, expressly or impliedly, that this regime of martial 
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law is constitutional. I cannot permit you—or myself—to thus provide the 
occasion for cloaking with apparent legality a situation that you and I know is 
patently illegal, a situation, moreover, that can produce—if it has not already 
produced—effects that may be disastrous to our Filipino ideal of truth, justice, 
freedom and political and economic independence.95 
 
Diokno captures the challenges faced by activists making recourse to the law. By bringing his 
case (specifically for Diokno because he was a high profile figure) before the courts, Diokno 
feared that the occasion of petitioning the courts to protect his legal rights would instead provide 
the courts with an opportunity to establish the legal legitimacy of Marcos’s martial law 
declaration. Diokno understood that in making petitions through the law, the law gains 
legitimacy. 
 Diokno did not act in the same manner, however, upon his release. He quickly moved to 
setup the Free Legal Assistance Group.96 FLAG, as it became known, grew into an important 
thorn in the side of the military. In tandem with the activists at Task Force Detainees Philippines, 
FLAG moved around political detention camps, providing primers, trainings, and paralegal 
forms that could be used to establish proper documentation for building cases against the military. 
FLAG mobilized volunteer lawyers all around the Philippines. By 1980, FLAG boasted a 
membership of 120 lawyers, who represented detainees and others pro bono and willingly risked 
arrest or other retribution.97 In addition to its lawyerly network, FLAG provided detainee family 
members and other volunteers with paralegal training, instructing them on the most prudent ways 
to record the experiences of detainees and helping distribute the labor of detainee support.98 
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 And so with the work of TFDP and FLAG, there existed a vibrant on the ground network 
of religious and legal activists. This network drew much from international solidarity workers in 
terms of funds and other forms of support. However, this network also lay the groundwork for 
the ways that international solidarity workers would interact with the case of the Philippines. It is 
no accident that legal and religious activism were the primary above-ground organizing tactics 
utilized by solidarity activists. The circulation between international solidarity support and 
grassroots Filipino groups helped make the language of law and spirituality particularly 
formative within the legal struggle. 
 For FLAG, international law conventions as well as the Philippine Constitution of 1935 
and 1973 provided some defenses for political detainees.99 These battles in the legal arena 
pitched Marcos the legal luminary against famous nationalist lawyers such as Jose Diokno. In a 
discussion of detainee rights, FLAG lawyers wrestled with the fleeting reliability that recourse to 
the law offered: 
The struggle for recognition of rights is difficult and arduous. On occasion, 
insisting on your rights may invite reprisals that are worse than the violations 
you protest against. Whether you will insist on your legal rights or not is up to 
you. No one, least of all FLAG, wishes you to suffer or to become a martyr for 
the sake of others. But rights that are not fought for are rights that are lost. And 
though, at the moment, the struggle may seem futile, it is no less true, as Amado 
Hernandez wrote, that: 'May mga usaping manalo't matalo'y may putong na 
dangal bilanggua'y hindi siyang katapusan; May pakikibakang tagumpay hindi 
man hagkan ng tagumpay sapat nang mapunit lamang ang karimian.' (There are 
trials that, win or lose, bring glory, Imprisonment does not signify their end; 
There are struggles victorious, though not crowned with victory: Enough that the 
darkness they rend).100 
 
Drawing attention to individual rights represented a great risk for detainees. Yet, as FLAG 
lawyers, many of whom had themselves been detained, pointed out, the fight for collective rights 
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could represent an important victory for anti-dictatorship forces in the Philippines. To not fight 
for rights meant that those rights in effect, did not exist. Diokno implicitly suggests that people 
could fight law into existence. FLAG and TFDP saw its role as forcing the Marcos regime, as 
well as the outside world, to acknowledge the rights of Filipinos. Here, recourse to law, 
spirituality, as well as the circulating discourses of human rights were absolutely crucial in the 
continued survival of opposition to the regime.    
 FLAG divided their tactics in regards to detainees into two subcategories: legal and meta-
legal. Legal tactics dealt with petitions for habeas corpus, filing charges against the military, or 
pressing for an early trial.101 Charges against the military could, in some cases, ensure that 
accused Public Order Violators (political detainees in Marcos parlance) would not face 
disappearance or torture. Such charges sent a signal to military authorities that their actions were 
being closely watched. In pressing for an early trial, FLAG lawyers hoped to avoid prisoners 
languishing in detention camps without having had formal charges brought against them. An 
early trial could, at the very least, allow detainees some clarity as to what they faced in terms of 
charges or even jail time. The hope here was that in some cases the military would simply 
decline to press charges or that the skilled lawyers of organizations such as FLAG could argue 
against whatever charges were brought against detainees. As a result of Marcos’s suspension of 
the writ of habeas corpus, FLAG lawyers knew that this could be an uphill battle. Nonetheless, 
they often mounted legal challenges, drawing from Philippine constitutional law, norms of 
international law, as well as other government documents that established rules for dealing with 
prisoners and minimum rights that prisoners should be able to expect. As human rights scholar 
Eyal Weizman suggests, the "humanitarian minimum," which refers to the bare minimum 
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standards needed to adhere to human rights expectations, undergirds an argument regarding 
social death and can often structure the basic norms of treatment under authoritarian regimes.102 
Weizman points out that humanitarian law can inadvertently set a low bar for state actors rather 
than encouraging robust practices of humanitarianism. Nonetheless, guidelines of what 
humanitarian minimums required for the treatment of prisoners could, in practice, save lives 
under detention. FLAG lawyers had to therefore tread such legal arguments with great care. They 
balanced their legal tactics with a variety of what they referred to as “Meta-legal tactics.” These 
tactics included personal appeals to the military, publicity, petitions by the church and other 
reputable organizations, telegrams from abroad, and the occasional public protest.103 
 Through meta-legal tactics, FLAG articulated their full awareness of the unevenness of 
the legal field they worked within. Through personal appeals, FLAG hoped that in some cases 
personal and familial connections between detainees and someone in a position of authority 
would allow for some lenient treatment. In the absence of official trials, meta-legal tactics 
attempted to try cases in the court of public opinion. A letter of support from local and 
international religious leaders could potentially damage public opinion of the Marcoses, 
particularly among religious Filipinos. Telegrams, letters, and phone calls from abroad signaled 
widespread attention to potential human rights abuses in the prisons. Activists hoped that such 
attention reminded the Marcos government that the world was watching and constant 
transgressions of international law would further endanger the government's reputation. The 
overall idea in the navigation between legal and extra-legal tactics was that while Marcos’s 
suspension of martial law gravely reduced the basic rights that people could enjoy, some rights 
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invariably remained even within the rewritten constitution. When these legal obligations were 
not observed, FLAG looked to other means of placing pressure on the regime. If, martial law 
required the support of international governments such as the United States, then telegrams 
decrying the inhumane treatment of Public Order Violators signaled at potential fissures in that 
foreign policy support. In wielding such international support, FLAG had to navigate some risky 
trade offs. They understood that these fissures would be particularly damaging to the Marcos 
regime and, in some cases, lead to the release of particular prisoners. They also were aware that 
such appeals both relied heavily upon international patronage and solidarity and also made little 
to no change in the existing legal structure of the Philippines.  
 Even in Marcos’s 1981 repeal of martial law, FLAG underscored that “In practice, the 
‘lifting’ of martial law has caused no basic change in the practice of political detention and its 
related evils.”104 Conceding that the lifting of martial law theoretically was a shift from a “state of 
war” by the government against the people to a “state of peace,” FLAG lawyers nonetheless 
asserted that the Marcos government had actually put into practice legal stipulations that would 
allow the continued arrest of POVs. In particular, FLAG points out the continued suspension of 
the writ of habeas corpus for “offenses against ‘national security.”105 In addition, Marcos retained 
“broad emergency powers” and codified “previously issued decrees, orders, and instructions to 
the military.”106 As a result then, while Marcos lifted martial law to accede to growing 
international pressure, in practice Marcos retained the broad powers that he had accrued during 
the martial law period.   
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 In 1983, Jose Diokno took perhaps his most public stance against the Marcos dictatorship 
yet. Diokno narrated a one-hour documentary special for the BBC, entitled To Sing Our Own 
Song. The title clearly refers to the nationalist aspirations of figures like Diokno, the desire to be 
freed from the hold of both the Marcos dictatorship as well as multinational corporations and 
United States military presence. The phrase is brought up twice throughout the film. Once in 
Diokno's conclusion to the documentary and once during an interview of Sister Miling de Leon 
who had been held in Camp Crame for over six months for leading protests against Japanese 
fisheries in Malabon.  
 In her interview, de Leon describes the condition of unfreedom in the Philippines, "If 
there is freedom, there is no political detainee in his own country. That's why I tell you cannot 
sing the song you want to sing. I do not want to hurt anybody, but the only thing is I could see 
that human rights is not here in my country. If you have no rights anymore, maybe it is better to 
die."107 De Leon's testimony asserts that the notion of human rights is absent in the archipelago.108 
In such a situation, De Leon articulates a notion of social death in which the law may not offer 
redress and in which subversives are "ineligible for personhood."109 De Leon lays bare the 
dilemma for activists working to articulate legal opposition to Marcos. Under martial law, 
subversives were not always legally recognized as people having rights. As such, their lives were 
devalued in such a way that they were unprotected and potentially ineligible for the defenses that 
human rights might provide.  
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 For these reasons, FLAG adopted tactics that were not directly related to legal petitions 
and the courtroom. Meta-legal tactics worked to make the Marcos government susceptible to the 
pressures of moral critique on an international scale. In airing grievances against Marcos, Jose 
Diokno and Cardinal Jaimie Sin indicated that the Philippine protest was no longer 
predominantly underground. The opposition of a prominent lawyer/ex-Senator and leader of the 
Philippine Catholic church triangulated the critique of the Marcos regime as centered on legal 
and moral claims. Their presence within the same documentary alludes to the uneasy alliance 
between the Philippine Catholic church leadership and the anti-Marcos struggle. Diokno 
indicates that the Church has come around to a wider acceptance of the opposition to the 
Marcoses but still had some way to go. Having Cardinal Sin speak publicly against the Marcoses 
was a sign that the Church's was shifting to a more explicit and constant anti-Marcos stance. The 
tide of public opinion had turned against the Marcos's in many ways and public above ground 
figures were willing to speak against the regime with greater regularity.  
 Despite the reservations of many regarding the legal struggle, law, for Diokno, presented 
an opportunity to oppose the Marcos dictatorship and the military. Even though he had refused to 
file for a writ of habeas corpus on his own behalf, he took on countless cases of political 
detainees, most of whom he differed with politically.110 Diokno envisioned this not as the efforts 
of a few lawyers but a movement that could more broadly claim legal rights for all Filipinos. 
Diokno explained this aspiration to a small group of attorneys: 
We started out simply by trying to represent political prisoners. We realized we 
couldn't stop there. We realized that a lot of people who had absolutely no 
politically ideology to speak of but were simply fighting for their rights as human 
beings: farmers, squatters, students, workers. They were all being detained simply 
because they were standing up for their rights and something had to be done about 
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this. We began to organize a kind of barefoot lawyers scheme. Using law students 
and community leaders to teach the people their rights.111 
 
The barefoot lawyers scheme was an effort to empower the people to undertake their own 
defense. Thin on financial resources, organizations like FLAG relied on readily repeatable tactics. 
FLAG provided non-lawyer volunteers with training on recording military arrests and potential 
human rights violations. FLAG was well aware that they were fighting an uphill battle. They 
knew that they would lose most cases. Nonetheless, Diokno firmly believed that law could be 
made to defend the people and that a people that knew their rights would have a better chance of 
defending themselves against the state. In a speech before Filipino lawyers, Diokno forcefully 
stated, "There is a wide difference between asserting rights and enforcing them. Please don't ever 
confuse legal rights with justice...As lawyers and as law students, our function is not only to 
cause respect for law. It is to improve law. To make law so that it would truly give us justice."112 
While law in the context of martial law empowered the Marcos government and the military, 
Diokno argued that the power of the law could also be deployed as a fighting force on behalf of 
the people. While he clearly understands that law in the Philippine context is part of the 
architecture of Marcos's power, Diokno asserts that law can also be redirected to provide power 
to the powerless. He warns lawyers in the audience not to understand law as an impartial, static 
set of guiding principles, but rather as a living ideology, one that must be made and remade to 
promote justice. 
 Diokno's concluded the documentary with a hopeful message, but he also offered a 
reminder. He both calls for support of the Filipino people yet underscores that Filipinos should 
be central to the anti-dictatorship opposition. 
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It looks impossible for my people and people of the third world to get out of this 
trap. But we will. It would be a lot easier if you of the first world were to give us 
your sympathy and understanding. And prevail upon your governments to stop 
supporting repressive governments like the one in my country. But whether your 
governments do or not, I know my people. I know other third world people. I've 
worked with them. I've lived among them. And whatever your governments do. 
Whatever our own elites and our own rulers do. And even if we have to wade 
through blood and fire. We will be free. We will develop. We will build our own 
societies. We will sing our own songs.113 
 
Diokno's nationalist sentiments draw heavily on his predecessor Claro M. Recto, a Third World 
nationalist intellectual and politician active from the 1920s until his death in 1960, who offered a 
nationalist vision that in Diokno's words during martial law was so "so cogent and so relevant 
that it bears repeating, studying, and applying to the problems that confront us as a nation."114 
Diokno offers a call for solidarity that, in many ways, also mirrors that offered by Sister Mariani 
Dimaranan in that collaboration needed to maintain Philippine sovereignty. Here, Diokno is even 
more explicit about the place of solidarity in the movement against Marcos. International 
solidarity and criticisms of the Marcos regime and supporting governments would make the path 
much easier for those opposing the dictatorship, but the Filipino people would be central.  
 Soon after To Sing Our Own Song aired, religious activists and leaders from the United 
States, the Philippines, and Western Europe gathered at Stony Point, New York for the 
International Ecumenical Conference on the Philippines. Although not present, the looming 
voice of Diokno helped structure the conference. Originally slated to present but unable to attend, 
Diokno's analysis of the militarization of Asian politics was nonetheless still presented to the 
working group on militarization.115 In putting together the report of the conference, investigative 
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journalist Don Luce uses Diokno's words to consider the importance of the work emanating from 
the Philippines and from Stony Point: 
Yet I am equally certain that the road to demilitarization is long and full of pitfalls. 
And I am not certain that we will reach its end. Yet we must travel this road, 
whether we like it or not. We must brave its dangers, whether we reach it or not. 
We are not Christians, we are not Asians, if we believe that to succeed is more 
important than to acquit ourselves as human beings.116 
 
Luce uses Diokno's words to narrate the purpose of the conference. Diokno's reference to true 
Christianity compels participants to oppose militarization in the Philippines as a natural outcome 
of their theology. Luce explains that many of the conference attendees have worked in the 
Philippines for years. But, in a particular way, the current social situation in the Philippines 
demanded attention. Luce writes, "More than ever, neutrality is impossible in the face of such 
persistent and systemic manifestations of injustice. To be silent is to offer support to the status 
quo."117 Diokno's writings for the conference as well as the directive he offered in To Sing Our 
Own Song helped provide an understanding of what was expected of solidarity workers. 
The International Ecumenical Council on the Philippines 
 As already mentioned, Diokno's words carried much weight in the international solidarity 
movement. Diokno's recently released documentary was one of the audio-visuals available for 
the conference. The summary on "Militarism and the US-Bases," which connected the US bases 
with human rights violations in the Philippines, began with an epigraph from Diokno and quoted 
the ex-Senator's words throughout. He was also quoted in the report on Political Detainees. His 
31-page report on the "Militarization of Asian Politics," which discussed military rule and neo-
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colonialism in Asia, was one of the resources that participants received.118 As such, his 
opposition to the dictatorship, along with a commitment to justice and ethics also were most 
certainly important to participants in the International Ecumenical Council on the Philippines in 
1983. His principled opposition to armed struggle while still finding ways to support the 
underground movement surely also made him popular with solidarity activists who were uneasy 
about the armed opposition to Marcos. Like Sr. Mariani, he had spent much of martial law 
traveling throughout the United States and Europe to draw attention to the situation in the 
Philippines. Along with Sr. Mariani, he was invited to speak at the meeting of the International 
Ecumenical Council on the Philippines in the fall of 1983.  
 The idea of ecumenism, of people of different faiths, particularly Christian faiths coming 
together in unity despite the different theological perspectives held by different denominations 
traces many of its 20th century roots to the post-World War I period. Explicitly drawing on 
Woodrow Wilson’s call for a League of Nations, the Holy Synod of the Church of 
Constantinople proclaimed the need to “…take the initiative and after a thorough study on this 
subject...for the union of all churches in Christian love.”119 Although it would be many years 
before this call was consolidated into the World Council of Churches, the mission's origins in the 
League of Nations informs this vision.120 The ecumenical movement strove to emphasize the 
basis of unity within Christian faiths, the belief in Jesus Christ as the Lord and Savior.121 This 
was not to be a mega-church of some kind but rather a union of churches and a shared 
commitment to world service as a common witness of Christianity to the world.122 
                                                
118 “International Ecumenical Conference on the Philippines: Assorted Files.” 
119 Metropolitan Dorotheos of Burssa, January 10, 1919, quoted in W.A. Visser’t Hooft, The Genesis and Formation 
of the World Council of Churches (Geneva: World Council of Churches, 1982), 1. 
120 Hooft suggests that the process of formation was largely completed with the Toronto Statement in 1950. Hooft, 
70. 
121 Hooft, 89. 
122 Hooft, 91–92. 
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 The Ecumenical Movement also demonstrates the change in the post-Vatican II 
landscape. Both liberation theology and the ecumenical movement were connected to the notion 
of becoming a church (or churches) of the poor. Further, they signal a change in different kinds 
of evangelical mission, offering ways that progressive religious could connect spirituality with 
politics.  
A second source of inspiration for Catholics and Protestants as well, is the post-
Vatican II call for aggiornamento which has made the church come to terms with 
secular humanism, recognizing the reconstruction of the human world as its 
primary task.123  
 
For many ecumenical Christians "the bringing up to date" of the Church meant a more direct 
engagement with the world rather than an isolationist withdrawal from it. Those working on 
ecumenical projects saw the promises of secular humanism and human rights. However, this 
should not be surprising since as pointed out earlier in the chapter, the UN notion of human 
rights was very much Judeo-Christian in its roots. 
 The conference brought together over 155 participants from more than 15 countries in the 
effort to make a unified statement about the Marcos regime. The meeting took place just months 
after the assassination of Ninoy Aquino, Jr., but organizers had been preparing for the conference 
for over two years. Nonetheless, the organizers recognized that the timing of the conference at 
this "crucial moment" allowed them to draw from an energized opposition as Aquino's 
assassination had sparked international outrage over Marcos's rule.124 The meeting took place 
over six days with keynotes and workshops.125 Participants were arranged into five different 
working groups, covering issues ranging from "Militarism and Human Rights" to "Ecumenical 
                                                
123 Moving Heaven and Earth: An Account of Filipinos Struggling to Change Their Lives and Society (Manila: 
Commission on the Churches’ Participation in Development, World Council of Churches, and the Philippine 
Ecumenical Writing Group, 1982), viii. 
124 “Press Statement: International Ecumenical Conference on the Philippines,” October 4, 1983, FGN Papers, 
University of the Philippines Archives, 1. Also at this time opposition croups such as JAJA (Justice for Aquino 
Justice for All) formed as the Aquino assassination generated more awareness of the situation in the Philippines. 
125 “Press Statement: International Ecumenical Conference on the Philippines,” 1. 
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Solidarity and Networking."126 These working groups pored over reports from different sectors in 
the Philippines and worked to compose a message consolidating the data that they analyzed and 
adequately expressing their grave concerns. The speakers included individuals such as: 
Speaker's List 
Bishop Erme Camba   "Towards a People's Church" 
Sr. Mariani Dimaranan "Final Address" 
Richard Falk   Untitled Talk 
Dolf Hautvast   "The Philippines in Global Perspective" 
Louie G. Hechanova  "Challenge to the Churches" 
William H. Howard  "The Philippines: A Challenge to Churches in the USA." 
Victor Hsu   "The Philippines: The Case for Ecumenical Solidarity" 
Bishop Julio X. Labayen "Cry of the People-- Challenge to the Churches" 
Pedro V. Salgado  "The Philippines: Where the Vultures Gather" 
Noel Keizo Yamada  "An Asian Viewpoint on International Relationships"127 
 
  The organizers described one of the main elements of the conference as follows:  
"The reality of current situation in the Philippines described by grassroots leaders of the 
opposition to Marcos through speeches, hundreds of pages of documentation, an array of audio-
visuals, and intense personal interaction."128 This description bears a striking resemblance to the 
purpose of the Permanent People's Tribunal just a few years before. In both cases, grassroots 
activists sought to mobilize a solidarity movement. One of the primary ways in which they did 
this was to bear witness to the injustices that they experienced in the Philippines. While one was 
a public trial and one was an ecumenical conference, both had the same goal of mobilizing 
grassroots testimony towards heightening international pressures on the Marcos regime. 
                                                
126 International Ecumenical Council on the Philippines Resource List (New York, 1983). 
127 Camba, from Mindanao, represented the United Church for Christ. Dimaranan was head of TFDP. Falk was an 
international relations scholar teaching at Princeton University. Dolfe Hautvast represented solidarity groups in the 
Netherlands. Hechanova was a Redemptorist priest in the Philippines who was familiar with liberation theology. 
Howard was past president of National Council of Churches USA. Hsu represented the World Council of Churches. 
Labayen, a bishop in the Philippines, was regarded as an ally of human rights and TFDP. Salgado was a Dominican 
priest and writer from Isabela province. Yamada was a Jesuit priest from Japan. International Ecumenical Council 
on the Philippines Resource List. 
128 “Press Statement: International Ecumenical Conference on the Philippines,” 1. 
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 Aside from the conference, people like Dante Simbulan had already begun organizing a 
faith-based opposition to martial law in the Philippines. A former political detainee who had 
made his way to the United States, Simbulan had formed the Church Coalition for Human Rights 
in the Philippines (CCHRP). Working closely with the Friends of the Filipino People, which also 
had a strong representation from faith-based communities, Simbulan had even spoken before the 
US House of Representatives in June 1983. In his testimony, he drew on the information 
gathered by Sr. Mariani and Jose Diokno with TFDP and FLAG respectively. He argued that the 
Marcos government utilized secret decrees as legal weapons against his opposition. Calling upon 
the United States government to withdraw support from Marcos, Simbulan discussed the makeup 
of the Marcos opposition explaining, "But it is the rank-and-file priests, pastors, nuns, 
deaconesses and other church workers who have taken a militant posture against the existing 
repression and violation of human rights of the Filipino people."129 Before the House of 
Representatives, Simbulan understood the importance of explaining that it was clergy and people 
of faith who were taking a leadership position in the opposition to Marcos. At the time in the US, 
Christianity was commonly understood to be anti-Communist, and such a perception certainly 
benefited a religious human rights group speaking against the Marcos regime.130 Simbulan's 
statement, just like the work done in the ecumenical conference on the Philippines sought to 
assign a moral certitude to the anti-Marcos opposition. If people of faith were so moved to take 
                                                
129 Dante C. Simbulan, “Statement of Dr. Dante C. Simbulan, Executive Director Church Coalition for Human 
Rights in the Philippines Before the Subcommittee on Asian and Pacific Affairs, Committee on Foreign Affairs, 
U.S. House of Representatives” (Washington, D.C., June 23, 1983), 11, Folder 82, Social and Political Movements 
in the Philippines Collection, International Institute of Social History. 
130 U.S. officials would also be more expected to view Christians as anti-Communist in their politics. Seth Jacobs 
points out, in the case of Diem in Vietnam, that American officials' anti-Asiatic perceptions made a political leader 
like Diem, who as a Catholic was thus assumed to be sufficiently anti-Communist, palatable to those same officials. 
Seth Jacobs, America’s Miracle Man in Vietnam: Ngo Dinh Diem, Religion, Race, and U.S. Intervention in 
Southeast Asia (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004). 
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up arms against the Marcos government, then perhaps international audiences should consider 
the injustice that had driven them to such a stance. 
 At the conference, Bishop Labayen, elaborated a position that allied people of faith with 
the martial law opposition. He suggested, "Poor peasants and their wives are the most cautious, 
law abiding citizens a country has. They don't care about international or even national issues. 
They want to be left alone in peace on the little piece of land they have to work and grow with 
their families and friends."131 Labayen extends the morally sound opposition to the poor. The 
poor, innately moral and law abiding in Labayen's opinion, had been driven to protest against the 
regime. Labayen continues, "The poor choose armed struggle not because it is the conclusion of 
Marxist social analysis. They choose it because of a seemingly unending stream of serious as 
well as petty injustices."132 Here the Bishop attempts to explain Philippine Communism to an 
American audience, where mere mention of communism drew instant trepidation. Labayen 
suggests that the poor are ambivalent about communism and are primarily concerned with 
meeting their own daily needs. Such a discussion risks portraying the poor as simple minded in 
their pursuits and without ambition. Labayen is forced to tread a fine line here. To position the 
Marcos opposition within the moral high ground, their communism had to be explained away.  
 The political context of anti-Communism in the United States may help explain why 
Labayen may have had to adopt a defensive attitude towards Communism in the Philippines. 
Dolfe Hautvast, a solidarity activist from the Netherlands noted the different political contexts 
between Western Europe and the United States through his own personal experience. During his 
travels to conferences and similar events, he often brought along NDF materials. On one 
particular trip, he and his colleagues were traveling with a large piece of political art from the 
                                                
131 Luce, Cry of the People, Challenge to the Churches: A Report of the International Ecumenical Conference on the 
Philippines, 2. 
132 Luce, 4. 
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underground movement. He recollected with amusement that upon entry to Europe he was 
initially denied admission because of laws restricting the importation of art. To avoid penalty, 
Hautvast declared that the art was political propaganda and was permitted to take it along. While 
taking the same piece into the United States, Hautvast relates that he was stopped because there 
were restrictions on political propaganda that could be allowed in and the NDF piece’s 
depictions set off some political alarms. At this particular point of entry, Hautvast responded that 
the piece was merely art and was subsequently allowed to bring it in to the United States. This 
anecdote details some of the navigation required of solidarity activists between spaces. Within 
the United States, Cold War furor restricted the ways that people could express communist or 
socialist sympathies. On the other hand, in Europe some like Hautvast felt freer to express their 
political sympathies so long as they were not identifiable as a taxable import.133  
 Labayen was well aware of the dangers, in the United States as well as in the Philippines, 
of being perceived to be a communist. Drawing a connection to the recent assassination of 
Archbishop Oscar Romero, Labayen underscores the ways that the religious called upon the 
United States to refuse to arm authoritarian regimes. By taking aim at US militarization, Labayen 
understood that there was a "...thin line, in our country [Philippines], between legitimate dissent 
and subversion."134 Labayen's own sympathies towards the underground movement as well as 
organizations within the legal struggle (he would later be on the Board of Directors of TFDP) put 
him constantly at risk of arrest. An explaining away of communism was not just a tactic for 
moral superiority, it was a strategy for survival and for avoiding arrest. 
 The decision to hold the conference in the United States also draws attention to the 
presence of progressive religious activism in the United States. For as much as conservative 
                                                
133 Hautvast, Interview with author, July 19, 2016. 
134 Luce, Cry of the People, Challenge to the Churches: A Report of the International Ecumenical Conference on the 
Philippines, 2–4. 
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evangelicalism grew into a formidable political force in the 1980s so too did those clergy who 
were more inclined towards social justice concerns.135 There was a great deal of religious 
activism around the Vietnam War. As historian of American religion Shawn Francis Peters 
explains, many American Catholics in the post-Vatican II period saw a newfound need to 
connect their religious and political beliefs. In his work on the Catonsville Nine, Peters explains 
that, "...profound religious and political beliefs can coalesce and motivate sincere individuals to 
risk their personal freedom in order to resist state policies they deem both illegal and immoral."136 
In the case of the Catonsville Nine, religious and lay individuals broke into a local draft board 
and set draft files on fire with napalm. The religious affiliations of the activists as well as the 
very public way that this act of resistance was carried out was emblematic of other public, 
religious protests during the time.  
 In addition, the rise of the sanctuary movement in the early 1980s coincided with much of 
the activist work to support Filipinos. This iteration of religious sanctuary activism began in 
1980 and 1981 in response to the refusal of the US government to grant political asylum to 
Salvadorean refugees.137 Leaders of churches and other faith groups attempted to demarcate 
churches and their homes as sanctuaries. They argued that they were merely following the 
dictates of their religion. Progressive people of faith in the United States such as those working 
on sanctuary and anti-War protest also found themselves working on issues such as apartheid in 
                                                
135 The conservatism of Jerry Falwell and the Moral Majority are examples of the attachment of some strands of 
evangelicalism to the political right in the United States. 
136 Shawn Francis Peters, The Catonsville Nine: A Story of Faith and Resistance in the Vietnam Era (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2012), 8. 
137 Susan Bibler Coutin, The Culture of Protest: Religious Activism and the U.S. Sanctuary Movement (Boulder: 
Westview Press, 1993). 
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South Africa and martial law in the Philippines.138 For some of these groups, the foreign 
involvements of the United States became a primary target of their critique.139 
 However, for some people of faith, the attraction of international solidarity lay precisely 
in the distance between "here" and "there." In some ways, working on issues of persecution 
abroad was much easier than focusing on domestic political issues. For example, one interviewee 
mentioned that in attempting to gather support for Filipinos, one pastor confessed that it was 
much easier to mobilize his parishioners for an international cause rather than a domestic one 
such as civil rights.140 This may provide some insight into the rise and complexity of support for 
ecumenical work in the 1970s and 1980s. Just as the religious right and its antagonistic responses 
to domestic concerns such as reproductive health, civil rights, etc., gained traction, domestic 
social justice issues may have struck some as divisive, driving them to focus on issues 
elsewhere.141 By the 1980s, although Marcos was supported by the Reagan administration and 
conservative think tanks such as the Heritage Foundation, opposition to martial law had 
supporters on both sides of the aisle in the Senate and the House of Representatives.142 Certainly, 
                                                
138 Friesen discusses the ways that the progressive Mennonite newsletter Synapses connected a number of 
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September 7, 2015.  
139 Dorothy Friesen, Critical Choice: A Journey with the Filipino People (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1988). 
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of the Marcos regime. James A. McGregor, “How the Marcos Opposition Challenges the United States” (Heritage 
Foundation, July 2, 1985), http://www.heritage.org/global-politics/report/how-the-marcos-opposition-challenges-
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the sanctuary movement as well as the movement to oppose martial law in the Philippines drew 
in a number of progressive and radical leaning religious, and many of those who were at the 
forefront of these movements had connections with grassroots activists in the Philippines. 
However, it is also important to consider that the rank and file, especially in the rapid rise of the 
sanctuary movement, may have had quite different politics than left leaning religious and the 
NDF.  
 On a more international scale, the World Council of Churches (Council) felt that it had a 
growing role to play in global relations. By 1981, leaders of the Council had decided that, “in 
situations where human rights of people are systematically and continuously being violated, the 
political action of the churches should go beyond assistance and efforts to rescue the victims; it 
must address the root causes, and structural origins of such violations of human rights."143 
Theologically, they argued that the fulfillment of the Christian mission required a full 
participation in the life of the world.144 What this meant in practice was that participation in 
global affairs was a condition of ecumenical Christianity. Individual participant churches were 
not necessarily required to adhere to the political statements that Council made. The Council 
acknowledged that these explicit political involvements might lead to some tensions. 
Nonetheless, they argued that “…as churches and Christians become engaged in human 
problems and issues they find themselves in a form of unity that transcends confessional 
backgrounds…”145 That is, these sorts of tensions and engagements were believed to eventually 
result in a greater Christian community. The ambiguity of the term "human problems" allowed 
                                                                                                                                                       
Philippines. In their reports, they indicated that they had both Democratic and Republican support for co-sponsoring 
a bill that would cut U.S. aid. “FFP Congress Alert,” October 1983, Personal Papers of Michael Cullinane. 
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144 Castro, 9. 
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the idea of Christian engagement in world problems to be presented as a unifying ideal. Indeed, 
the idea of humanity in general was a potential pathway to transcending religious difference. A 
focus on "human problems" would necessitate that "confessional background" be secondary to 
addressing existing injustices. The human and human problems could then not only be beyond 
politics but beyond religious sectarianism as well.  
 In practice, the Council made possible the compilation of data regarding different 
international situations. Within the Philippines, the Council and Commission on the Churches' 
Participation in Development (Commission) worked together to produce a report called Moving 
Heaven and Earth. This report, produced in 1982, resembles other reports produced in the 
Philippines especially as it outlined the activities and dissent of well-known anti-Marcos activists 
such as Father Edicio de la Torre. The report highlighted the different modes through which 
committed activists worked to oppose Marcos. The report described different forms of protest 
such as detainee cultural productions, student activism, and lay Christian mobilizations. The 
report further underscored the history of Christian activism in the Philippines, drawing attention 
the Student Christian Movement of the 1960s.146 In so doing, the work described and supported 
activist and insurgent components of the Church in the Philippines.147 In this effort, the World 
Council and the Commission surely understood the potential that lay in highlighting religious 
opposition to the Marcoses. As de la Torre himself explained, the Church was bound to be 
"above society."148 In positioning the Church above the fray of everyday political squabbles, 
activists utilized the notion of religious authority to make claims on the Philippine dictator. This 
allowed religious mobilizations such as the International Ecumenical Conference on the 
Philippines to contest the validity of the Marcos dictatorship. 
                                                
146 Moving Heaven and Earth: An Account of Filipinos Struggling to Change Their Lives and Society, 27. 
147 Moving Heaven and Earth: An Account of Filipinos Struggling to Change Their Lives and Society, 30–34. 
148 Moving Heaven and Earth: An Account of Filipinos Struggling to Change Their Lives and Society, 30. 
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Conclusion 
 That the international solidarity movement decided to fight through law and faith should 
not be viewed as an accident. Both faith and law laid claim to being above politics and beyond 
the nation. It is crucial here to underscore that the aim of the National Democratic movement 
was not merely the removal of Marcos from government but also the establishment of new forms 
of sovereignty, which would break the Philippines away from the yoke of United States and 
World Bank authority. By making recourse to law, whether using explicitly spiritual connections 
or not, the NDF and its allies connected their fight against Marcos with those state's and 
corporations that upheld his authoritarian rule.   
 In expressing moral (both religious and non-religious) indignation at the crimes of the 
Marcos regime through international law and human rights, legal activists sought to take 
advantage of the supposed apolitical-ness of these aspirational universals. Working closely with 
lawyers such as Jose W. Diokno as well as religious leaders from the Philippines and beyond, 
activists invested these terms with notions of social justice and societal transformation. In so 
doing, they sought redress against the Marcos regime and its supporters in the court of public 
opinion. Through the Permanent People's Tribunal and the International Ecumenical Conference 
on the Philippines, anti-Marcos activists sought to make certain that human rights, international 
law, and ecumenical Christianity would be made to defend the rights of Filipinos as well.
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Part 3: Detainee Transnationalisms 
 
 Despite their physical immobility, political detainees played a prominent role in building 
a transnational opposition to Marcos through their cultural, political, and intellectual work. They 
communicated their own assessments to activist groups such as FLAG and TFDP. They kept up 
correspondence with solidarity groups abroad. They made concerted efforts to have their 
messages heard by human rights organizations worldwide. Further, they created a support 
community within the prisons, creating a cottage industry of craft items that would contribute to 
their mutual well-being. In short, their political commitment helped formulate much of the 
international movement culture that developed during the martial law period. Their own 
transnational impulses are readily found in images such as the ibong malaya (free bird). Their 
thoughts, their art, and their aspirations could not be confined even as their bodies were detained. 
The activists in previous chapters consistently emphasized the centrality of detainee voices. 
Detainees made known their commitment to the anti-dictatorship struggle through their voices, 
their poetry, their artistic productions, their hunger strikes, and their everyday efforts to continue 
living while in prison. These types of activist labor guided the movement outside of the prison 
and outside of the Philippines, consistently reminding activists elsewhere of the injustice of the 
Marcos government as well as the pressing importance of opposing an authoritarian Philippine 
state.
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 One of the ways TFDP amplified detainee voices was through circulating detainee 
cultural productions. While in detention, many activists wrote letters and poems. Others 
participated in craft production. Drawings and paintings were also commonly produced when the 
supplies were available. In some camps, musical composition and dramatic performance became 
a common feature of detainee life. In this chapter, I focus on some of these cultural productions, 
specifically poetry, performance, and craft production to underscore the centrality of detainees to 
the circulation of ideas regarding the situation in the Philippines. 
 Detainee art was not a mere adherence to social realist directive of "expos[ing] the true 
conditions of society."1 I argue that while these works aligned with principles of social realism 
and advanced the political lines advocated by the underground movement, detainee artistic 
production allowed ways for political prisoners to open up about intimate details of their 
personal lives to those close to them and those potentially in solidarity with them. As diaspora 
studies scholar Cynthia Young suggests, leftist art was not merely a mode of propaganda. Instead, 
Third World and leftist art promoted the creation of new political vocabularies and aesthetics.2 
This chapter is in agreement with Young's assertion that the Third World aesthetic allowed for 
the disruption of time and space.3 However, while Young focuses on Third World activists 
primarily in the United States, I instead work to show how grassroots activists in Third World 
spaces themselves actively bridged gaps of time and space, creating solidarity from afar and 
speaking to future generations from confined spaces such as the martial law prison cell. 
                                                
1 Alice G. Guillermo, Protest/Revolutionary Art in the Philippines, 1970-1990 (Diliman: University of the 
Philippines Press, 2001), 4. 
2 Cynthia A. Young, Soul Power: Culture, Radicalism, and the Making of a U.S. Third World Left (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2006), 4. 
3 Ibid., 3–9. 
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 Leading Filipina art critic, Alice Guillermo points towards the political possibilities of 
detainee art. She explains that the art of political prisoners was used for income, political 
engagement, and also to lighten the long hours of detention.4  While I am also interested in the 
political work that such productions made possible in their international circulations, it is crucial 
to underscore the specificities of production and context. First, these items were produced in a 
prison, and this suggests important ethical considerations regarding imprisonment and 
knowledge production.5 In many ways, detainee-writing functioned as a corrective to the victim 
narratives so often produced within human rights reports. They permitted, although in their own 
hierarchical fashions, detainee self-representation. Second, it is critical to recall that much of this 
work was produced in a collective fashion. Artwork, music, and even letters and poetry were 
discussed and shared with comrades behind bars. Craftwork in particular, was a project that 
directly engaged the contradictions of leftists deploying a highly specific division of labor. 
Moreover, these works were produced to address individual, but more importantly, collective 
needs. The political content circulated by detainees contributed to the collective struggle. 
Donations gathered from the sales of their products contributed to the collective well-being 
within the prison. Finally, although I argue that these materials were produced to disrupt time 
and space as Cynthia Young suggests, we must also recall the very literal ways that, in the 
context of martial law detainees, these efforts were largely useful as a way to pass time, alleviate 
the boredom of imprisonment, and create spaces of connection within the prison.  
                                                
4 Guillermo, Protest/Revolutionary Art in the Philippines, 1970-1990, 88. 
5 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, Vintage Books 2nd ed (New York: Vintage 
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into question whether prisons should even exist. Intellectual work and education in the prison raises interesting 
questions for prison abolitionists on whether such intellectual work, which often relies upon the permission of 
administrative authorities, adheres to the long-term aims of such political movements. 
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 Let me clarify that this chapter does not purport to be an art history nor an art, music, or 
performance studies reading of the creative productions of political detainees. For such insights, 
scholars such as Alice Guillermo, Patrick Flores, Sarita See, Lucy Mae San Pablo Burns, 
Christine Balance, Isidora Miranda, Thea Quiray Tagle, Darlene Mortel and many others have 
offered much more extensive, dexterous, and critical engagements with Filipino artistic 
productions.6 What I do contribute to this conversation is a historical reading of the material 
production of detainee art under martial law. Drawing upon the various texts produced by 
political detainees, ranging from pendants, poems, letters, drawings, paintings, and music, I 
attend to the material lives of these creative productions. That is, I am interested in the conditions 
under which they were produced, the possibilities that their production opened up, the material 
realities that they revealed or disrupted, and the circulations that such works enjoyed. In so doing, 
I argue that it was important for detainees to produce letters, paintings, pendants, performances, 
and poetry because it allowed several different ways to express themselves that could run 
alongside or even counter what was revealed about them in officially legible human right reports. 
What these artistic productions further did, was collapse time and space in such a way that they 
contributed to something of an intimate interaction between activists in the United States, 
individuals outside the prison in the Philippines, as well as solidarity workers in Europe and 
elsewhere. Therefore, in the context of detainee art and its circulations we can see the 
development of an artistic culture that, while social realist in form, was rooted in intimate forms 
of connection and that prized practical manifestations of solidarity. 
                                                
6 Guillermo, Protest/Revolutionary Art in the Philippines, 1970-1990; Patrick D. Flores, “Social Realism: The Turns 
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 Cynthia Young's extension of Benedict Anderson's foundational arguments about print 
culture is helpful for understanding the importance of activist cultural circulations.7 While 
Anderson is focused on the vernacularization of print culture and the ways that the simultaneous 
consumption of a shared text contributed to the rise of nationalism, Young points to the ways 
that the consumption of a radical aesthetic prompted transnational connections between spatially 
dispersed activists. Also critical to this chapter is the work of Lucy Mae San Pablo Burns in Puro 
Arte. Burns specifically focuses on the efforts of the cultural group Sining Bayan in the anti-
Marcos movement. Burns's work is critical as she notes that protest performance in the "theater 
of the oppressed" is in effect a "rehearsal for revolution."8 This description calls upon scholars of 
political movements to take seriously the cultural work that is so often seen as tangential to 
revolutionary movements.  
 Cultural work while in detention allowed some detainees the opportunity to represent 
themselves, as intimately or as impersonally as they wished. These representations reminded 
audiences of their responsibility to help end martial law in the Philippines My approach here is 
informed by the work on photography by Vicente Rafael and Ariella Azoulay. For Rafael, the 
photograph haunts the present. The very viewing of archival remnants such as the burial mounds 
of massacred Filipinos in the Philippine-American War resuscitates the dead and also compels 
inquiry into the triangular relationship between subject, photographer, and consumer.9 Taking 
this argument further, Azoulay suggests that the relationship of the viewer to photograph must 
entirely be upended. That is, our ways of asking whether or not it is voyeuristic to bear witness to 
what Judith Butler has called the "frames of war" are inadequate. For Azoulay, the very viewing 
                                                
7 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: Verso 
Press, 2006). 
8 Burns, Puro Arte, 87. 
9 Vicente L. Rafael, White Love and Other Events in Filipino History (Durham: Duke University Press, 2000), 90. 
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of these photographs enacts a political and ethical arrangement, which places responsibility for 
action upon the viewer.10 In short, we as the viewer should have no option but to act in response 
to the violence to which we bear witness. 
 This was the response that detainees hoped to elicit, and part of their devotion to cultural 
productions lay in the promise of provoking political action. The creation of art required a 
substantial commitment of labor. Detainees were well aware that their words, performances, and 
craft productions would all bear witness to their political commitments as well as their suffering. 
Contrary to photographs as well as human rights reports, the productions I discuss here permitted 
detainees the space to refuse simplistic renderings of themselves as always and only victims. 
Instead, through these productions detainees spoke for themselves as formative political 
opponents of the Marcos regime. They put on display a variety of artistic talents, deploying them 
purposefully towards the aim of mobilizing connections with those outside of prison walls as 
well as those that they might not live to share stories with.  
 Though much of the work they undertook was quite courageous, I would like to avoid a 
complete reliance on seeing these detainees as either heroes or victims That is not to say they 
were not, at times, either heroes or victims. Rather, the attempt here is to underscore how it 
should not matter whether they were the ideal victims or the perfect heroes. From the state’s 
perspective, it only mattered if they were a threat to the state or not. As such, it is critical to 
underscore that these lives have value, meaning, and importance regardless of the answers to 
those questions.  
 Returning to Azoulay then, the voices of those condemned to unfreedom should haunt us 
into action. While it is important to note the incredible ways that solidarity formed 
                                                
10 Ariella Azoulay, “Potential History: Thinking through Violence,” Critical Inquiry 39, no. 3 (Spring 2013): 548–
74. 
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internationally and the ways that such networks came together and interacted, it is perhaps more 
crucial to heed the voices of those that directly experienced the most explicit forms of Marcos's 
authoritarianism. In describing the haunting influence of those unjustly detained by the state, 
Karl Gaspar writes: 
As long as detainees can sing a haunting song to break the stillness of the nights, a 
song of deliverance that lifts the hearts of their companions, the bell of freedom 
rings. As long as detainees can bring their hands to embroider the image of a bird 
that dares to break free from a cage, they express their indomitable will to 
struggle. And as long as they can plant a seed that will one day be a flower, they 
know that captivity will never hold them.11  
 
Through the songs that they sang, the crafts that they made, and the poetry they shared, detainees 
refused to be silently hidden away. They found various ways to make beauty in the face of 
oppression and highlight their continued commitment to a more free Philippines. 
Life in Detention 
 Beyond the coverage of detainees in TFDP newsletters, Amnesty reports, or other records 
of their lives, we are fortunate to have a wide range of sources through which the detainees 
themselves expressed their own accounting of their experiences. The memoirs and other written 
texts we do have were often written by the more privileged of political detainees. Nonetheless, a 
broader accounting of political detainee productions, which incorporates artistic, musical, and 
other material sources may bring to light the ways that detainees sought to represent themselves 
and not solely be represented by the human rights organizations or the investigative journalists 
that helped tell their story.  
 As many detainees have since discussed, the detention camp at Bicutan ended up being 
what was in effect a "showcase prison."12 When the Red Cross or Amnesty International would 
                                                
11 Karl Gaspar, How Long? Prison Reflections from the Philippines (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1984), 152. 
12 Robert L. Youngblood, Marcos Against the Church: Economic Development and Political Repression in the 
Philippines (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1990), 148. 
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come to the Philippines, they would most often be taken to Bicutan to display the supposedly 
humane treatment of detainees. This, of course, opened up ways for detainees to make claims 
against the Marcos state. Detainees at Bicutan fought for and won the right to purchase and 
prepare their own meals using the funds allotted by the military for their daily sustenance.13 
Bicutan also served as one of the central organizing spaces for hunger strikes and other such 
protests. Finally, Bicutan detainees were permitted to engage somewhat in the publishing 
industry, with detainees editing and selecting poems in published volumes such as Pintig 2.14 
 A few distinctions must be made with regards to detention. Detainees who were thought 
to be particular risks to national security were often placed in isolation. For example, prisoners 
like head of the Communist Party of the Philippines Jose Maria Sison and suspected close 
associates like Ramon "Mon" Isberto would often spend great lengths of time in isolation. Sison, 
for example, spent seven years in isolation.15 Other prominent politicians like Ninoy Aquino, Jr. 
and Jose W. Diokno also spent extended periods of time in isolation.16 Lower profile detainees 
would often be allowed to circulate around the camps, have visitors, and even setup informal 
economies and communities. There were several camps in which a detainee could be held, all 
around the Philippines. Many were centered in the Luzon (Manila) area. Detainees would often 
jokingly ask fellow former detainees if they were graduates of ABC (Aquinaldo, Bicutan, 
Crame) as these were the most well-known of the detention camps.17 
 Political detainees were often careful to distinguish themselves from "common" prisoners. 
Although many argued for an end to political detention, these mobilizations did not extend to 
                                                
13 Satur Ocampo, Interview with author, January 12, 2016. 
14 Petronilo Bn. Daroy, ed., Pintig 2: Anthology of Prose and Poetry from Philippine Prisons (Philippines: 
Kapisanan Para sa Pgpapalaya at Amnestiya ng mga Detenido sa Pilipinas, 1985). 
15 “Trends: A TFDP Report on Political Detention, Salvaging and Disappearances, January-June 1984” (Task Force 
Detainees Philippines, 1984), 16. 
16 Danilo Vizmanos, Martial Law Diary and Other Papers (Quezon City: Ken Incorporated, 2003), 64–65. 
17 Sr. Crescencia Lucero, Interview with author, January 11, 2016. 
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other types of prisoners. One woman explained the difficulties faced by political detainees 
among "common criminals" explaining that "The criminals form into gangs, and it is difficult to 
keep out of trouble. Political detainees are given the cold treatment by the criminals when they 
first enter a prison."18 Within the prison the divide between common criminals and political 
detainees often replicated existing social divisions outside of the prison. Edicio de la Torre 
indicates that there was little in common between the two except their relationship to the law, 
"What we have in common is to have broken the law, or at least disregarded it."19 But while 
many activists saw themselves as holding up a political ideal, they did not attribute the same 
political enlightenment to their fellow inmates. Human rights defenders also fought to keep 
political detainees separate from "criminal convicts," with many worrying that this comingling 
would jeopardize the safety of political detainees.20 Indeed, while political detainees were seen to 
be committing crimes against the state, they and their defenders were careful to distinguish the 
"political detainee" from the "common criminal." 
 The most fearful times for a captured individual and their loved ones would be right after 
they had gone missing or when their locations were unknown. In this interregnum, arrested 
individuals were sometimes brought into military safehouses to be tortured, salvaged,21 or 
potentially disappeared. Human rights groups like TFDP and FLAG along with loved ones of the 
missing person would, at this time, move to collect as much information as possible about the 
                                                
18 Alison Wynne, No Time for Crying: Stories of Philippine Women Who Care for Their Country and Its People 
(Kowloon: Resource Center for Philippine Concerns, 1981), 104. 
19 Edicio De la Torre, Touching Ground, Taking Root: Theological and Political Reflections on the Philippine 
Struggle (Quezon City and London: Socio Pastoral Institute and Catholic Institute for International Relations, 1986), 
139. 
20 “Trends: A TFDP Report on Political Detention, Salvaging and Disappearances, January-June 1984,” 34; “Report 
of an Amnesty International Mission to The Republic of the Philippines,” December 22, 1975, 49. Amnesty noted 
that placing political detainees together with common criminals was used as a punishment for those accused of 
trying to escape. 
21 Salvaging was the term used to describe the torture and execution of subversives under the Marcos regime. 
Schirmer and Shalom, The Philippines Reader: A History of Colonialism, Neocolonialism, Dictatorship, and 
Resistance, 319. 
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arrest, demand the right to make contact with the detainee, and perhaps attempt to call in 
personal favors from people in authority (family networks, fraternity brothers, someone that 
owed a debt) in hopes of ensuring some kind of favorable treatment.22 One can already see here 
how social and material capital provided some with much more security than others.23 By the 
time the detainee turned up in a camp, although the risk of torture still existed, there was at least 
some measure of relief. However, detention carried its own uncertainties. With the suspension of 
the writ of habeas corpus, detainees could be, and were often, held without charges leaving them 
not only uncertain of how much time they would be in a camp but also uncertain of when they 
would even face the accusations levied against them. Further, there remained the fear of hulbot 
in which an already detained individual would be "pulled out" of detention and salvaged.24 The 
masterful Jose Diokno and the FLAG lawyers fought valiantly against this injustice, but for 
every case they won, there were many others that would never even see the light of day. 
 The detention of subversives was not a new phenomenon. Members of the PKP, the 
earlier iteration of the Communist Party of the Philippines had also faced arrest for the danger 
that they represented to the state. In Bilanggo, William Pomeroy, a PKP member discusses what 
detention was like during the 1950s for himself as well as for his wife, Cecilia Pomeroy.25 Cecilia 
took up painting while in detention, to help pass the time and to, at least momentarily, be 
somewhere else than the isolated cell in which she was held. Indeed, the stories of the Pomeroys 
fascinated some detainees such as Edicio de la Torre.26 The longer histories of political detention 
in the Philippines are sometimes overlooked because of the late 1960s split with the left which 
                                                
22 Two examples are Gaspar, How Long? Prison Reflections from the Philippines, xi; Sixto Carlos, Interview with 
author, July 1, 2016. 
23 Carlos, Interview with author. 
24 Gaspar, How Long? Prison Reflections from the Philippines, 14. 
25 Gaspar, How Long? Prison Reflections from the Philippines, 14. 
26 De la Torre, Touching Ground, Taking Root: Theological and Political Reflections on the Philippine Struggle, 
152. 
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brought forward the Sison led Communist Party of the Philippine and left the PKP with a gaping 
loss in its organization. PKP would also eventually come to a political settlement with the 
Marcoses, which would be viewed among leftists as a surrender or collaboration.27  
 The productions of the Pomeroys under detention, art in Cecilia's case and writing in 
William's, also draw attention to the long history of detainee cultural production in the 
Philippines. In terms of literary productions under detention, we need look no further than the 
“First Filipino” himself.28 Facing execution by firing squad in Bagumbayan (now Luneta), Jose 
Rizal composed his famous poem “Mi Ultima Adios” and famously folded up the papers so 
carefully that he was able to hide them in his lantern so that they could later be discovered and 
circulated by his family. This oft-repeated story fashioned the national hero of the Philippines as, 
among many other things, a poet facing an unjust detention and death sentence.29 Whether or not 
detainee poets themselves explicitly drew connections to Rizal and PKP detainees, editors and 
writers both had a long and well-established historical tradition of political poetry as a tool of 
opposition to colonial or local overlords.   
Poetry 
 Publishers and editors of edited volumes of prisoner poetry in the martial law period 
regularly highlighted the simultaneity of poetry as an art form as well as its political role in 
furthering the struggle against Marcos. For example, the editorial staff of the TFDP publication 
Trends saw prisoner poetry as a tactic of opposition that was available to detainees: 
Poems are vivid and intense reflections of a political prisoner’s struggle. Unique, 
yet integrated with the whole, a detainee finds expression for his inner self in 
prison art and poetry. These works do not just become significant art forms, but 
                                                
27 Ken Fuller, A Movement Divided: Philippine Communism, 1957-1986 (Diliman: Quezon City, 2011), 114. 
28 Anderson, The Spectre of Comparisons. 
29 Ambeth Ocampo, Rizal Without The Overcoat (Pasig City: Anvil Publishing, Inc., 1990). Ocampo, a Rizal expert 
himself, speaks often about the Philippine Institutions 100 course on The Life and Works of Rizal, a course that is 
required curriculum for university students all over the Philippines. 
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develop into ways of struggle against forces which have caused both their unjust 
detention and the incarceration of the entire Filipino people.30  
 
The editors note the intensity of many of the poems, which often explicitly discussed torture, 
disappeared comrades, as well as the daily trials for those behind bars.  
 Detainees found poetry to be a useful way of discussing the realities of prison life in a 
fashion shorter than letters and essays. Many underground poets and artists took seriously the 
words of Ho Chi Minh, "A poet must also learn how to lead an attack."31 CPP leader Jose Maria 
Sison's 1968 poem entitled "The Guerilla is Like a Poet," seems to draw directly from these 
words.32 The quote was also the beginning to Emmanuel Lacaba's Open Letters to Filipino 
Artists, a series of poems that Lacaba wrote in Davao and South Cotobato before he was killed in 
March 1976. Lacaba, who has often been referred to as the poet warrior of the Philippines, had 
published Salvaged Poems in 1973. As biographer Sylvia Mendez Ventura notes, Lacaba's 
poetry had often been preoccupied with the image of death.33 Mendez Ventura also underscores 
how as he became more immersed in the underground struggle, Lacaba's poetry changed 
stylistically, "The poems Eman turned out in Mindanao are simpler and clearer than those he 
wrote in his younger years. To awaken the masses to their misery, to equip them with the 
knowledge of how to liberate themselves from servitude, he had to write in a style they could 
understand."34 In this description, Mendez Ventura raises the question of audience for artistic 
production under martial law. Just as the guerilla must politicize the masses, so too must the poet. 
 This notion of poetry as a mobilizing tool appears in other edited collections as well. In 
Mga Tula Ng Rebolusyong Pilipino (Poetry of Revolutionary Filipinos), the editors explain: 
                                                
30 “Trends: A TFDP Report on Political Detention, Salvaging and Disappearances, January-June 1984,” 37. 
31 Mga Tula Ng Rebolusyong Pilipino (1972-1980) (Manila: Palimbagang Pulang Tala, 1982), 199–200. 
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Revolutionary poetry for the masses, like other kinds of popular arts and literature 
has an urgent role to vitalize the armed struggle as well as urban and rural mass 
movements. As a cultural weapon of the Filipino revolution, these poems shine a 
light upon the unity of the Filipino people, primarily the mass base of the workers 
and farmers, and their determination for the triumph of democracy.35 
 
Here we see poetry and culture referred to as a weapon in the armed struggle against Marcos and 
his allies. In fact, many in the Communist Part of the Philippines believed that art must have an 
explicitly political content. For example, in a letter to the UP Writer's Club while he was in 
prison, Sison slammed "art for art's sake" as "manifestations of the self-indulgence of some 
unremoulded petty bourgeois writers."36 Yet, such blanket condemnations overlook the ways that 
poetry for detainees both put forward content amenable to the aims of the armed struggle as well 
as achieved other aims more associated with the personal and intimate lives of detainees.  
 Beyond the propagandistic, simplistic understandings of social realism that Alice 
Guillermo warns against, poems afford ways of talking intimately with future generations and 
ways of transcending time and space. Indeed, many of the detainee poems of this time followed a 
propagandistic formula with often literal explanations of daily events and encounters. This may 
speak to the need to explicitly outline the apparent surrealness of their experiences. However, 
beyond their propagandistic aims, these poems allowed detainees and underground activists ways 
of expressing intimacy in isolated scenarios.37 Oftentimes distanced from loved ones, they wrote 
to connect with others outside of prison walls as well as to audiences, such as young children, for 
                                                
35 Mga Tula Ng Rebolusyong Pilipino (1972-1980), xi. Translated from the original by author "Ang 
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whom these poems might be the sole representations of the aspirations that endangered 
revolutionaries had for their progeny.  
 In "Through the Bars Darkly," Edicio de la Torre writes of the longing for connection to 
those beyond the prison walls. "Through the bars, darkly/ I remember friends/and a thousand 
crosses/on a heaving mountain -/ a gentle people/ raging into the night."38 De la Torre describes a 
connection beyond his cell. His poetry allows him to recall the relationships as well as the 
struggles outside of the prison. In other works, de la Torre described this connection even more 
astutely, "The truth is that being captive and being free are two aspects of a single process."39 For 
de la Torre, his ability to connect with those outside of the prison had everything to do with the 
fact that they were all imprisoned by the unjust Marcos regime. As the editor of Fire Tree, 
another volume of detainee poetry, explained: 
What inspired them to write these poems? Their very condition of "unfreedom" 
has impelled them to search for more lofty forms of self-expression. It matters 
little that their verses do not achieve critical standards. With their poems, they are 
able to reach beyond the physical limits of their circumscribed world."40  
 
For de la Torre, this unfreedom extended to the whole of the Philippines, expanding both his 
audience and solidarity to those he could see even "through the bars, darkly." 
 One of the better known examples of lyrical production the detention camps was Ibong 
Malaya (The Free Bird). The songbook, published in Hong Kong in 1981, was a collection of 
detainee songs. Detainee poetry as well as the songbook were published through a support group 
in Hong Kong entitled the Resource Center for the Philippines which worked closely with a 
                                                
38 De la Torre, Touching Ground, Taking Root: Theological and Political Reflections on the Philippine Struggle, 
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39 De la Torre, 141. 
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detainee support group, KAPATID (sibling). The title for the songbook was taken from perhaps 
the most popular of detainee songs. De la Torre explains some of the imagery:  
Ibong Malaya had a second image of freedom- water, a river rushing to the sea. 
When we were revising the lyrics, someone recalled Kumander Dante's interview. 
He said martial law is like a dam, set up to stem the movement...I like those lyrics. 
The first reaction to the dam is very Filipino, palusot.41 
 
De la Torre is drawn to palusot, which he translates as a clever way through. In the face of an 
immovable force, palusot is a means of navigation, of survival, of subversion. For him, palusot is 
a way for the movement to build itself up until the point where the tide may be strong enough to 
take on the dam. Placing together two of de la Torre's images, seeing through the bars as well as 
palusot, we see ways that some detainees chose to understand their time in prison. Despite the 
powerful obstacles placed before them, the dam and the prison walls, detained activists would 
nonetheless make their way through, finding ways to survive while the swell of resistance built 
into a more powerful force.  
 The need to find a way through underscores the painful predicaments that many anti-
Marcos activists found themselves experiencing. A prominent female poet from the underground, 
Mila Aguilar, wrote under the pseudonym, Clarita Roja.42 A book of her poems and essays was 
published in 1974 by Limbagang Manggagawa (The Worker's Press) in Manila as well as 
Makibaka Publications in Storrs, Connecticut, likely ushered through by Filipino activists based 
in the area, Delia Aguilar and E. San Juan. Such a publication was likely printed and circulated 
by US based groups for sale and distribution during solidarity events. Already underground at 
the time of publication, Roja (Aguilar) had left her year and a half old son with her mother 
because the young child had been suffering respiratory problems, which would have made it 
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difficult to live the life of an underground activist in Manila.43 The volume is dedicated to her son 
with the inscription, "For my son, who, together with the sons and daughters of today's 
revolutionaries-- as well as today's counterrevolutionaries-- will carry on the fight for national 
liberation and democracy."44 Aguilar wrote to the son that she could not speak to in the future she 
might not witness. Though Aguilar would avoid detention until 1984, Roja's work already 
mirrored many of the themes of detained poets. Though not detained, Roja understood that 
Marcos's rule condemned all Filipinos to a condition of unfreedom. 
 Within the poems in Dare to Struggle, Roja writes to political detainees, calling on them 
to be strong. She writes to her father as well as her son to encourage them to partake in the 
revolution. She offers a poem in honor of Commander Dante, the leader of the New People's 
Army and another poem damning the US-Marcos dictatorship. At this time, Aguilar was moving 
from safe house to safe house in Quezon City, evading arrest but also increasingly distancing 
herself from her newborn son.45  
 Aguilar was one of many who felt the need to write to their young children while either 
in detention or underground. Detainees would often write to their children. In another case, an 
anonymous father wrote to his son for the child's third birthday. The father had not seen his son 
since the boy was five months old. The author spends most of the letter explaining his own 
political orientation. As in the case of Roja and this anonymous father, the separation of activist 
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parents and their children happened often during the martial law years. Sometimes activists 
would leave children with family members or perhaps other guardians. The father explains that 
the revolution has brought himself and the child’s mother together while lamenting the distance 
between parents and child. Near the end of the letter, the father addresses his son in the future, 
accounting for his own hopes regarding the movement as well as his hopes for a future “where 
one advances with the collective progress of the overwhelming majority.”46  
 The letter of an unknown detainee to his young son demonstrates the intimate efforts to 
explain the struggles and sacrifices that created the physical and perhaps temporal distance 
between father and son. The father writes 
Every age has its own challenges to those who are committed to change. When 
you grow up, you will have your own test, perhaps heavier and more severe than 
what your mother and I are facing. Perhaps, it is your generation that will give 
fulfillment and bear witness to this stage of change that we, your parents, are 
involved in. Or it may be that you will face the challenges of an entirely new 
stage. In any case, let us face them and join in the struggle.47  
 
This unknown father is writing not to the three-year-old son but rather to the adult that he would 
eventually become. He hopes that son will join father in the struggle for liberation but also 
expresses a hope that future generations will exceed his generation and perhaps enjoy the fruits 
of his struggles. The detained father continues, explaining his imprisonment, “But prison is not a 
graveyard of the dead. It is also an arena of struggle. We revolutionary prisoners are waging 
struggles unremittingly not only to free our bodies from captivity but also to rid ourselves of the 
chains that the enemy always attempts to fetter our minds with.”48 The father is aware of his 
mortality but also committed to outlining the prison as a space where the opposition to Marcos 
could continue. He references a future freedom but also modes of freeing themselves even while 
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within captivity. Like the other poets and writers in this section, this unknown detainee uses his 
writing to refuse the chains of detention, to articulate ways that detainees are able to transcend 
their confinement, whether through time and space. 
 We know of these poems because they were often published in edited volumes. Solidarity 
activists in Hong Kong, the United States, and in Western Europe often shepherded the 
publication of poems and letters of underground and detained activists. This allowed detainees to 
circulate their work and provided solidarity groups with bound materials to distribute at 
solidarity events. At cultural events or lectures offered by US based groups for example, 
organizations would offer their group newsletters, craft productions, and books for sale. The 
profits of these, if any were to be made, would often be sent to the detainees or the underground 
movement more broadly.49  
 Already, in a previous chapter we saw Sr. Mariani demonstrate some of the creative ways 
that she helped smuggle written material in and out of the prison. Sometimes, prisoners could 
also convince a supportive guard to aid their cause. As prison guards often did not come from the 
wealthiest of backgrounds, many guards had some sympathy to the cause of class struggle. Many 
others could be convinced with a bribe of some kind. Since guards were often paid quite poorly, 
they and detainees could sometimes bond over the struggles of poor and working class Filipinos. 
As life in detention entailed tedium for both guards and detainees, many also befriended each 
other through such pastimes as alcohol and card games.50 These relationships did not necessarily 
mean that guards became active participants in the circulation of letters and other material. 
Rather, many detainees merely hoped for relaxed restrictions or for a favorable turning of a blind 
eye. For example, when a relatively friendly guard might be in-charge of the grounds directly 
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below the detainee’s isolation cell, the detainee could then fold notes and letters so tightly that it 
could be held in a matchbox. The detainee would then drop this small matchbox, which would 
then be smuggled by other detainees into another cell or, if it was meant for broader distribution, 
shared with detainees in the general population.51  
Protest Art in the Philippines 
 For art critic Alice Guillermo, the descriptor "social realism" is more adequately 
represented as "protest/revolutionary art." Fellow art theorist Patrick Flores suggests that this 
move "also perhaps allows her to recover the elusive reflexive autonomy of art in the context of 
direct political action, and to mediate the always-present possibility of a robust artistic ecology 
being instrumentalised by ideology."52 For Flores, Guillermo demarcates between art having a 
political content and art being subsumed to ideological demands. Of NPAA aesthetics, which 
many movement artists would have been influenced by, Guillermo provides a useful breakdown 
of the organizational mandate:  
1. Art is linked to class interests. 
2. Bourgeois art is opposed to revolutionary art.  
3. The political content of the work, the correctness of its political line is of 
primary importance.  
4. The quality of realism in representation with the bringing out of concrete detail 
is valorized.  
5. While styles may differ, they are traditional rather than modernist.  
6. Symbolism, in objects as in color, plays an important part in the works.  
7. The revolutionary art work is a collective activity.53  
 
Guillermo here emphasizes the functional uses of protest art in the Philippines. Using words and 
phrases such as “political content,” “concrete detail,” and “realism,” Guillermo underscores the 
use of art as a mode of political propaganda. However, Guillermo is careful not to allow political 
content to be conflated with political control from the CPP/NDF. Although in many ways 
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interrelated with the underground movement, Guillermo attempts to account for protest art as not 
confined to Party lines. 
 In his analysis of the invocations of social realism in Philippine art, Flores points further 
to the possibilities for creativity and experimentation in the medium.54 Yet, Flores also explains 
that social realism is grounded in an engagement with the "ethnographic present" and a 
deployment as a "pedagogical and polemical modality."55 Fusing the descriptions of Guillermo 
and Flores, social realist or revolutionary/protest art must occupy a dissident position, 
particularly in terms of class interests. In its proletarian interests, social realist art must engage in 
the present in such a way that concrete detail is emphasized. Experimentation is possible, but in 
the context of the Philippines social realism must also be understood to be in opposition to the 
"high modernist or conceptual" art forms espoused by the Marcoses.56 
 Part of the image of the Philippines that the Marcoses sought to project was as a cultural 
hub. Through the Cultural Center of the Philippines Complex, the Philippine High School For 
the Arts, the decree which announced the recognition of national artists, the Marcoses pursued 
their patronage of the arts, understanding just as well as the underground movement did, the 
power of artistic production for ideological ends. Architect and critic Gerard Lico suggests that 
the Marcoses thought of arts and architecture as a way of addressing the “identity crisis” in 
Philippine culture.57 Lico suggests that "the official art and architecture of the martial law regime 
reverberated with this regeneration of a national myth through the creation of a new 
sociopolitical and ethical order portrayed as a radical alternative to existing ideology."58 
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Therefore, Lico demonstrates that the Marcos regime, particularly Imelda, was invested in 
utilizing art to create a national ideology, which placed the Marcoses at the forefront. As the state 
increasingly patronized the arts, Imelda demarcated the cultural sphere as her “power base.”59 
Similar to the goals of the NPAA, official state-backed art sought to fashion a collective 
nationalism which fused the indigenous and the cosmopolitan, offering a vision of the 
Philippines as simultaneously developmental and authentically national.60  
 For many opposing the Marcos dictatorship, art was a way in which they could critically 
assess the present and demarcate their vision for the future. In a World Council of Churches 
publication regarding the situation in the Philippines, the authors outline the ways that anti-
Marcos activists made use of art.  
The artist as commentator, the artist as revolutionary: this is perhaps the most 
significant development in the history of Philippine visual arts. Social realist, 
symbolist, cartoonist, muralist, printmaker, illustrator, pendant-maker: the 
common denominator of the revolutionary artist is commitment. Their visions of 
today are alternatively somber and defiant, sad and exuberant, depending on the 
situation they wish to portray. But they certainly are agreed on their vision of the 
future: a freed society, where people have enough to eat, enjoy the blessings of 
justice and democracy and have all the time in the world to enjoy art. A society of 
creative human beings.61  
 
While behind bars, art was a way through which these activists could remain connected with the 
movement. The authors further explain, "Even in military camps of the regime, detained activists 
and community organizers create images of struggle and liberation in paintings using opaque 
watercolors, acrylic and burnt slivers of reed, woodcuts, hand-crafted cards, silk-screened shirts, 
and pendants fashioned from cowbones."62 By fashioning images of the struggle that could be 
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circulated detained activists continued to engage in the revolution. They showed compatriots that 
they had not lost sight of the struggle. And through collective art-making, they hoped to remind 
each other of the democratic dreams they had. 
 Despite the emphasis on concrete detail and political expression, symbols and allegory 
were prominent features of artistic production in detention. For example, the Ibong Malaya (free 
bird) was a much-used image to underscore the belief in the inevitability of freedom.63 Guillermo 
explains that in addition to the dove, the flame, and the forest, "The most popular image for this 
theme [prison art, struggle for radical change] is that of a candle surrounded by barbed wire: one 
must endure burning in order to save."64 This description of enduring suffering as the price of 
eventual liberation is most certainly connected to circulating ideas on the theology of struggle 
discussed in, in which Edicio de la Torre translates liberation theology for local Filipino contexts 
as discussed in Chapter Three.65 Of the theology of struggle, de la Torre explains, "The emerging 
theology of struggle thus takes the form of testimonies, as our martyrs speak to us after their 
death in their testaments of faith. We also keep them alive through songs and poems in the midst 
of our tears and struggle."66 In de la Torre's view, testimony to revolutionary struggle via artistic 
production is thus a way of keeping the movement, and those that had sacrificed their lives on its 
behalf, alive. 
 There is a wide range of detainee productions that could fruitfully be discussed. I want to 
suggest that we consider this broad assortment within the context of social realist art within the 
                                                                                                                                                       
what she terms the “salvage method,” which I take to point towards the ways that the residues of martial law 
violence cannot entirely be salvaged away but continue to haunt our present in disruptive and subversive aesthetic 
fashions. 
63 See for example Ibong Malaya: Songs of Freedom and Struggle From Philippine Prisons (Hong Kong: Resource 
Center for the Philippines and KAPATID, 1981).  
64 Guillermo, Protest/Revolutionary Art in the Philippines, 1970-1990, 84–89. 
65 Ibid., 159. 
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159. 
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martial law Philippines. My selection of poetry as the entry point to this discussion has primarily 
to do with its ubiquity in martial law sources. The constant presence of poetry in edited volumes 
discussing martial law, human rights newsletters, and other related sources indicates that, aside 
from letters and testimonies, these were the primary ways that detainees could discuss their 
experiences in Filipino prison camps. The practical reasons for this have to do with their relative 
brevity as well as the protections that allegorical and symbolic references could allow. Further, 
there is also the notion of the revolutionary as poet that was attractive to many detainees.  
 Aside from poetry, I have chosen to highlight performances as well as craft productions 
as circulating cultural productions. The reasons for these selections have to do with my own 
personal and archival encounters with histories of the Philippines. Years ago, my own 
involvements in Philippine cultural performance in the United States were among my most 
memorable encounters with Philippine history. Though these were vexed and limited versions of 
Philippine culture and history, these involvements nonetheless left an indelible mark on me.67 
More recently during my research for this project, a former anti-martial law activist presented me 
with a gift of a pendant made by political detainees under Marcos. This gesture functions for me 
as a constant reminder of my own location as a scholar of this history as well as my indebtedness 
to those who have shared their stories with me and those whose stories I have encountered in the 
archives.  
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Figure 2: Detainee pendants were made out of cow bones that were either from leftover meat or bones that were brought into the 
prison by family and friends. The pendants would then be smuggled out to be sold or given to solidarity activists. Photo by 
author. 
 In addition to the personal rationale for these choices, discussions of performance and 
craft production provide particularly useful avenues to discuss the ways in which collective labor 
were undertaken in detention. While poetry offers insight at individual and solitary artistic 
production, these next two cultural forms provide insight into Guillermo's explanation that 
"revolutionary art work is a collective activity."68 
Performance 
 Cultural activists also sometimes staged their protest. Through staged performances, 
activists recreated scenes of oppression and dissent as a means to both create art from the 
violences of martial law and to convert audiences to an anti-Marcos stance. For Lucy Burns, 
Filipino performance highlights both the productive as well as playful possibilities of the notion 
of puro arte. Puro arte for her denotes the theatrics at play within the supposed overdramatics of 
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art.69 Burns discusses the work of anti-martial law cultural group Sining Bayan (The Nation's Art 
or People's Art). As the cultural wing of the KDP (Union of Democratic Filipinos), Sining Bayan 
performed as a political mode of raising attention to Filipino American history and as a way of 
organizing against the Marcos dictatorship in the Philippines. 
 Sining Bayan endeavored to make the anti-Marcos struggle transnational and grounded in 
history.70 Cultural activists like Ermena Vinluan took this task seriously. Vinluan composed her 
play Warbrides in the context of a Master's Program in Philippine Studies at Goddard-
Cambridge.71 Studying under Walden Bello, Vinluan wrote and staged the play as others in her 
cohort contributed to the production, staging, and political analysis of the play's societal impact.72 
This latter portion is significant because for performers in the United States and elsewhere there 
existed a tension between the roles of cultural activists and the roles of activists seen to do more 
explicitly political work. While cultural activism was an emphasis, some cultural activists felt 
that their work was merely used as window-dressing or a form of entertainment to get people to 
attend an event.73 
 The same was felt for the cultural group, Alab (blaze or fervor in reference to an intensity 
of a flame or fire), which was based in the Netherlands. Originally organized by four Filipina 
women living in Holland, one of Alab's first performances was an evening cultural presentation 
during the Permanent People's Tribunal in 1981. Many Alab participants had European spouses 
that were involved in Philippine solidarity. During the planning for the PPT, these Filipinas 
decided that a performance would help supplement the political discussions at the trial. The 
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positive reception they received during the trial encouraged them to use Alab as a way to 
provoke discussions about martial law. After the trial, they decided to formalize their group and 
regularly perform cultural dances and use this as an entry point to discuss the injustices of the 
Marcos regime. The group would also serve as an organizing mechanism for Filipinas 
throughout the Netherlands.74 The group became a fixture in Dutch solidarity organizing, 
eventually even collaborating with PETA (Philippine Educational Theater Association) to train 
new Alab participants as well as to bring in touring performers from the Philippines. 
 For the Filipinas that were involved in Alab, the cultural performance group permitted 
them an opportunity to travel around Europe. It also offered another means of participating in the 
movement for some that may not have been involved in anti-martial law work. Alab leaders 
encouraged Filipino migrants who may not have been particularly interested in talking politics to 
join them in their performances. While having European (mostly white) solidarity workers could 
open some funding doors to the Philippine solidarity movement, groups like Alab offered other 
dimensions of import to solidarity work. In addition to the brief glimpse that cultural 
performance could bring to those Europeans curious about an archipelago thousands of miles 
away, Alab members could offer insights into the Philippine situation that were deemed more 
authentic and firsthand than those offered by solidarity workers. Through Alab and other Filipino 
organized mobilizations in Europe, activists could also draw attention to other dimensions of the 
struggle that Filipinos faced. Their performances also opened up different kinds of politics. 
While solidarity and anti-martial law work received the most financial attention, cultural activists 
pressed for support in other critical areas such as migrant workers and their struggles in Europe.75   
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 Performance allowed spaces of activist expression within prisons as well. Karl Gaspar 
shared a number of stories regarding cultural performance and social events for detainees. These 
events, much like other organized activities, served as both political statement and as a way to 
pass the time in the prison. In one example, detainees received permission to stage a play in 1984. 
They chose to perform a play that was anti-imperialist in character, Bayabas ni Juan (Guava of 
John), a compact retelling of colonial histories in the Philippines.76 Political detainees, in fact, 
quickly gained a reputation for inserting political content into every concession they gained from 
the prison guards.  
 Given this reputation, Gaspar was somewhat surprised when the camp's CO 
(Commanding Officer) permitted the detainees to create a passion play for Holy Week despite 
the explicitly political content often found in detainee performances.77 As Reynaldo Ileto has 
explained in his foundational work Pasyon and Revolution, the pasyon story of the crucifixion 
and resurrection of Christ was a conduit through which anti-colonial revolutionaries and 
messianic leaders spread their messages. For Ileto, through the language of the pasyon the 
revolution from below embedded folk traditions and practices with radical and revolutionary 
meanings.78 In a similar fashion, Gaspar describes the experience of performing the pasyon, 
"Through all of this we grew as a community and reached moments of intense pleasure as we 
saw the exciting fusion of music, poetry, politics, and Christianity."79 Gaspar underscores a 
euphoric and overwhelming pleasure in performance, noting how such a performance fostered 
intimate bonds of community, the exhilaration of performance, and a subversive interconnection 
of politics and the pasyon. Performance within detention then afforded possibilities of uplift and 
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comfort for political prisoners. However, Gaspar's retelling of the performance also underscores 
a different kind of audience. Absent a non-detainee audience at the time of performance, Gaspar 
circulates a record of the performance to solidarity activists elsewhere to ensure that the pasyon 
could simultaneously create pleasure in a time of distress for detainees as well as cultivate deeper 
solidarity among audiences to Gaspar's recollections of the prison. 
 Sometimes detainee performers were able to connect directly with audiences from 
outside. During an interview discussion, Susan Quimpo shared a beautiful story about working 
with a University of the Philippines cultural activist group and preparing to go to the detainee 
camp at Bicutan to perform and uplift the detainees. During the time, cultural activists staged 
performances in a variety of places including during protests, in the streets, as well as 
performance halls. Cultural activists developed methods of putting on performances of various 
lengths and with different kinds of spatial restraints on short notice.80 After they offered their 
performance in the camp cafeteria, the gathered group of detainees applauded, having very much 
enjoyed the enthusiastic rendition of their guests. However, the visit was not done. The detainees 
called for the activists to switch positions with them. The guests were now the audience to an 
already prepared performance by the detainees. As both groups communed over artistic 
performance, the detainees reminded those that were sent to uplift them, that they were still a 
vibrant part of the movement and that they very much still had a message to share.81 
 In her recollections of performing and staging plays during the martial law period, Joi 
Barrios writes: 
These plays, performed during the 1970s and the 1980s, were significant in the 
following ways: first, the narratives were based on real-life experiences and 
research of the playwrights; second, they were staged at a time of print and film 
censorship, making theater an effective medium; and third, because studied 
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alongside each other, these plays testify to the effective use of protest art and 
literature in the struggle against militarization.82  
 
Barrios notes that it was the first hand experiences of playwrights and performers that allowed 
the art form to be a useful form of protest against the Marcos government. On a more practical 
level, despite its social realist leanings, theater still afforded opportunities for evading press 
censorship given the ways that it was understood to be artistic expression. Tellingly, Barrios ends 
her essay by noting how the struggle for human rights has continued beyond the Marcos years.83 
 During the midst of the Philippine national elections in 2016, the Tag-Ani Performing 
Arts Society, the Bantayog ng mga Bayani Foundation, and the University of the Philippines, 
Diliman Sigma Alpha Nu Sorority staged a performance of the play Inang Lupa, Inang Bayan 
(Mother of the Earth, Mother of the Nation). Directed by Bonifacio P. Ilagan, himself a former 
anti-martial law cultural activist, the play highlighted indigenous people's concerns in the 
Philippines and then loosely retold the history of Lorena Barros, founder of the militant women's 
organization MAKIBAKA who was killed in a military encounter in 1976. The play moves back 
and forth from the present to the martial law era as the elderly patriarch Lolo Veni, played by 
National Artist of the Philippines Bienvenido Lumbera, recollects the struggles of the past with 
his daughter Susana played by Susan Macabuag, a former member of the SDK (Samahang 
Demokatrikong Kabataan) arts group and current director of the Bantayog ng mga Bayani 
Library.84 The performance was one of many activities undertaken by a segment of the broad 
coalition "Never Again, Never Forget." Along with other groups such as CARMMA (Campaign 
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Against the Return of the Marcoses to Malacañang), "Never Again" arose in response to the Vice 
Presidential campaign of Ferdinand "Bongbong" Marcos, Jr. the son of the late dictator.  
 The collaboration of University of the Philippines students with martial law era activists 
and the Bantayog underscored an effort to create a multi-generational exchange of historical 
knowledge.85 With the startling possibility that another Marcos could soon hold one of the most 
powerful offices in the land, a number of martial law era activists found themselves reflecting 
upon how this had become a possibility. Many older activists were critical of their own 
generation for failing to teach the lessons of the past and others were critical of subsequent 
generations for overlooking this dark period of Philippine history. In response to the lack of 
curricular emphasis on martial law history, the Bantayog Museum as well as activists such as 
Susan Quimpo and Ester Isberto visited schools and student groups around the Philippines to 
share from their first-hand knowledge of the period. Faced with the seeming possibility that 
history was repeating itself, martial law era activists sought ways to retell martial law history in 
ways that they hoped would be accessible to younger generations. But the Marcos, Jr. candidacy 
was not the sole impetus to act. Ageing activists had, for some time, seen a jarring disconnect 
between their experience and contemporary understandings of martial law. Some believed that 
there were active and coordinated efforts to suppress the violences of the Marcos years. Such 
considerations encouraged many to write memoirs of the period.86 Many others, like the Isbertos 
revived previously stalled efforts to write and share their stories of detention.87 
Craft Productions 
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 The Museum of Courage and Resistance in the TFDP offices in Cubao displays a number 
of artifacts of martial law resistance. These artifacts include t-shirts, pendants, holiday cards, and 
other crafts created by political detainees under martial law. Each of these handicraft productions 
bear witness to histories of martial law detention and to the ways that political prisoners refused 
to be silent during their arrests.  
 With little more than P4 per day of food rations, detainees sought out other means of 
attaining an income while in prison.88 One possibility came in the manufacture of handicrafts, 
which have also been historically utilized by indigenous groups to promote local economies.89 
Craft and cottage industries have a long history in the Philippines. There were many different 
kinds of crafts but the most prominent were Christmas cards and pendants. By circulating these 
handicrafts within and outside of the Philippines, detained activists hoped to raise money for 
their daily expenses. However, in so doing, they also created material references to solidarity that 
forged connections between solidarity activists abroad and activists in the Philippines.  
 TFDP members helped facilitate the movement of these crafts from within the prison to 
outside of it. Among the victories that detainees of some camps like Bicutan had gained in their 
hunger strikes was the permission to conduct this enterprise. In TFDP newsletters, authors 
describe the products made: 
Ordinary lawanit boards are cut up and used as frames for wall decors. Cow’s 
bone is carved and smoothed to the size and shape of pendants and, as with 
ordinary pottery, painted with a bird in flight, the symbol of freedom. Inexpensive 
acrylic or latex was the usual medium.90 
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Materials and products were relatively simple. Paintings and drawings often portrayed 
inspirational messages regarding the struggle against injustice. Christmas cards had simple 
greetings for the season. Pendants had equally direct messages such as "Free all political 
prisoners." The relatively innocuous messages and small scale of the enterprise may suggest that 
this was an insignificant piece of anti-Marcos organizing. However, not only did these message 
spread a message of human dignity for imprisoned bodies, these products contributed to the 
materiality of the Philippine context for solidarity activists as well as the audiences that they 
sought to enlighten regarding the Marcos government and its US supporters. 
 According to priest and activist Edicio de la Torre, the first prison pendants were made 
from wood taken from a tree supposedly planted by former PKP member William Pomeroy. 
Later, prisoners found bones to be a more adequate raw material. The cow bones for the prison 
pendants were often taken from leftover soups. The bones would then be dried and grated against 
concrete walls to flatten the shape. Different teams would then drill holes in the pendant as well 
as coat the pendant with nail polish to give it its shine. Finally, artists would begin work on the 
pendant, designing it with the ubiquitous dove, flame, or another symbol of the struggle.91  
 It does not appear that these products were particularly successful in the financial sense. 
By 1984, Karl Gaspar suggested that the project only brought in about 100 pesos per month 
[approximately $12.50 USD]. In a letter he wrote the following of the craft productions: 
Apart from income earned, the project has also served to counter boredom. 
Unfortunately, our external support system for the marketing of these products is 
not well organized; our capitalization is limited and cannot sustain continuous 
production. Local sales have plummeted because people's income now goes 
chiefly to food and basic necessities. We have had to declare a moratorium until 
we get our present inventory sold out.92 
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Even the small crafts enterprise of the detainees was subject to the shifting winds of the market 
and peso devaluation under the Marcos government. Yet, Gaspar also points to one of the ways 
that the success of the initiative cannot be merely judged through its economic profit. For the 
detainees involved, the effort filled days with an activity, one that, on a very small, scale, kept 
them connected to the movement. This connection came in the form of detainee debates over 
what should be done with the funds. While funds did provide for food, necessities, and some 
other family support, the funds also supported something of an "escape fund."93 Movement 
activists established early on in the martial law struggle that the primary duty of a political 
detainee was to obtain their release however possible and rejoin the movement.94 Taking this 
directive seriously, detainees created an "escape committee" that would evaluate, approve, and 
fund plans for escape. This notion of "escape" later broadened to supporting detainees gathering 
and filing necessary legal paperwork.95 
 While the notion of escape literally outlines how the production of prison pendants might 
have disrupted the spatial divides of inside and outside the prison, there are also figurative ways 
in which these crafts bridged spatial distances. Alice Guillermo explains: 
Pendants which gained support among student groups, mass organizations, and 
nongovernmental institutions have also been used to convey progressive messages. 
They also have the psychological effect of uniting the users in the pride of sharing 
a common progressive cause- that they are identified as comrades and 
sympathizers, kasama, in the revolutionary movement.96  
 
The pendant then, could become an identifier of solidarity with the movement. Further, it could 
make bodies outside of the prison into political messengers. To wear a pendant could mark the 
bearer as a kasama, a comrade, a fellow progressive. As Nerissa Balce's recent research has 
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explained, the Marcos government utilized kitsch such as posters, buttons, and other items to 
spread the perception of popularity for the fascistic regime.97 I suggest that activists and 
detainees similarly aimed to spread a message of the injustices of the Marcos regime and utilized 
its own kinds of kitsch to do so. 
 In the production of these pendants, activists incorporated their modes of organization 
outside of the prison as well as their intimate knowledge of economic system that many of them 
sought to dismantle. As Edicio de la Torre attests, after failed dalliances with communist and 
socialist modes of income distribution, the group eventually settled into a mixed economy to 
pacify those that felt they were contributing more labor while still providing for those that had 
the greatest need.98 The enterprise itself created unexpected parallels with labor organizing in the 
Philippines. In response to the peso devaluation, Gaspar wrote, "Since we are not able to increase 
the selling price of our crafts, we also can't afford to increase our labor share. Another joke here 
is the suggestion that we could go on strike. The problem is that we are also the management, so 
we will be on a strike against ourselves."99 Not only does Gaspar underscore the ironies of leftist 
detainees propagating a capitalist enterprise, his retelling of these jokes underscore that he was 
relatively comfortable with these contradictions. It is important to note that despite the fact that 
ideological orientations may often have a hard line representation in organizational documents, 
there was also space for some to be flexible and even laugh about the contradictions between 
their theoretical orientations and their material realities.  
 Here then, prison pendants allude to the messiness and possibility of organizing solidarity. 
The feeling of connection to the struggle was a necessary one for activists to cultivate. The 
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greater the connection that individuals elsewhere the more material and spiritual solidarity that 
detainees and grassroots activists could expect. However, this required an ambivalent 
engagement with the very market forces and power imbalances that many activists sought to 
uproot. Just as with TFDP's work to develop international solidarity, important forms of political 
and financial support were to be found among Americans and Western Europeans: Americans 
because they could press for an end to the alliance between successive US presidential 
administrations and the Marcoses, and Western Europeans because human rights had to some 
extent become a mode of international relations as well as a means of differentiating between 
past colonizers. Further, on the individual scale, while an object like a pendant could eradicate 
some forms of distance, it could not transmit or transfer experience. As Judy Wu has so helpfully 
explained in her invocation of radical orientalism, the East risked being perceived by progressive 
activists in the West as the perfection of radicalism, devoid of its own internal complexities and 
shortcomings.100 And yet, these productions, along with other anti-Marcos grassroots circulations 
deeply mattered to the fragile and vexed constructions of solidarity.  
 Much of this is because craft productions such as the prison pendant could personalize 
the anti-Marcos struggle in unanticipated ways. As I entered the Carmelite home in Zenderen, 
Holland, I was excited to have the opportunity to speak to Father Edgar Koning whose name that 
had come up often in my archival research and interviews. It was the summer of 2016 and 
Koning was then living in a home for retired Carmelite priests and was the head brother in the 
residence. Despite his advanced age, Koning's experiences in the Philippines during the 1960s 
and early 1970s were still quite clear in his recollection. Koning had been one of the individuals 
asked to help start up the Philippine Solidarity Group in the Netherlands. He had left the 
Philippines primarily for health reasons but had also faced attacks in Escelante for his 
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sympathies with religious figures like Father Luis Jalandoni, who by then was already branded a 
subversive. 
 Koning worked for many years in Philippine solidarity work, first as an employee for 
FGN (Filippijnengroep Nederland) and then with PHIDOC (Philippine Information and 
Documentation), an organization that worked to gather and disseminate factual information on 
societal issues in the Philippines. In our conversation, he spoke glowingly of the Filipino and 
solidarity activists that he had encountered in his political work. At one point, the topic of 
detainee cultural productions came up and he mentioned that the solidarity group in the 
Netherlands had also sold these to help support detainees. My eyes lit up when he mentioned that 
he had a couple of pendants that were made for him by then Father Edicio de la Torre. He 
recalled being very proud to receive and wear this memento because it was a symbol of his own 
connections to the struggle in the Philippines. Perhaps Koning had noticed the excitement on my 
face because he soon insisted that I have one of the pendants that he possessed. On one side of 
the pendant was the dove that was so present in detainee artistic productions. On the other side 
was written in English, "Free all political detainees."  
 This moment seems particularly important to share because it highlights yet another way 
that these productions disrupted notions of time and space. In that moment, decades and 
thousands of miles of distance from where it was made, I was reminded explicitly of the 
responsibility that I, as an historian of this period, have to those activists whom I study. Even as, 
at times, I may find it necessary to critique their orientations or actions, moments such as this 
serve as reminder that I must also hold a deep respect for the realities and harsh difficulties of 
their experience. And more so, honor the fact that despite those difficulties many found spaces to 
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undertake artistic expression and initiatives that had as its end goal the overall well being of not 
just their individual selves and families but of all of their kasamas. 
Conclusion 
 Art remains a medium through which the Marcos family and its opponents contest history. 
In late August 2017, the Marcos family promoted a digital poster contest in celebration of the 
former president's 100th birth anniversary. Anti-Marcos netizens responded by calling for 
Filipino artists to "hijack" the contest, resulting in the #MarcosArtrocities to trend enough to 
inspire coverage in Esquire Philippines.101 Because of the ways that the Marcoses fashioned 
themselves as the revitalizing energy behind Philippine arts and architecture, dissident artists of 
different kinds have found that their crafts could also disrupt the Marcoses self-referential 
visions as solvers of the Philippine "identity crisis."102 In this more current example of a digital 
poster contest and its "hijacking" we see the ways that both the Marcos family and anti-Marcos 
activists continue to understand the political work that art can do to either rehabilitate martial law 
imagery or press for a historical accounting of authoritarian injustice. As scholars like Darlene 
Mortel have shown, artist activists continue to find creative ways to challenge political leaders to 
serve the Filipino people.103 
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Figure 3: Imao's sculpture at the 30th anniversary of People Power. Behind the sculpture are photos of political detainees and 
disappeared individuals during martial law. In front of the sculpture is a looped video of Ferdinand Marcos speaking on the New 
Society. Photo by author. 
 On display at the Bantayog ng mga Bayani and temporarily loaned to the 30th 
Anniversary People Power Exhibition in Camp Aguinaldo in 2016, Toym Imao's sculpture 
Desaparacidos serves as a reminder of those lives lost to the Marcos regime. In the work, Imao 
depicted many of the unknown and anonymous victims of the struggle against martial law. The 
artistic productions of detainees from up to four decades earlier allowed detainees ways of 
representing their experiences under martial law. Imao's sculpture bears witness to continued 
attempts to testify to the stories of those silenced by Marcos government injustice. While 
imprisoned for their political beliefs, detainees offered insight into the struggles of their personal 
lives at the same time that they made known their aspirations for freedom. Under martial law, 
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cultural productions and literary engagements were a powerful form of bearing witness to state 
violence. Through their artistic productions, detainees sought to build solidarity within and 
outside of the Philippines. Their work also speaks to future generations of Filipinos, warning 
them of the dangers of dictatorship and sharing hopes for more democratic futures. In the context 
of the rise of martial law opposition, many underground activists saw within Philippine history 
as well as their Southeast Asian contemporaries, poetic and artistic figures to emulate. Whether 
drawing upon Jose Rizal or Ho Chi Minh, many detained activists understood that the "guerilla 




 In August 1983, former Philippine Senator and one of the first political detainees under 
martial law Benigno Aquino, Jr. prepared to return to the Philippines to directly challenge the 
Marcos government. Aquino, who had spent much of his eight-year detention in solitary 
confinement, was the highest-profile opponent of Marcos and seen by many to be a potential 
contender for power.1 Despite attempts to keep his travel itinerary a secret from the Marcos 
government, Aquino was fatally shot upon his arrival on the tarmac in Manila. The assassination, 
and the general presumption that Marcos or his government was responsible for the murder, set 
off a firestorm of opposition to the authoritarian leader. Activist groups such as JAJA (Justice for 
Aquino, Justice for All) quickly mobilized, as more and more Filipinos were willing to be 
outspoken in its criticisms and protests of the regime. The Marcos government would never fully 
recover its grip on power. In early 1986, the Filipino people would publicly reject the most 
recent electoral results, which controversially suggested that Marcos had won yet again. Soon 
after the election, the People Power protestors at Epifanio De Los Santos Avenue (EDSA) took 
power from the hands of Marcos and handed the presidency to the wife of Benigno Aquino, Jr., 
Corazon Aquino. 
 This dissertation has suggested that, while the Aquino assassination was indeed an 
important catalyst for the anti-Marcos movement, the international opposition to Marcos was 
forged through numerous instances of opposition beforehand. These earlier sparks ranged from 
the continuation of alternative press and education models in the United States, to the 
international activism of international law and human rights groups in the Permanent People's 
Tribunal and the International Ecumenical Council, to the consistent protest of political detainees 
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throughout the Philippines, the relentless articulations of anti-Marcos protest played a formative 
role in the eventual overthrow of the Philippine dictator. 
 To understand the role of these lesser-known scenes protest is not to diminish the 
importance of the post-1983 movement against Marcos. Rather, it is to suggest that the Aquino 
assassination was one of many moments through which people mobilized against the Marcos 
government. An understanding of the longer duration of anti-Marcos protest asks us to confront 
the nature of historical change. It is not the argument of this project that these different moments 
and movements were primarily responsible for the overthrow the Marcos dictatorship. Instead, 
this project argues that we cannot fully understand the nature of transnational social movements 
in the Marcos era without acknowledging these various moments of dissent and disruption. It 
suggests that even those seemingly spontaneous moments of protest such as EDSA have deeper 
roots and more intricate routes that open up the contingencies for these mobilizations. 
 Each chapter of the dissertation focuses on a type of transnational protest to the Marcos 
regime. Through different spaces, strategies, and international engagements, anti-Marcos 
activists coordinated a movement culture that forged broad awareness of the crimes of the 
Marcos government. In Chapter One, I demonstrate one of the manifestations that grew out of 
the Marcos government's suppression of anti-authoritarian dissent, the formulation of an 
underground and transnational anti-Marcos press. In tracing the connection between the 
underground and religious opposition press in the Philippines with the burgeoning anti-Marcos 
press in the United States, I demonstrate precisely how grassroots activists in the Philippines 
guided the distribution of anti-Marcos journalism. In this chapter, I also introduce one of the 
primary modes of discussing Marcos government repression on an international scale, political 
detention. Although the anti-Marcos movement brought together workers, peasants, teachers, 
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religious, politicians, and international solidarity activists, the spectre of political detention made 
all opponents to Marcos potentially vulnerable to the loss of freedom or even salvaging. 
Furthermore, in local and international conversations about the injustices of the Marcos regime, 
the discussion of political detention provided a way for understanding both the ways that Marcos 
had violated the rights of dissenting bodies as well as the ways that he had placed the entirety of 
the archipelago in a condition of unfreedom. 
 Chapter Two continues the discussion of the anti-Marcos movement in the United States 
and its connections with the Philippine-based movement. This chapter traces how activists from 
different political ideologies came together to build a Philippine Studies program that would take 
the best of what progressive education histories in both the United States and the Philippines had 
to offer. Informed by anti-Vietnam War teach-ins as well as the Diliman Commune protests, 
Friends of the Filipino People's Daniel Boone Schirmer and the leadership of KDP (Union of 
Democratic Filipinos) hoped to engage Third World Studies towards the goal of building 
transnational activist movements on American college campuses. In the process of pursuing 
degrees in Philippine studies, student activists worked through ways of connecting the concerns 
of Filipino immigrants in the United States, Filipinos under martial law in the Philippines, as 
well as understanding the links of these struggles to other migrant issues, anti-imperial and 
indigenous movements, as well as liberatory approaches to gender and sexuality.  
 The following chapter moves the discussion towards the grassroots movement in the 
Philippines. Focusing on the tireless mobility of Task Force Detainees Philippines's (TFDP) 
leader, Sr. Mariani Dimaranan, this chapter traces the building of a human rights movement in 
the Philippines. TFDP recognized that a consistent focus on the injustice of political detention 
could help the rest of the world make sense of the authoritarianism of the Marcos government. 
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While their activism originated from a defense of political detainees, TFDP built livelihood 
projects, scholarship programs, and re-entry programs for released detainees. In public speeches 
and other communications, Sr. Mariani called for a more sovereign Philippines, unencumbered 
by the Marcos government as well as the foreign institutions that supported his rule. She was 
indeed a nationalist, but she was not blind to the meanings of human rights on a global scale. 
Similarly, she fiercely advocated for human rights while still being emphatic about the 
specificities of human rights, social justice, and political struggles in local instances. Sr. Mariani 
also underscored the centrality of those most vulnerable to Marcos government abuses, which 
being an interpretation of the Vatican II call to build a church for the poor, also came to function 
as a central tenet of the anti-martial law movement culture. Activists of different political 
persuasions could be brought together in alliance through a consistent focus on deposing Marcos 
and defending those who were targets of his ire.  
 In tandem with TFDP, legal activists such as those in the Free Legal Assistance Group 
helped build a local as well as an international legal case against the Marcos government, which 
is discussed in Chapter Four. Legal groups such as FLAG took part in their own performances of 
human rights. Through bringing the Marcos regime and its US supporters to trial in Antwerp and 
in constructing faith-based responses to Marcos's international law violations at the ecumenical 
conference in Stony Point, international law mobilizations showed activists the importance of 
building both an agnostic as well as a faith-based case for the injustices of Marcos's rule. Further, 
it helped the anti-Marcos movement to put forth an opposition that was widespread and diverse, 
something that would prove valuable in demonstrating that opposition to Marcos came from 
multiple corners and not just one political group.  
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 The final chapter of the work examines the cultural production of Marcos-era political 
detainees. Previous chapters raise attention to the importance of the figure of the detainee in 
explaining the restrictions that the Marcos regime had placed on individuals and the Philippine 
body as a whole. Such metaphors, however, also run the risk of masking over the wide variety of 
detainee experiences. One way that detainees worked to prevent this from happening was to 
openly discuss their political outlooks as well as their experiences. In their artistic and cultural 
portrayals, detainees talked about the injustice of the Marcos regime but also so much more. 
They revealed their intimate concerns as partners, parents, and children. They voiced the 
loneliness and fears they experienced in their detention. More importantly, they were unafraid to 
articulate the complexities and contradictions of their struggle. The breadth of their productions 
reveals two important things about the anti-Marcos movement. First, it underscores the labors of 
many detainees to make their voices heard beyond the prison. Their commitments to letter 
writing, craft production, poetry, song, and performance should be understood as committed 
efforts to portray the complexity of their encounters with state-propagated injustice. In so many 
ways, the anti-Marcos movement found its strength in the commitments of these individuals. 
Second, it also highlights the labor of solidarity activists to circulate detainee productions. In 
addition to detainee labors, it took a concerted effort on the part of groups to smuggle out these 
works and ensure their circulations throughout the Philippines and on an international scale. 
 Political scientists Margaret E. Keck and Kathryn Sikkink have offered us a mode of 
understanding transnational activism through what they have termed the "boomerang effect."2 
Keck and Sikkinik illustrate how local activists engage international institutions in an effort to 
strengthen the clout of their political movements. This dissertation has built upon these 
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arguments, demonstrating that there is a wide range of "boomerang effects" at work. Anti-
Marcos activists in the United States strengthened their political claims through engagements 
with mobilizations in the Philippines. Human rights and international law activists in the 
Philippines routed their claims for justice in the Philippines through international institutions. 
And further, detainees utilized Filipino as well as international human rights organizations to 
circulate their cultural and political productions. Each of these networks of transnational activism 
strengthened the anti-Marcos movement, while also making Filipino activists more engaged in 
the international human rights movement. 
 Under the Aquino government, human rights would become a government institution. 
The Philippine Constitution of 1987 allowed for the creation of the Commission on Human 
Rights (CHR). In the aftermath of martial law, human rights and non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs) gained wider prominence in Philippine society as anti-martial law activists sought to 
apply lessons learned in their anti-Marcos activism to the post-Marcos Philippines. Many hoped 
that Jose Diokno would be involved in building the CHR and he was appointed as its founding 
chairman, but he sadly succumbed to cancer in 1987.3 Sr. Mariani continued in the work of 
TFDP but she also warned against careerism in human rights and NGO work.4 The legacy of 
post-Marcos human rights and NGO activism is somewhat complicated. Indeed, many activists 
have continued to make use of these mobilizing tactics to work with communities in local 
development strategies. However, as some scholars have shown, there have also been instances 
where some forms of development work impose ideals upon communities rather than engage in 
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collaborative work.5 These post-Marcos tensions draw strange parallels to instances of anti-
Marcos activists deciding how to enlist international supporters in working with local activists 
while still maintaining the centrality of those who had been most aggrieved. 
 The successes of the delicate navigations of the Marcos period lay in the ways that 
activists deftly used various ways of communicating their political viewpoints to different 
audiences. Many activists held what would be often referred to as radical political orientations, 
but they also saw opposing a dictator to be a political commitment that could be expressed in less 
transparently radical terms. In making their transnational collaborations focused on this 
opposition to the Marcos dictatorship and a promotion of the civil liberties of political detainees 
and otherwise aggrieved Philippine citizens, activists promoted an internationally palatable 
movement culture for the anti-Marcos moment. This culture understood the importance of 
messaging, remaining committed to promoting human rights and opposing authoritarianism and 
understanding this to be a point of unity that could connect disparate mobilizations. However, 
similar to how historian Lawrence Goodwyn discusses in his analysis of social movements, the 
removal of Marcos from power was not the sole goal of many of the individuals that partook in 
this movement. For many activists, the mobilization of a movement culture was intended to 
"open up new vistas of social possibility."6 These new vistas meant different things to different 
activists working against martial law. In the case of anti-Marcos activism, while some hoped for 
a new government led by the Communist Party of the Philippines, others hoped for reforms 
within the existing democratic system. In the years beyond the martial law period, many activists 
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changed their outlook. Indeed, even during the period, many saw their ideas evolve and mutate 
into new political visions.  
 Within this movement culture the Communist Party of the Philippines played an integral 
role. For many years, the CPP was seen by activists as the primary way to organize against 
Marcos. Marcos was a great recruiter for the CPP because the political and economic oppression 
within the Philippines drove many to seek political and social justice alternatives.  
Perhaps equally important to acknowledging the contributions of the CPP is underscoring the 
collaborations among groups with diverse political ideologies. Human rights activists, nationalist 
politicians, educators, journalists, and religious figures all made invaluable contributions to the 
mobilizations against Marcos. Some of them may have identified as Communist. Others did not. 
Still others had grave reservations about some CPP political lines such as armed struggle. Yet, 
despite these political differences, activists formed productive alliances through which they 
shared in their opposition to Marcos as well as in their commitment to a more sovereign 
Philippines. Throughout the dissertation, I have avoided the question of who was Communist 
and who was not because in many ways such questions quickly delve into a binaristic 
consideration of the anti-Marcos political movement when in reality there were many spaces and 
moments in which such lines were much more blurry.  
 As a whole, this project grapples with the question of transnationalism in social 
movements. Each of the sets of actors discussed in these chapters understood the value of 
transnational connection. Yet, their transnational engagements should also function as a warning 
against sliding into universalism. Individuals like Sr. Mariani, Jose Diokno, and many of those 
writing from detention insisted on the importance of historical and local specificity. Sr. Mariani, 
for example, reminded international funders that Filipinos needed to lead the archipelagic human 
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rights movement as they were more closely attuned to the specific needs and histories of those in 
the Philippines. Such is the fine balance that social movements must continually work towards in 
figuring out how to build transnational solidarities across difference.  
 There are a number of important lessons offered by this set of remarkable activists who 
were spread across a vast geography, united along a common cause even as they were divergent 
in what they thought the next steps, or vistas of possibility, might be. First, transnational social 
movements are mobilized through an attention to core local political concerns. By focusing on 
Marcos, martial law, and political detention, activists had a central message that they could agree 
upon. Both local and international activists could be prodded to stay on message in their 
organizing efforts because of this clarity. Second, though international solidarity movements 
may require a focus on a shared message, they should not necessarily require letting go of other 
concerns. For many of the activists in this story, anti-Marcos activism opened up other doors of 
potential causes and commitments and vice versa. Some activists became involved in community 
organizing around the AIDS crisis, working in human rights and women's movements, 
mobilizing solidarity with Cuba, instructing at the university level, working in local politics, and 
even organizing against the US bases in the Philippines. The ability to connect those to their anti-
Marcos efforts both energized their work and allowed for connections across different struggles. 
Third, international solidarity movements are built through constantly listening to the political 
demands of those who are most aggrieved and building a culture that emphasizes that kind of 
listening. Human rights activists in the Philippines relentlessly foregrounded the voices of 
political detainees. This ensured that local human rights groups and the international funders that 
they worked with would always be aware of the needs and demands of the very detainees they 
sought to protect. Related to this point is the fact this social movement, like so many others, 
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arose from local specificity and also learned the importance of mobilizing on multiple fronts. 
Although the notion of a transnational social movement is alluring and can be productive, the 
local foundations upon which such a movement is built are absolutely critical. Finally, it must 
not be forgotten that social movements are a demanding labor for almost all involved. They 
require steadfast commitment and are an undertaking of intense emotional, physical, and 
intellectual work. For those engaged in such work, such recognition is necessary in the efforts of 
activists to take care of each other and to lift each other up. 
 Ferdinand Marcos's restriction of civil liberties in the Philippines forced opposition to his 
government underground and abroad. Rather than submit to the dictator's authoritarian power, 
activists mobilized a formidable transnational opposition movement throughout the 1970s. This 
transnational movement brought together activists from different geographical locations and with 
diverse political orientations. They were primarily unified in their commitments to oppose 
Marcos as well as their efforts to draw attention to those that were most vulnerable to martial law 
policies. Although these principles were central to the making of an anti-martial law movement 
culture, many activists saw the removal of Marcos from power to be just the first step in 
reconfiguring Philippine society. In those questions and visions, anti-Marcos activists were not 
quite as unified. Though an opposition to authoritarianism and a support of human rights in the 
Philippines did much to lay the groundwork for the gains of EDSA, activist hopes for a 
commitment to civil liberties, progressive political structures, and more equitable economic 
structures have, and will continue to, required a continuous reconfiguration of social movement 
building. While the remarkable efforts of anti-Marcos activists provide a precious blueprint for 
post-EDSA mobilizations, they also remind activists that approaches must consistently be 
rethought and reformulated to address the specificities of time, place, and power. 
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Coda: Institutions and Social Movements in the Time of Duterte 
 
 With Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte recently completing his first year in office, 
and thousands of lives lost in his state-encouraged "drug war,"1 it becomes necessary to address 
the ways that authoritarian ghosts seem to be haunting the present. Already we have seen threats 
of martial law all over the archipelago,2 an actual declaration of martial law in Mindanao to quell 
terrorism in Marawi,3 frequent challenges to the legitimacy of separation of powers and the 
Constitution of 1987,4 the public arrest and shaming of an opposition senator and human rights 
advocate,5 support for Marcos's burial in the cemetery of heroes,6 an abdication of Philippine 
sovereignty claims in exchange for infrastructure investment from China,7 overt attempts to 
destroy the Commission on Human Rights,8 and an overall seemingly unpredictable foreign 
policy maneuvering between alliance and disdain for the US, Russia, and China.9 
 Many of Duterte's attacks have been against the institutional sites covered throughout this 
dissertation. What this demonstrates is that Duterte understands the importance of combatting 
dissent originating from these spaces. Most recently, the media has become the object of 
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Duterte's ire. In a move that has reminded many of the press controls during the Marcos era, the 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) of the Philippines revoked the license of the online 
publication, Rappler.10 The SEC accused Rappler of violating the Philippine constitution as well 
as being a foreign-owned entity and thus not qualified to operate under its license. However, free 
speech experts have quickly pointed out that this is merely legal cover for an outright attack on a 
dissenting press outlet.11 
 To better understand precisely how Duterte is drawing upon the lessons of previous 
iterations of authoritarianism, we can consider Marcos's presentation of himself as a continuation 
of the national heroes as central to his own effort to construct a framework for authoritarian 
power. Such an argument allowed Marcos, and now subsequently Duterte, to draw upon the 
mythology of the strongman as the revolutionary Philippine hero.12 As Marcos explained, "We, 
as a people, exist not only in the urgent present but in the continuum of history. We shall live, 
labor and die as individuals but as a people, we are part of that historic stream of generations that 
are The Filipino People."13 This effort functions as something of a script for Duterte. It is widely 
known that Duterte is a close ally of the Marcos family.14 He also recently allowed the burial of 
Marcos in the cemetery of national heroes.15 It is critical to underscore that, in this promotion of 
the supposed heroism of Marcos, Duterte attempts to absolve the Marcos regime of its crimes 
and in so doing reserve the right to extol the virtues of authoritarian development. What the 
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attempted heroization of Marcos does then is permit Duterte to draw freely upon the dictatorial 
strategies of the Marcos government. 
 The appropriation of the idea of revolution is also integral to authoritarian positioning of 
their leadership as a continuation of the Filipino national hero and their singular ability to 
promote change. In Marcos's 1971 work Today's Revolution: Democracy, he clumsily aligns 
himself with the revolutionary aspirations of the Filipino people. Through intellectual and 
historical contortions, Marcos presents himself as the forefront of revolution.16 For Marcos, the 
time of revolution had indeed arrived.17 However, he argued that this revolution should come 
from the center, from the government.18 Revolution in Marcos parlance is effectively reforms 
from the government, through constitutional (the constitution that Marcos himself convened in 
1972) means. In short, Marcos was the change that was coming. 
 Duterte has positioned himself as the new transmitter of change for the contemporary 
Philippines. He regularly traffics in militarism, masculinity, and populism, presenting himself as 
the strongman that the Philippines needs to properly clean up the nation. The heroic strongman 
bears such considerable weight in terms of the Philippine nation because, in effect, they stand in 
for looming questions of nation and national trajectory. During 2016's Philippine Presidential 
election, the talented film-maker Jerrold Tarrog found himself arguing that the moral of his 
popular film, Heneral Luna, was not that the Philippines needed a strong, tyrannical leader, but 
rather a vibrant and participatory civic society.19 In trying to present the humanity of General 
Antonio Luna, a late 19th century general of the Philippine army, Tarrog instead found himself 
                                                
16 Marcos argues that revolutionary potential lies within the people as represented by the government they had 
selected. Marcos, Today’s Revolution: Democracy, 78. 
17 Marcos, 13–14. 
18 Ferdinand E. Marcos, “The True Filipino Ideology,” May 12, 1982, 4, http://www.gov.ph/1982/05/12/essay-by-
president-marcos-entitled-the-true-filipino-ideology/. 
19 Jerrold Tarrog, “There Is No Modern Day Heneral Luna,” April 18, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/notes/jerrold-tarog/there-is-no-modern-day-heneral-luna/1173378889363269/. 
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lamenting the ways that these characteristics were actually lauded in nostalgic calls for 
authoritarianism. Tarrog, like many others, rightfully calls for a rejection of the strongman and 
instead encourages the mobilization of a vibrant participator democracy. Tarrog, seeing the 
danger of the present, asks for his viewers to reach for historical examples beyond strongmen 
like Luna and Marcos. 
 The dangers of Marcos's and now Duterte's strongman discourse lay in the ability for 
such leaders to readily diminish the value of human lives. Under the Marcos regime, the mere 
label of subversive could condemn an individual to a social death where their very right to life 
and rights no longer existed.20 Under Duterte, the primary target of this dehumanization has been 
the poor. For Duterte and for many of his supporters, lower class people who deal or consume 
drugs (or even simply those suspected of doing so) are simply not human.21 After the collapse of 
peace talks with the Communist Party of the Philippines, we now also regularly see the 
encouragement of violence against the political left.22  
 Often, it is easier for those of us writing on the authoritarian tendencies of political 
leaders to solely engage the crude and callous pronouncements of those in power. However, such 
entanglements can also blind us to the more insidious day-to-day machinations of 
authoritarianism. It is far too easy to overlook the ways that the curtailment of civil liberties is 
becoming commonplace throughout the archipelago. Given the scale of Duterte's attacks, the 
work done by groups to encourage a vibrant network of activists to oppose authoritarian rule 
must be defended. We should, in particular, work to stand with those who are particularly 
vulnerable to Duterte's attacks. Like those solidarity activists of the Marcos years, the primary 
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task at hand may very well be amplifying the cries of educators, human rights activists, 
journalists, and those fighting locally against the wreckage of Duterte's so-called drug war. 
While I have argued throughout this dissertation that these institutions were important sites of 
resistance, I wish to underscore here the other part of my argument, that much of this power lay 
in the collaborations mobilized around these institutions. If we are to consider what lessons 
might be learned from authoritarian pasts to prevent its iterations in the present and future, it may 
be of use to recall those collaborations.  
 Among the most vocal opponents to Duterte's attacks on human rights and the Philippine 
Constitution are women such as Senator Leila De Lima, former head of the Commission of 
Human Rights, and Philippine Supreme Court Chief Justice Maria Lourdes Serreno. Duterte and 
his allies have attacked both De Lima and Serreno in full force. De Lima, accused of accepting 
bribes from drug runners, has been placed under arrest in Camp Crame.23 Serreno, on the other 
hand, has faced impeachment proceedings, charged with financial malfeasance and 
"psychological deficiencies."24 The charges against both have included barely hidden sexist 
accusations, including public inquiries into the sexual life of De Lima.25 Despite the price of 
opposing Duterte, both De Lima and Serreno have continued to criticize the regime in spite of 
threats to their careers and well-being.  
 Indeed, Duterte's rhetoric is explicitly sexist and patriarchal. He regularly promotes and 
makes jokes about violence against women.26 As Mina Roces has shown, there is a powerful 
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history of women's activism in the Philippines, which has been at the forefront of anti-imperial 
and anti-authoritarian mobilizations.27 Organizations like GABRIELA, which has its roots in the 
militant feminisms of the martial law period, have led the way in condemning Duterte's violent 
rhetoric.28 In concert with groups like GABRIELA, transnational mobilizations such as "One 
Billion Rising" have demanded for justice in the Philippines in connection with struggles for 
women's rights elsewhere.29 On their participation in the opposition to Duterte as well as in 
transnational feminist movements, Joms Salvador (Secretary General of GABRIELA) states, 
"We now raise our call for solidarity to end the exploitation of women and press on the Duterte 
administration to pursue fundamental economic, political and social policy changes that will 
truly end violence and poverty and uplift women’s situation.”30 Just as its preceding women's 
mobilizations led the way against martial law, organizations like GABRIELA have fought for a 
more equitable Philippine society long before Duterte, and their voices must be heeded in the 
fight against him today. 
 Journalists in the Philippines have also been a historically imperiled lot.31 Many free press 
advocates understand that Duterte's attack on Rappler is but one of many ongoing salvos against 
a free press.32 The press plays a critical role in the opposition to Duterte. The local and 
international press coverage of the extrajudicial murder of 17-year old Kian de los Santos forced 
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the temporary easing of Duterte's so-called drug war.33 Kian's story mobilized a collective 
outrage because he was viewed by many as being such a promising young individual.34 What the 
press has the power to do is remind us not merely of the growing numerical toll of extrajudicial 
murder in the Philippines but also to remind us that each of the lives taken and stories left behind 
are valuable. This makes the press dangerous to the Duterte regime and makes the support of a 
free press all the more significant. 
 It is heartening to see both the Catholic Church and the Philippine Left become more 
vocal in their opposition to Duterte, After their ill-fated flirtation with peace talks, many on the 
political left came to understand that the promise of peace from Duterte was little more than a 
gambit to silence opposition. Duterte has now moved to an old Marcos tactic of villainizing 
leftists and encouraging violence against them.35 Likewise, many Church leaders have openly 
criticized the new regime, particularly utilizing human rights positions to argue for the end of 
extrajudicial killings.36 Such conflicting collaborations may be necessary to confront the violence 
of Duterte. Neither the Church nor the Left hold all of the answers or can claim the mantle of 
righteous authority with both having their own fraught pasts. But if both can see the value of 
defending the targets of Duterte's ire, perhaps those awkward intersections may be able to once 
again lay the groundwork for a more democratic future. 
 If we could recall the transnational work of educators, students, and press outlets, perhaps 
we could support organizations pushing for those continued transnational collaborations today. 
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Those of us situated in the United States might heed the lessons passed on by the anti-Marcos 
activists of the past generation. Boston-based anti-Marcos activists demonstrated the importance 
of transnational approaches to dissident journalism and alternative education models. Their 
solidarity with activists in the Philippines maintained the press and student activism as part of a 
movement culture at a time when the Marcos government curtailed those sites of resistance in 
the Philippines. Above ground activists in the Philippines carefully engaged international 
funding organizations, engaging the politics of human rights organizations while maintaining an 
emphasis on Philippine sovereignty. Their consistent focus on the civil liberties and human rights 
of Filipinos guided their engagements with international institutions. Finally, political detainees 
demonstrated the ways that the anti-Marcos movement needed to meld their liberatory dreams 
with their material realities. They made their voices heard beyond the prison through their 
engagements with above ground Filipino activists, solidarity organizations, and human rights 
groups. They promoted an anti-Marcos movement culture by working to improve their lives, 
testifying to the violence of the regime, and refusing the state's claims upon their freedom.  
 The history of anti-Marcos activism points toward the importance of working 
simultaneously within our communities and in solidarity with those fighting for a better 
Philippines. Their lessons call on us to refuse the sometimes binaristic politics that challenged 
anti-Marcos activists and work towards the intersectional and conditional solidarities that might 
provide, even momentarily, points of connection. Like human rights and international law 
activists in this study, we might continue pressing for grassroots specificity in rights discourse. 
We should also remember the power of the political collaborations between the Philippine Left 
and the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) during times like the Permanent People's 
Tribunal. Such a recollection would perhaps draw our focus to the fact that Mindanao continues 
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to live under martial law as of this writing. Many are already having their rights stripped away, 
and it is imperative that local and solidarity activists remain vigilant about this. 
 For every story that has been told in the pages in this project, there are many others that 
were not or have not yet been told. In writing this Coda, I am particularly reminded of those 
people who shared their stories with me and, for one reason or another, I was not able to write 
about. I bring them up here because their facilitation of my ability to do this project is but one of 
a plethora of ways that many of them continue to fight for a better Philippines today. The 
committed people that operate the Bantayog ng Mga Bayani museum tirelessly work to remind 
people of the atrocities of the Marcos regime and especially the individuals that fought against it. 
The human rights activists of politically diverging human rights groups such as Task Force 
Detainees Philippines and Karapatan continue to document instances of human rights violations, 
which have sadly continued well beyond the Marcos years. Individuals worked to mobilize 
school visits during the 2016 elections to educate young Filipinos of the archipelago's 
authoritarian pasts. Solidarity activists moved on from their opposition to martial law towards 
community building, opposition to the US bases, environmental justice, and other critical causes. 
Transnational activist groups, which were born out of the radical tradition of anti-martial law 
groups, are continuously striving towards a more just world. The opposition to Marcos teaches us 
that democracy cannot be remade in the hands of those in power but must instead be restored 
through the continuous engagements of the people. The lessons of history should not imply that 
we are doomed to repeat its cycles. If we are to break out of the contemporary rhythms that beget 
uncanny associations with oppressive pasts, we should take note of the experiences of those that 
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